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INTRODUCTION

Concerning the Choice of Topic

Thi s di ssertation treats of the thought of Prof. Davi d Easton

as elaborated mainly in his tetralogy: The Political System ('53),

A Framework for Political Analysis ('65), A Systems Analysis

of Political Life ('65), and Children in the Political System ('69)

which was written in collaboration with Jack Dennis.

The first question a reader may wish to ask is: Why?

A good question does not always readily receive a good answer.

Why does one research the thought of a particular thinker? Why

research the Ii terature re levant to hi s thought?

In answer I may refer to Easton's own conviction that all re-

search is occasi oned by a questi oni ng interest. Through re-

search one hopes to increase understanding and dispel a mea-

sure of perplexity.

Let me explain. I was born and raised (socl al ized , as latter--

day modes of speech would have it) in the midst of a cultural set-

ting reflecting the influence of various world and life views. In

line with the formative influences guiding my own development

hol d to the convi cti on that any understandi ng of real i ty, naive or

theoretical, is itself guided by spiritual forces. The central ideas

of any view of life are both informed by and seek to relate to such

powers as seek to claim man's allegiance in all that he does, indi-

vidually and communally. Some, in Arthur Bentley's vein, mayob-

serve that for scientific purposes such belief amounts to spook-

stuff which can only prevent and becloud the intelligence really re-

quired for useful understanding of reality. Let it be. It only goes

to show that Bent ley attempts to understand real i ty i n terms of

supposi ti ons and convi cti ons at odds with those that gui de my

thi nki ng.
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Towards the close of the previous and continuing on into

the twentieth century, The Netherlands experienced something

of the cultural dynamics of basic Christian conviction as ex-

pressed in the form of a world and life view by leaders ( and

followers) of a reformed ( Calvinist) persuasion in the va-

rious spheres of Dutch societal life. One of these spheres,

not without relation to the others, is that of theoretical/scien-

tific reflection and its communal organization. In Dutch 're-

formed' and reformati anal thought i tis par t icu larl y Groen van

Prinsterer, Abraham Kuyper, Vollenhoven, and Herman Dooy-

eweerd who paved the way in providing theoretical expression

to a Christian world and life view.

Such expression was not the result of a straightforward pro-

cess of deducti on from a few basi c tenets. Far from i t , Rather,

i t sought to account for the vari ety of meaning proper to human

exper ience in terms of concepts and ideas whi ch inthei r coherence

( theoretical thought must be systematic) reflect the integral

meaning character of human experience in recognition of the

Lordship of Jesus Christ over all of reality. It also takes ac-

count of theoreti cal thought whi ch seeks to re Iate the meaning

of life in its unity and dlver sl tv.conceo tual ty and ideally, that

is, theoreti cat ly , to other sources.

Dooyeweerd's phi losophy , in consequence, though markedl y

different from neo-Kantianism, has indeed developed in confron-

tation with it, and bears its traces. Dooyeweerd's choice of

problems as also hi s terminology reflects hi s earnest endea-

vour to communi cate wi th thi s transcendental tradi ti on i n par-

ticular. This is by no means to suggest that Dooyeweerd's

thought is neo-Kanti an or that the materi al concepts and ideas
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whi ch he developed are re Ievant for a di scussi on wit h neo-

Kanti ani sm alone. Itis to suggest that effective communi C.B-

tion with adherents to schools of thought other than one's

own requires that one comes to grips with the distinctions,

concepts, and i deas current wi th them. AI ways one must en-

quire into their meaning as employed by the members of the

school under scrutiny, and one must compare them to the con-

cepts, distinctions and ideas proper to one's own theoretical

vi ews. In doi ng so ~ne faces, at least i n the begi nni ng, a con-

si derabl e measure of perp lexi ty. Itis not easy thus to come to

terms with a school of thought differing from one's own.

It is to try and remove such perplexity from my own intel-

lectual confrontati on wi th behavi ora Ii st pol i ti cal theory that

I have chosen to study the work of Davi d Easton. Si nce Easton

has tri ed to determi ne the nature of mai nstream Ameri can po Ii-

tical science and seeks to advance its course and cause, the study

of Easton's work implies a coming to terms with much of Ame-

rican political theory, theory quite different from that taught at

European universities until recently.

Itis not easy to deci de what we shou Id call the school of thought

in question. It certainly breathes the spirit of pragmatism as de-

veloped by Peirce, James, and Dewey.Still, as with them, it has

conti nued to be expressed in varyi ng ways, ways that have come

to receive their own labels, in political science as well as in

the other soci al sci e nces.

Pragmati sm has onl y recent Iy come in for attenti on from adhe-

rents of Reformed phi lo sophy ; even so, its most recent deve Iop-.

ments have not been studied. It indi cates th at communi cati on be

tween the schools in question has been the exception rather than

the rule.
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Since world war II, various schools of thought (e.g. funct-

ionalism, structural/functionalism, decision-theory, game-theory

systems-theory) have collectively come to be desi gnated by the

umbrella-concept of 'behavioral science'.

Easton is one of the more influential thinkers associated with

the behavioral movement in the discipline of political science. My

first encounter with his writings quickly convinced me that an un-

derstanding of his work would go far towards removing some of

my perplexit y vis a vis the nature of 'Amer-l carë political science.

The first cause for perplexity on the part of a European who

has been used to studying a discipline known for some time as

theory of the state (Staatslehre) and who fi nds that thi s desi g-

nation is fast becoming obsolete, is: What's in this name? Why

won't the ol d term do anymore? Why must we call the fi e,ld that

of political science? Whence the pressure for this useage?

The sources of such pressure have been largely American

of Iate. They have not be en wi thout effect. To fi nd out what is

i nvolved in the change one must find out what i s and has been

the view of American political scientists of their subject. In

vi ew of the tone-setti ng and infl uenti al character of Ameri can

ways of doing things it is important to find out. I say so, not

because American ways of doing things, also academically,

shoul d be adopted point-bl ank as the ways of the free, but be-

cause, i ncreasi ngl y, they are representative of the standards,

also in the RSA, in terms of which students of politics approach

thei r subject.

Easton's The Political System takes stock of t he vde ve lopmerit

of political science, especially in America. Easton seeks to ad-

vance that sci ence and to that end anal yz es both its posi tive

and negative features. He attempts to establ i sh the scope of the

"
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di sci pi i ne and argues that i t never was that i mpl ied by the mis-

nomer IStaatslehre I.

Easton's work, furthermore, hews closely enough to the basic

tenets of pragmati sm so as to ensure that hi s work wi II be of i n-

terest, directly, to political philosophy. Politico-philosophical

topi cs are fre el y di scus sed, Easton fi nds i timportant to di scuss

how the political may be distinguished from the non-political; how

pol i ti cal sci ence differs from other soci al sci ences; how they ne-

vertheless do interrelate. He also discusses the nature of expe-

riential knowledge and the place of scientific method within it.

Clearly, his thought is philosophical in the general sense of the

the word, provi ding both ontologi cal and epi stemologi cal vi ews.

Itis on the basi s of such vi ews that he attempts to di rect pol i-

ti cal sci enti sts to research tasks that he fi nds urgent in vi ew of

the perspective that he has systemati cally developed.

In short,of the many political science texts that I have acquainted

myself with more or less casually, I found Easton's works to be

the most useful as a gauge by which to take note of the discipline

of political science and of the assumptions that have informed it.

Coming to grips with Easton's thinking means coming to grips with

pol i ti cal sci ence on the American pattern. For the present author

i t has amounted to the beginni ngs of communi cati on and confronta-

ti on. That confrontati on i s necessary. It i s a pre-condi ti on for

communi cati on.

The Plan of this Dissertation.

The over-all aim of this dissertation is to present a fair account

of Easton's thought but then in such a way that its presuppositions

and supportive motivations receive the fullest of attention. It is not

my aim to present and di scus s the model of the pol i ti cal system

whi ch Easton has provi ded in order to apprai se its potenti al for

application to a variety of subfields of political enquiry. Sufficient

literature in which that is done is already available. Instead, we
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wi II be interested i n the si gnifi cance of that modeI at the most

general level of analysi s as a flow-model revealing, systemi-

cally, the essential life-functions of any political system at all.

It i s not my aim to present a rounded evaluation of Easton's

thought in the terms of th e school of thought whose commi tments

share. T here are several reasons for not doing so.

Such an evaluation would require more than I can now handle,

certai nl y wi thin the I i mi ts of th eee covers. It woul d requi re a)

a sol id presentati on of Easton's vi ews, b) a si mi Iar presentati on

of my own views, and c) an evaluation of a) in terms of b). It is

a project I hope to complete; this dissertation may be considered

as the fi r st Ieg of the project.

Moreover, my efforts to date have been di rected towards gain-

ing a consistent understanding of Easton's thought and its posi-

tion within the development of ( American) political science

generall y, not towards spell i ng out my own cornrnitments theore-

tically in such a way as to be readily understandable for those who

share Easton's assumptions. Were I to attempt such a statement of

theory now, it would be couched in a language that those who share

Easton's world of discourse would very likely experience as jar-

gon of an esoteric kind.

Our task then, i s qui te I imi ted, It i s to present the thought of

Davi d Easton in such a way that the pol i ti eo-phi losophi cal nature

of his work will come to the fore as fully as possible. We will

focus on his general and politico-phi losophical views. The route

we will travel is roughly indicated in the following paragraphs.

Since Easton is both impressed with and concerned about the

state of political science in America, he addresses himself to the

organized discipline of political science in America as one of its
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practi ti oners. Aware that modern pol i ti cal science i s antedated

by a long history of political thought distinguishable from it,

Easton pays attenti on to the pi ace of modern pol i ti cal sci ence

against the backdrop of that history. In the first chapter we

wi II see just what, accordi ng to Easton, di sti ngui shes Ameri can

political science from earlier political knowledge and we will

present Easton's views of the development of political science

in America. It will provide us with a sense of the vantage-

poi nt from whi ch Easton has sought to further the cause of po-

I i ti cal sci ence.

The second chapter di scusses the vari ous kinds of theory

Easton considers important for a balanced development of po-

I i ti cal sci errce, These are: val ue-theory, causal theory, and

reformative theory. Of reformative theory Easton i s cri ti cal

for stoppi ng short of provi di ng both the general theory needed

and possible today and the applied science to be founded on it,

and for not providing the kind of value-theory that is now re-

qui red. Adequate under standi ng requi res the fullest possi bie

development of both causal and value theory whi le reformative

theory tends tIJ siphon the energies of the discipline away from

doing so, being content, instead, to settle for a premature com-

bination of underdeveloped value and causal theory in order to

meet the practical demands made upon the discipline by socie ty.

American political science has reflected too great a willing-

ness to focus its energies on ad hoc reform-oriented theory

whi le i t has closed i ts eyes to the needs for causal and val ue

theory. It has not consistently sought valid generalizations for

political life, when- and wherever, as a system of human, or-

ganized, social behavt or-; nor has it consciously sought to un-

derstand i ts values in terms of the si tuati onal possi bi Ii ties of
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their realization. Since the development of causal theory at the

most general level is a prerequisite for the development of value

theory of the ki nd that Easton is looki ng for, and si nce i tis such

causal theory that Easton hi mse If seeks to elaborate , we wi II pay

considerable attention to what Easton has to say about its nature.

Chapter three follows Easton in his efforts to define and esta-

blish the focus of interest of the discipline of political science

by defining the range of phenomena which cohere sufficiently for

analytical purposes to allow for their analysis in systemic terms.

It leads us into a general discussion of the idea of the political

system.

Chapter four presents the implications, in broad outline, of the

idea of the political system for the analysis of political life, by

taking seriously the notions of system, environment, feedback,

and response. It leads to the presentation of the flow-model of

political life. This model has been presented as the quintessence

of Easton's contribution but usually without sufficient attention

to the matrix of thought underlying it.

Chapter five wi II briefly present the context and content of

Easton's presidential address to the American Political Science

Associ ati on in 1969 whi ch has been seen by some as a recantati on

on Easton's part. We wi II see that it is, instead, of a piece with

his earlier thought as we have interpreted it.

Chapter six has been occasioned by the publication of the First

Report of the Constitutional Committee of the President's Council.

It points to kinship between the assumptions underlying the Corn-

mi tte e t s Report and those of Easton. The intent is merely to esta-

blish kinship at the level of assumptions, not a discussion of the

implications of these for the political views and recommendations

advanced by the committee.
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Finally, it should be observed that I have largely kept the

text of the chapters expository, restric:ing the expression of

my own judgement largely to the notes following the chapters.

Footnotes in the text refer to such notes at the end of the chap-

ter. For other references have made use of the Harvard me-

thod in referring to author, year of publication and page in my

text between brackets. The complete detai Is can then be gleaned

from the bi bl iography.

I have not written a separate chapter about the wealth of lite-

rature referring to Easton's work; it would have been too encom-

passing. Nor have I dealt much with that literature in the text

since that would interrupt the flow of presenting Easton's thought

there to too great an extent. Hence "my bi bl iography I s annotated

to some extent in the hope of thus providing the necessary intro-

ductory materi al to the prospective student of Easton's thought

and its treatment in the discipline.



CHAPTER ONE

1. Political Science. An American Discipline?

1. 1 A Common Assessment

Non-Americans fami I i ar with the I iterature produced by Ame-

rican political scientists have had ample occasion to reflect on

the implications of speaking about political science as an Ameri-

can sci ence si nce thi sill-formed concept 1) crops up everywhere

in American political science textbooks. Phrases such as 'the

American discipline of political science', 'the American science

of politics', or simply 'American political science' abound.2)

Easton i s no exception.

There is something curious about this usage. It is difficult

to conceive of any other field of learning as 'American'. The

American science of psychology, sociology, physics, or theology?

Come now ••• But American political science seems to be accep-

table enough. Why i s that?

Could it be a matter of origins? Can it be said that whereas

the founders of physics, psychology, and sociology, for example,

were Europeans, Ameri cans fi rst gave ri se to pol i ti cal science?

And if so ,. does that expl ai n what i s at stake in thi susage suf-

ficiently? Would that justify this usage?

Heinz Eulau and James March observe that political science

has "its very beginning in the last quarter of the nineteenth cen-

tur-y " and they certainly do mean 'in America'. (Eulau,March,

1969:5/6) It is then and there, that, according to them, an attempt

was made a) to define political phenomena in terms theoretically

relevant, and b) to search for units and levels of analysis in terms

of which the scientific study of politics can be most fruitfully con-

ducted (Eulau,March, 1969:5/6). This is one of the most slipshod

presentations of the case for political science's genesis and growth

in the U.S.A. It implies that thought about political phenomena
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elsewhere and previously was not undertaken in terms theore-

ti call y relevant or concerned wi th the frui tful conduct and fur-

therance of pol i ti cal science.

More sophi sti cated presentati ons of the argument have been

advanced, among them that of David Easton in his The Political

System.

Not all who speak of American political science will do so on

the ground that Americans first defined the field and followed

proper methods for its analysis as do Eulau and March. Others

focus on the independent organization of political science as

an academic discipline, as a teaching profession. This organ-

ization took place during the close of the nineteenth and the be-

ginning of the twentieth century. Dwight Waldo, for example,

calls this an important event in the history of the study of poli-

ti cs and observes: "Reflecti ng i nits ori gins a nati anal expe-

rience, the 'creation of political science' also interacts in the

shaping of that experience as the twentieth century advances and,

indeed, becomes a potent influence in the study of politics in

much of the wor Id. "(Waida , in: Greenstei n, Pol sby , 1975 : h/23)

Thi s not ani y suggests that a science i s to be recogni zed as

such once its practitioners have organized themselves for the

purpose, as in America for political science, but also that Ame-

rican political science has been internationalized.

Indeed, Eulau and March also devote much attention to the

academic and professional organization of the discipline. (Eulau,

March, 1969:passim). Waldo goes so far as to relate the identity

of po l s lc al science to the subculture provided with its organiza-

tion:"Some of the integrating forces (ensuring the identity of poli-

tical science,P. B.) are socio-psychological. Those who are (so

to speak) soci al i zed into the subcul ture known as pol i ti cal science

and whose social position, livelihood, and personal sense of iden-
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ti ty are associ ated with the fortunes of pol iti cal sci ence have

a natural interest in ensuring its identity, integrity, and pros-

peri ty. II(Wal do, in: Greenstei n, Pol sby ~1975:74)

Certai nl y one can admi t to influences of such organi zati onal

factors upon the thinking of political scientists without losing

sight of the distinction between organizational factors and the

activi ty which that organi zati onal activi ty i s to serve. Wal do

is not alone in suggesting that this distinction becomes blurred

if it is true, as he says, that organization helps to account for

lithe more conscious attempts at defining the 'pol iti cal' or the

'scientific', alone or in relation to each other, in a manner that

wi II command the acceptance of those wi II i ng to march under the

political science ensignll• (Waldo, in: Greenstein,Polsby (1975:

74).

Si gnifi cant among those attempts, certainl y, i s that of Easton.

It would be wo rthwhi le to weigh the merits of Waldo's suggestion

with respect to Easton's work. To what extent is Easton's moti-

vation that of enhancing the discipline of political science as or-

gani zed professi on? 3)

That the identity of political science in America is to be under-

stood in term s of its organi zati on as much as by i ts sci entifi c cha-

racter is not suggested by Waldo,Ealau, March, and Easton only.

All the major historians of the discipline, e.g. Haddow, Somit

and Tanenhaus, Crick, Hynemann, Irish, Kariel and Haas, as

well as Landau, would seem to share the point of view.

Moreover, even among post-behavi oral i sts afrai d of vested in-

terests there would seem to be those who would agree. Surkin ·and

Wolfe may edit a book entitled An End to Political Science, yet it

represents a collective effort of the Caucus for a New Political

Science (Surkin, Wolfe 1970:3) whi ch sought to organi ze the science
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differentl y. They wanted the professi on to understand that i tis

and must be pol i ti cally commi t t ed , not to maintenance of the sta-

tus quo, but to the betterment of the poor and oppressed around

the world. (Surkin, Wolfe 1970:4) Easton has all along sought to

enphe si ze the need for commitment, though not at the expense of

what he considers to be scientific understanding.

At this point one is tempted to enter immediately upon the issue,

contentious enough among American political scientists, as to the

presence or absence of value-commi tments in the conduct of pol i ti-

cal science, and to turn to an analysis of Easton's views of that

matter. We must resist the temptation and first take note of his

view of 'American political science'.

Awareness of the general judgment that there i s an Ameri can

pol i ti cal sci ence defi nable i n terms of bath professi onal organi-

zation and intellectual tendencies will help us to own Easton's

discussion of it as an instance of this common assessment, but

then a speci al, not common, instance of it.

1.2 Easton's Assessment of the Status of American Political

Science. Initial Identification of Problems to be discussed

Easton too sees the rise of American political science as a

separate di sci pi ine to have taken place "si nce the Civi I War"

(1861-1865,P.B.}j "in the last quarter of the nineteenth century

it was scarcely discernible as a separate teaching or research

discipline"(Easton,1965:38). Sometime after the Civil War poli-

tical science began to show its individual status as a discipline

as is apparent from its organization as a separate teaching or

research di scipl ine for, by 1914, even though on a small scale

as compared with today's figures, political science was being

separately taught at at least 38 universities in the U. S. A.
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Already at the turn of the century the beginnings, even if not

much more than beginni ngs, of the separatel y organi zed di sci-

pline of political science, were in evidence.

For the fi r st ti me research i nto pol i ti cal phenomena coul d

take pi ace wi thin a di sci pi ine separate ly organi zed for that pur-

pose. Previously, the political had always been researched as

an indistinguishable, implicit part of social science, moral phi-

losophy and general phi losophy , never as independent field of

enquiry.

According to Easton then,American political science is born

in the process of separate academic organization of teaching and

research into political life as a separable dimens ion of the life

of society. It was, indeed, an American achievement taking place

within a specific, American institutional matrix which "has

shaped and di rected the growth of pol i ti cal sci ence as a fi e Id"

(Easton 1965:51) Organized political science is an American

'first'.

Two things are to be noted at this point. First, there always

was the separable but not separated dimension of social life that

we call political. Hence, before the separate organization of re-

search and teaching concerning that dimension, men did face po-

litical problems and did attempt to deal with them. There was po-

litical knowledge but never of a specialized kind that comes with

focusing on that dimension as separate from other dimensions of

the life of society. Thus Easton can admit to both continuity and

discontinuity between political knowledge prior to, arid political

knowledge following upon the separate organization of the disci-

pi i ne as profession. Secondl y, the organi zati on referred to was

of immense importance in the history of the development of poli-

tical knowledge.America did accomplish that feat first of all and
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continues to play first fiddle in its development.

There are questions that come to mind. For example, to what

extent has the Amer ican insti tuti onal matrix "shaped and di rected

the growth of pol i ti cal science as a fi e Id "? Easto n answers:

"more than any other science" because, especially, of the "prox-

imi ty of pol i ti cal research to the soci al forces that determi ne so-

cial policy"{Easton 1965:50}. Political science is out to reveal the

actual locus of power in the community; it is "reaching towards

an understanding of the ••• differences over ••• the authoritative

allocation of values". Therefore political science feels the press-

ures of entr-enched power groups not keen to have "the underlying

unifying myth concerning the location of power" exploded by dis-

covery of the real facts of social power relations. {Easton 1965:50/1}

Hence, political science is born free only soon to experience the

restraining, fettering, effects of the institutional matrix, which, in

America at least, was nevertheless such as to allow for the birth

of the organi zed di scipl ine of pol iti cal science.4}

Easton does say that the institutional matrix is not the sole con-

ditioning factor explaining the state of political science; there are

other, even more important factors which help to explain the ( ra-

ther unsatisfactory) state of the discipline. However that may be,

Easton does observe that the institutional matrix is influential to

such an ex tent i n di ctatori al countries that pol i ti cal science there

is virtually extinct {Easton 1965:51}. It would seem that the infant

political science is dependent on a goodly measure of good will

for its continued existence; the malevolence or benevolence of the

social matrix towards the life-pos sibilities of political science

would seem to be a mighty powerful determining factor for political

science, to put it mildly. Political science must be desired by (the

members of) society if it is to exist.
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The goal of political science being the attainment of reliable

under standi ng of the pol i ti cal system as a subsystem wi thout

which society itself would, as system, collapse, and that goal

being desired by society, it appears that political science

cannot and may not serve private ends but must serve this

public end or value of reliable understanding. That is political

sci erice ' s democrati c rai son d'être. Pol i ti cal science must re-

flect society's values. Only the proper kind of values wi II sup-

port a free and proper reliable understanding of what goes for

what in society. Political science, therefore, can live up to

its task in organized fashion, in an open (democratic) society

alone. This conviction may help to explain why Americans so

fondly speak of the American discipline of political science.

It is thought to be valued by American society. American velues

have much to do with the rise and continued existence of the

discipline of political science in America. 5)

Further questions come to mind. Does the rise of political

science beyond America's borders since World War II, on the

pattern of American political science, indicate that the institu-

tional matrix there is becoming more like that of America? And

would the absence of such political science point to the presence

of a malevolent institutional matrix and ideology in such coun-

tries? Or do various countries with various ideologies allow

for different sorts of political science'? Why then should Ameri-

cat s type alone pass as science'? Is America's kind of society

alone acceptable '?

That such questions are to the point would seem to be suP-.

ported by recent hot di sputes concerni ng the pro-Amer i can bi as ~

the status quo orientati on attri buted to current behavioral pol i-

ti cal science by a variety of anti- or post-behavi oral i s t s, 6)East_

on has taken si des in that di spute and agrees that the bi as was pre-
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sent and needs to be overcome. (Amer ica may represent the best)

of all societies that were or are, but that is not to say that it is

the best of all possi bie wor Ids. )

It may also be asked what, on Easton's grounds, there is to

prevent the concl usi on that soci ety not onl y a Ilows but call s for

political science of a kind, the kind that suits it, the kind it con-

si der s desi rabie. Easton hi mself does not hesi tate to say that

political science does not measure up to "what is expected of it,

to the tasks i rnposed on it, and to what soci ety demands of it ", But

what i s there to gL8 rantee that what i s expected of it coinci des wi th

what may truly be expected of theoretical, scientific, thought?

Could not America's institutional matrix be such as to have de-

flected pol i ti ca I sci ence from i ts proper path? Perhaps to an

extent not i nconsi derable? lf so, what i deologi cal assumpti ons

did provide the lure for such deflection? Which assumptions could

help political scientists keep to their proper course?

Questions like these are not easi ly answered; nonetheless they

are to be kept in mind during our investigation into Easton's work.

I rai se them not to prejudi ce any argument at thi s poi nt , I rai se

them because, ex- or i mpIici t ly, Easton must have vi ews con-

cerni ng them; after all, the ques t ions are occasi oned by hi sown

text and they are so perti nent to present di sputes in the fi e Id that

one may safely assume that Easton has reflected on them. In view

of the fact that Easton di scusses the condi ti on of Ameri can pol i ti-

cal science in The Political System we may expect to find some

clues as to how Easton would answer these questions there.

Fi rst, however, we do we II to find out what Easton consi ders

to be the conditions which a discipline must meet in order to qua-

lify as a science. Then we will be in position to judge the better

concerning Easton's assessment of the status of American politi-
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cal sc ierice ,

It quickly becomes apparent that Easton does not take a rea-

dily optimistic view of the condition of American political science

as though i t were the best possi bie condi ti on. Indeed, the present

state of political science, says Easton in 1953, indicates that it

is by no means the most mature of the social sciences. A science's

maturity is by no means a simple function of the professionaliza-

tion of a discipline for the "numerical strength of political science

and its cristallization as a discipline are simply an index of the

vast corps of workers now avai lable"(Easton, 1953:38); and al-

though the wealth of accessible knowledge through fact-gathering

now available did help to gain some recognition for political

science, yet" the condition of American political science is

dist urbing and disappointing ••• at least in terms of what is pos-

sible". (Easton, 1953:39)

Judgment as to the immaturity of a science implies the use of

criteria according to which the sciences may be placed along a

continuum showing the relative maturity or immaturity of a par-

ti cu Iar sci errce , Easton menti ons several i ndi ces to be used to

that end. To assign to political science its place on the conti-

nuum we need to compare it wi th other soci al sci ences. "Com-

pari son wi th the leve I of achievement of other soci al sciences

demonstrates what pol i ti cal science cou Id be doi ng". (Easton,

1953:40) Moreover, we must also compare the social sciences

with the physical sciences to realize that the social sciences

are centuries behind. (Easton, 1953:59) That makes political

science about the most immature science that one can think of.

Easton is quick to describe the developrrent of a science in

organic terms. Accordingly he speaks of the birth of a science,
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(Easton,1953:44), of science in the process of removing its swad-

dl i ng clothes (Easton 1953:93), and of the maturati on of a sci erice ,

I t presupposes indi ces of growth by whi ch to measure the deve lop-

ment of a discipline.

Some of the indices Easton mentions are as follows: a) the cre-

ation of its own meaningful vocabulary (not to be confused with un-

necessary jargon), b) the refi nement and preci si on of concepts

emp loyed, c) deve Iop ment of speci al techni ques geared to the

observation, reporting, collation and testing of data. There are,

he says, other features di sti ngui shing sci enti fi c reason from

common sense, but the most important, the foremost, feature of

scientific thought consists in "its deliberate attempt to bring to

the surface what common sense leaves permanently concealed"
~ .

(Easton, 1953:54). Since common sense is common precisely in

that i t does not poi nt up the re Iati ons among facts except casually,

and since "where science has achieved a high level of develop-

ment, transcended to a hi gh degree the re Ii abi li ty of knowledge

derived from common sense alone, there the enabling instrument

was theory "(Easton, 1953:60), i t follows that theory, showi ng the

actual relations among facts, that is, causal theory, is the most

important index of maturity for the development of any science.

Much could be said of these indices, but here it is enough to

note that when Easton measures pol i ti cal sci ence agai nst them,

political science appears to be in trouble. Matched against the

indices mentioned, political science appears to fail on every

count. It has not created i ts own meani ngfu I vocabu lar-y , i ts terms

are all but precise, it lags far behind the techniques employed in

other social sciences, and worst of all, it has shown no interest

in general causal theory. Indeed, Easton's presentation of the

case for political science as an American achievement is not a

common one. One is led to wonder whether political science can
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claim a birth-certificate at all. To any level of maturity to speak

of, clearly,it can lay no claim, at least, not in 1953.

Political science is in such difficulty as to be hard put to ex-

p Iai n the reasons for i ts separate exi stence. (Easton, 1953:42)

"Indeed, such is the state of political research that many a Wash-

ington columnist has an intimate insight into and reliable know-

ledge of political life envied by most political scientists ••• Un-

less political research is able to throw some light on the sources

and knowable consequences of policy to give a more reliable pic-

ture than the insight of the well-informed layman - in this case

the politician, the administrator, and those like top-level colum-

ni sts or Iobbyi sts, whose job i tis to know - th e exi stence of a

special poli·tical discipline will indeed take a good deal of ex-

plaining". (Easton, 1953:42)

In The Pol i ti ca I System that is preci se Iy what Easton i s about.

In it he explains how it is that political science arose and deve-

loped in America. He explains why its development has been stunt-

ed and slow, both when viewed in the light of what is in fact pos-

sible for it and what is expected of it. He explains how scientific

theory, both necessary and possi bie, has been i mmoderate Iy ne-

glected and why this theory and its development should be a first-

order priority for the discipline if it is to mature at all.

Indications are that Easton has explained convincingly. Twelve

years later, in 1965, the need for theory of the ki nd suggested re-

quires no argument. "Only a diminishing few remain who would

deny the uti lity of efforts in this direction ••• the whole discipline

has been able to shift direction and yet remain in basic control

of its intellectual apparatus" (Easton, 1965a: 3 ). 8)

Curious in this context, once again, is the suggestion that po-

litical science ( in America) moves as a whole. Clearly, Easton
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would have it that American political science displays sufficient

unity even throughout transformation, at least shifting, to be ca-

pable of treatment as a life-system, a living, persisting whule.9)

But it certai n Iy does faci Ii tate hi s characteri zati on of. the di sci-

pline in terms of birth and development towards maturity.At first

sight, Easton admits, political science does indeed appear to be

wi thout systemi c coherence, consi sting of a Iarge number of ap-

parent Iy heterogeneous fi e Ids (Easton, 1953:98); moreover, un-

certainty about the unity of the discipline is also quite prevalent

(Easton, 1953:96). That is supported by Eaulau and March who

simply deny that there is a whole discipline. (1969:11).

Further questions concerning the unity of political science in

America may come to mind if the unity is one of convictions and

assumpti ons shared rather than, or as much aS,a uni ty of sub-

ject matter. That i s suggested by the followi ng remark made by

Peter Euberu ttt he relative political and social superiority of A-

merica is par-al le l led , if not enhanced, by a further judgment as

to the merits of the behavioral approach (to which the discipline

had shifted according to Easton,P. B.) seen, interestingly enough,

by many practitioners and critics as uniquely American". {Euben

in:Green,Levinson,1970:8).

For a better understanding of Easton's views of American po-

litical science we do we" to determine its position against the

backdrop of the enti re hi story of pol i ti cal knowledge as Easton,

however sketchi ly, presents i tin The Pol i ti cal System. Let us

sketch the"c:8,;elopment of that knowledge i n terms whi ch Easton

hi mself has suggested. Consecutive Iy we wi II try to determi ne the

character of political knowledge or 'science' (loosely used) in its

swaddling clothes, in the process of casting off these swaddling

clothes, and, finally, in beginning to show some signs of maturity.
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Although this will take us beyond the time-span of America's

independence and beyond its borders it is to serve for a closer

understanding of the peculiar character of American political

science and Easton's conception of it.

1.3 Political Science in Swaddling Clothes

1.3. 1 The Swaddling Clothes

Round about the turn from the previ ous to the present century

"political science was still in the process of discarding its

swaddl i ng clothes "(Easton, 1953:93). Whi le ooi ng so, pol i ti cal

scientists were still discussing the limits of the field of poli-

ti cal sci ence i n an attempt "to convi nce themselves and others

that it was a legitimate progeny of social science"(Easton,1953:93).

What were these swaddling clothes that needed to be discarded

before political science could make its indi vl duat appearance?

The genealogy of political science is considerably more vene-

rable than is the social context in which it finally succeeded in

freei ng i tself from its ori ginal wrappi ngs. As speci al di scipl ine

political science is, but very young; that is not to say, however,

that the questi ons whi ch i t seeks to answer were not rai sed and

variably answered from days immemorial. They were, but never

from the special scientific point of view given with the sense of

a separable kind of data to be empiri cally investigated in order to

be able to answer the kind of questions society has always asked

reliably. The logic implicit in the organized nature of society in

its response to problems facing it, demanding that certain kinds

of questions be answered continually, had not yet resulted in the

necessary consequence of a divi si on of the Iabor of enqui ry into

society's problems as required by the logic implicit in the pro-

blems faced by society. Thus, prior to its emergence as a disci-
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pl ine , a measure of political knowledge had always been part of

a more comprehensive, not differenti ated, body of knowledge.

In this, political science is not unique. Everyone of the social

sciences, Easton observes, has branched off from an original,

com mon and undifferenti ated body of soci al knowledge. Such dif-

ferenti ati on took pi ace accordi ng to an intri nsi c logi c of development.

That logi c was ai ded by the very i mpact of the rapi d expansi on of

knowledge making it impossible for any one per son to master all

of the avai lable social knowledge. (Easton, 1953:100). It..)ver the

past 2500 years the central body ••• of unspecialized knowledge,

has gradually been reduced in quantity and scope by the divorce

from it of the specially organized contemporary social sci ence s "

(Easton, 1953:101).That one may speak of an impact of knowledge-

expansion would seem to be justified in view of the fact that all

there di sci pi i nes have come into thei r own withi n the last few cen-

turies.

Until the eighteenth century the moral sciences, as the social

sci ences were then known, possessed greater uni ty than diver-

si ty It••• But wi th the increase i n the rate of research by the begi n-

ni ng of the ni neteenth century, economi cs, through the efforts of

Adam Smith, and sociology, in the work of August Comte, began

to pry themselves loose from the mai n body of soci al thinki ng.

Psychology too had by that time made some progress in separa-

ting itself from phi lo sophy. And by the end of the century, anthro-

pology ••• emerged from its swaddling clothes. It(Easton, 1953:102)

The swaddling clothes of the social sciences? Simply the un-

differentiated body of knowledge 'anyone individual' could 'assi-

milate and comment upon', 'the proper topic for discussion by any

arti cui ate person who wi shed to contri bute hi s share to an under-

standi ng of soci e t y"; sometime later: moral phi Iosophy; later sti II:
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moral sci ence; and yet later: the soci al sci ences. Fi nail y, va-

rious social sciences branched out on their own, eventually lea-

vi ng phi losophy as a resi due from whi ch pol i ti cal science at Iast

branched off. (Easton, 1953:102) 10)

Despite the fact that Easton does speak of the whole body of un-

di fferenti ated knowledge as a seamless web, sti II "di sti ncti ons in

social knowledge have existed from the beginning of human enquiry

into society" (Easton, 1953:103). That it re mained one body for

2000 years despite these distinctions would have to be accounted

for in terms of 'the paucity of information' about human activity;

single individuals could master it all, and they were called the

philosophers.(Easton,1953:103). "These distinctions arise from

the e le.ment at fact that we are human beings who live in an organ-

ized society" where a variety of problems must be solved for the

survival af any given mode of life. (Easton, 1953:103)

In sum, a variety of needs and problems of organized society

conti nuall y requi re soci al (re)organi zati on. When questi ons are

rai sed about such organi zati on, "about the functi oni ng of soci ety

I t se lf t'! , investigators had to look at certain clusters of elements

in the concrete world, systems of elements, later to be called

by the names of each of the soci al sciences. "Through a long pro-

cess of selection ••• each body of knowledge relevant to a set of

key issues in which society has shown a vital concern" at last

emerged. (Easton, 1953:104)

In A Framework for Political Analysis Easton has provided us

with a neat summary presentation of the successive layers of

sve ddl i ng clothes from whi ch the behavi oral sci ences, among them

political science, at long last emerged: "What we see is a develop-

ment from indivi sible phi losophy , to a di sti ncti on between natural
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and moral phi losophy by the eighteenth century when, under the

hei ghtening presti ge of chemi stry, physi cs and bi ol ogy these two

acquired the names natural and moral sciences. Due to St. Simon

and Comte the moral sci ences became known as soei al sci erice s,

From a reposi tory for almost all knowledge, phi losophy has been

left as a residual category which until today has continued to

shrink in scope and••• to redefine its tasks. (Easton, 1965a:12)

1.3.2 The Nature of Political Knowledge while in Swaddling Clothes

Now that we have a notion as to the swaddling clothes from which

political science has only lately emerged, we do well to look at

the character of such political 'science' or knowledge as was part

of the one body of knowledge before its differenti ati on from it.

Since, prior to its diffferentiation, all the kinds of social know-

ledge now distinguishable were part and parcel of one body of

knowledge called phi lo sophy , such kinds of knowledge wi II all

bear the characteri sti cs of that phi losophy , whi le the di stincti ons

between kinds of knowledge will only be implicit, certainly not spe-

cifically and consciously distinguished.

For the continuation of organized social life and its ameliora-

tion society requires knowledge geared to the problem areas which

it faces, its needs. The kinds of knowledge being wrapped all to-

gether in swaddl i ng clothes, these needs are not themse Ives con-

sciously distinguished the one from the other, hence the clusters

of data relevant to meeting social needs do not come clearly into

focus either; consequent Iy, no rei ati ons are systemati call y esta-
. .

blished among the relevant facts in an empirically verifiable way.

Therefore such knowledge is neither clearly focused on a soci ally

vital field of study, on data which show coherence relative to so.,

c iet yt s problems, nor "s it, therefore, particularly useful for the

sol uti on of the problems whi ch soci ety faces. To put it baldl y,
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such knowledge i snot scientifi c at all. It is casual Iy derived,

vague, hard Iy marked by the indi ces of sci entifi c sophi sti cati on

so clearly visible in the physical sciences, and, albeit less so,

in the modern social sciences that have left the body of knowledge

to shrink to the residue it now is. It is the knowledge of common

sense unaccompanied by specialized observation of data-clusters

in the concrete social world, the knowledge of which is crucial

to the solution of society's perplexities.

No great amount of acumen i s needed to sense that thi s kind of

view of the history of political knowledge will necessarily reflect

on Easton's evaluation of such political knowledge as was part of

philosophy before we became aware of the possibilities of differen-

ti ated sci entifi c thought and research, to whi ch deve lopments in

the physical sciences had pointed.

About the "2000 years after Aristotle, the first significant scho-

lar to treat f ects seriously", Easton is very brief: "few great so-

ei al thi nkers turned to empi ri cal research". (Easton, 1953:7). It was

from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century "that the western

world became increasingly imbued with a faith in the ability of the

kind of reasoning implied by the scientific method to solve social

problems, empirical and even moral" (Easton, 1953:7).ln its origin,

as wi th Hobbes and Spinoza, "contemporary' soei al sci ence was a

response to the work of men like Copernicus,Kepler, Galilei and

especially Newton" whi le ttrie method of the physical sciences stood

model" (Easton, 1953: 7).11)

It is this orientation to scientific method, however misconceived,

that di stingui shes thi s soei al science from the thought of the 'great

soci al thi nkers' who preceded them and never fel t "the need to exa-

mine the behavior of men more closely" than did Aristotle. Of such

great soci al thi rJ<ers Easton menti ons onl y PI ato , Ari stot le, and
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Machiavelli, and, all of them, in passing only. One is inclined

to think that Easton is pulling our leg when he calls them great.

Such incl inati ons however, had best be kept in check unti I tested

against that whi ch Easton has wri tten. He does, after all, say

that the problem-solvi ng, organi zed character of society i s such

that it has i'compelled men to direct attention to certain recurrent

typical problems" and also that the fact "that we can turn to Plato,

Aristotle and Machiavelli for insights into contemporary social

(partly political,P. B.) problems vouches for the recurrence of

these problerrs ", (Easton, 1953:103) And Easton does, simply, call

them great social thinkers. That Easton does not treat of them at

any length in The Political System need not imply that Easton is

not impressed by them, nor that he is simply critical of all that

they have done. Just that they di d not (perhaps cou Id not as yet?

P. B.) present political knowledge in the form of causal political

sci erice , Si nce Easton does not ever suggest that all rel evant po-

litical knowledge is causal in kind, there is no direct reason I can

see why Eulau and March should observe that "for a critique of

this tradition (the great one of political thought, ancient and mo-

dern, eastern and western) p. B. ), the best work is sti II that of

David Easton, The Political System"(Eulau,March,1969:147)o

In saying so I think they wrong Easton on two counts at least:

first, Easton is not at all concerned to discuss that tradition in

thi s work except to stress the need for empi ric al theory, theory

of a specific kind; second, where Easton does discuss the approach

modern hi stori ans of that tradi ti on have followed, he takes them

to task for ignoring the relevance of that theory to both political

. d .. I I·· I h 12)action an empirica pa i t ica t eory.

To understand Easton on this score it is enough for present

purposes to point to a distinction he considers vital ,viz. that
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between causal and value theory. Whatever Easton may have to

say of causal theory, that is, scientific theory empirically orient-

ed, (and it is the need for it that Easton wishes to emphas l ze in

The Political System), it in no way detracts from his conviction

that "we are compelled to project our moral views into an image

of the kind of society and political system we would accept as

desirable and in this way to formulate a view of what we conceive

to be the good political life"(Easton,1953:231). To do so is to en-

age in value theory, in a constructive approach towards moral

clarifi cat ion. It requi res a 'synthesi s of val ues wi th facts to bring

out the full meaning of val ues " (Easton, 1953:231). That approach,

says Easton, i s well i Ilustrated by the pol i ti cal theory of any of

the great phi losophers of the past. The study of their thought in

political science should, but alas, as undertaken, does not, pro-

vi de students "wi th the ski II s and knowledge necessary to explore

full y their own moral preconcepti ons. Indeed, i tis preci sel y be-

cause students of pol i ti cal hi story have assi mi Iated pol i ti cal theory

into empi ri cal and causal sci ence "(Easton, 1953:236) and have thus

robbed political theory as it has descended to us in the European

tradition, of its earlier constructive role" that an ill-defined value-

conformism rules the day in political research, giving the latter

all the features of vi ci ous ci rculari ty (Easton, 1953:257).

These remarks, although relevant for the issue touched on

al ready, vi z , that of the socalIed ~atus ClUQ, pro-Ameri can bi as

of behavioralist thought 13~ here simply serve to let us conclude

that political knowledge in its swaddling clothes was "a vehicle

whereby articulate and intelligent individuals conveyed their thoughts

on the actual di recti on of affai r s and offered for seri ous consi-

deration some ideas about the desirable course of events. In this
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way they revealed to us the full meaning of their moral frame of

reference"(Easton,1953:234}. It is a function which empirically

ori ented theory, causal in ki nd , cannot, and ought not to try and

usurp for itself.

To state matters differentl y, pol i ti cal theory inits swadal i ng

clothes, prior to the emergence of political science, prior even

to the notion of social science's possibility, as presented by the

great social thinkers, quite in line with common sense even today,

responded to the followi ng questi ons: "Fi rst and foremost, what

is the nature of the good life, that is, what kind of goals ought

men to seek; and once they are articulated, what steps ought so-

ole ty to take to put them into effect as an authoritative statement

of policy?" (Easton, 1953:126) From these "flows a series of ques-

(ions out of which empirical political research has stemmed"(Easton,

1953:126). That is: from value theory and the desire to realize the

same, flow questions empirically oriented such as: "What are the

actual authoritative pol i cies adopted by a society? How are they

determi ned and how are they put into effect? "(Easton, 1953:126)

These lead to empirical research and causal theory.

In summary form: political knowledge in its swaddling clothes

is part and parcel of general social knowledge marked by a mal-

nutrition of facts; hence it is value or moral theory in the main.

This is not to suggest that value theory can make do without re-

ference to empi ri cal matters nor that empi ri cal theory i s unaffe c-

te d by value theory, or unrelated to it. Generally speaking one may

say that it lacks the division of taoor- implicitly required by the

variety of recurrent problems that society faces. In that, it re-

flects the common sense knowledge of the common man who fai Is

to make use of specialized data-observation in view of causally
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l nter-e stj nq data coherences with an aim to solve society's problems

through organi zati on to that end. It Iacks the indi ces of sophi sti ca-

tion that we have come to associate with science.

1.4 Political Science in the Process of Shedding its Swaddling

Clothes

1.4. 1 Beyond the Borders of the U. SoA.

In consideration of the fact that modern social science presuma-

bl Y developed on the model of and in response to the physi cal sciences,

especially as exemplified by the work of Newton, we find in it a

newness distinguishing it from social knowledge prior to the de-

velopment of physical science. As part of this social science

movement, political knowledge becomes cloaked in the garb of

scientific method, however ill-conceived social science's under-

standing of that method was. As instances of political knowledge

thus atti red Easton poi nts to the work of Hobbes and Spi noz a,

Impressed by the fini shed product they mi stoo K the method of phy-

sical science as though i t were the method of mathemati cal axiology.

(Easton, 1953:8/9)

Assuming that Newton's starting point consisted in the few prin-

ciples which served to integrate a large variety of data concerning

the motion of the heavenly bodies, they too began with a few axioms

and derived a whole system of theory from these deductively, never

real i zing that Newton bui It on the basi s of a vari ety of theori es (par-

tial) concerning data established by pains-takingly difficult empiri-

cal observation. (Easton, 1953:8) Their axioms, by contrast, were very

casually established, introspectively. Their work can be character-

i zed as "r a t ional i sti c specul ati on tempered by some attenti on to

facts but not geared to a real attempt to stay with them by a process

of controlled observation"(Easton, 1953:9). Thus their method re-

mained at the level of pre-sci entifi c thi nki ng. 14} lt was "not the re-

suits however but the spi rit in whi ch the re search was conducted, ,
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that counted"(Easton, 1953:10). At least they thought to adopt the

"standards of val id reasoni ng of the natural sciences for the so-

lution of social problems"(Easton,1953:10). The quest was on!

The quest for experi enti al knowledge after the patterr. of the phy-

sical sci erice s, That much can be sai d of the soci al science of the

seventeerth century.

Eighteenth century soci al science, as instanced by Bentham ,

Rousseau, Helvetius, Condorcet, Di derot , Montesquieu, con-

tinued on the pattern of the seventeenth century, projecting and

commenting upon it. In applying the mind to social issues they

were, by our standards, "more spe cul ative than empi ri cal If. By

the criteria of the day however and "in the light of the slow move-

ment towards the use of controlled, first-hand observation as a

basi s for understanding, they made thei r own contri buti ons to the

emergence of a bel ief in the necessi ty of sci entifi c reason "(Easton

1953:11). Here too, ,the intention means more than the result"

Easton, 1953:10).

The nineteenth century was indeed the age of scientific method.

"The tremendous hold that the mere desire to be scientific 111"l1n-

tained over men's minds finally became the source of an outpour-

ing of social research". (Easton, 1953:11) There was an ever in-

creasing tendency to lean on observation, at first historical, but

i ncreasingl y rel ated to contemporary soci al behavi or. "Cornte ,

Marx, and Spencer are the triumvirate who dominate the century".

(Easton, 1953:11)

Easton's comments once again discount the merits of their con-

clusi ons and resul ts and thei r preoccupati on wi th premature sys-

tem-building, to stress their complete immersion in something

called the scientific approach. He observes that they would have

di sagreed as to the nature of sci entifi c reason, but, and that is
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important, they woul d have agreed "that wi thout some painstaki ng

app l i cati on to the facts of experience - the posi tive data of the

senses - no progress could be made in understanding society"

(Easton, 1953:12/13). Furthermore they were alike in advancing

immodest claims for social science, presenting massive theories

of soci al transformati on through ti me thus demonstrati ng "the in-

finite confidence these the or-i s t s of the nineteenth century had in

the abi I i ty of sci entifi c reason not onl y to give under standi ng but

al so to di rect human efforts. Theori es of progress are perhaps

the most telling index of the state of mind in the nineteenth cen-

tury. In them the optimism of the scientific method infected the

historical method and led to the conviction that society was fol-

lowing the course of inexorable laws of a rational world towards

its millennium.

The age was so ecstatic with its own presumed success, it

seemed progress occurred not just as a matter of chance and reward

for conti nued Iabor judi ci ousl y app l i ed but as the automati c out-

come of a rationally ordered world. The inexorability of the laws

in operati on served to demonstrate the sci entifi c conduct's own

helplessness. It is a view of reason beyond and yet determining

practice quite at odds with a pragmatist view of reason and in-

telligence on the go, and holding its own within practice. Sti II,

social science quickly set itself another task,viz. to discover the

exact course of thi s progress as well as the means by whi ch to

smooth its path. "Optimism in the fruits of human r-easort]' says

Easton,"could have achi eve d no greater heights "(Easton, 1953:15).

As Easton would have it, the novelty in the study of social life

during the 300 years mentioned is basically one of mood, of spirit,

of intention, of optimism, of the desire to be scientific, and of the

growing expectations from aopt i cati on of the mind to experience
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and i ts data. As to the resul ts? The soci al knowl edge derived

from attending ever more closely to the data of experience, a

gain indeed, was embedded in specul ative, premature system-

building on the grand scale. The desire and intention was towards

experientially verifiable theory, but the results left much to be

desi red. The attempts of Marx and Comte to define the Iaws of

soci al change were abort ive , (Easton, 1953:43) Yet, be Iief i n them

did indirectly lead to "an outpouring of social research" of an

empirical and painstaking kind, not in the least in trying to dis-

cover the precise course the laws were taking and to smooth their

path.

This outpouring of research, 1 take Easton to mean, is the

most important new deve lopnent , in addition to the scientific

mood, in the history of social knowledge and, implicitly, poli-

tical knowledge, prior to the effective division of labor in social

study. The very weight of the research data, and the size of the re-

search task thus conceived was a pressure of moment towards the

differenti ati on of soci al sci ence into the soci al sciences.

The new mood, however, is of the utmost importance. For the

mere desire to be scientific, not managing to be really scientific,

is yet sufficient cause for the outpouring of empirically oriented

research even if this was put to the service of speculative sys-

tem-bui Iding. The mood call s for our respect more than the method

of theory-constructi on; despite the method th ere was enough atten-

t ion to facts to hasten the advent of the speci al i zed study of soci e ty ,

also in the form of political science. Mood alone takes credit for

this giant step towards the independent development of also politi-

cal science wi th i ts own cluster of data. All pol i ti cal sci ence re-

quired to that end was its own mode of analysis, causal theory,
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not the substantive theory or phi losophy of history of which the

nineteenth century had been so fond; unfortunately, historical

posi t ivi srn, i ndi cative of quite a different mood, was al ready

busy making inroads into broad speculation, and served to delay

progress to wards the elaboration of various theoreti cal modes

of social analysis. (Easton, 1953:69) Two moods are at logger-

heads; the one outlined above helped to give birth to the struggling

infant soci al sci ences; the other threatens to devour them.

Wi II pol i ti cal science cast off its swaddl ing clothes and trul y

become a sci ence on the model of physi cal sci ence? or wi II an

anti-scientific mood lead to its untimely abortion? Easton has

written The Political System to prevent it. Clearly the matter

of moods is important enough to be considered more closely.

But first we must take notice of the birth of political science

as that took place in America, at least in the sense of a sepa-

rately organized discipline.

1.4.2 In America

It was necessary to take note of the state of pol i ti cal knowledge

from the seventeenth to the ni neteenth century to understand Eas .

Ion's view of the rise and development of political science in Ame-

rica, since political knowledge in America, until and even beyond

the Civil War,was of a kind with that of Europe.

This state of political knowledge continued at least unti I the

factual conception of science gained ascendancy. (Easton, 1953:69)

Previously the building of factual inventories was practically un-

known; thereafter, a vi ew of sci ence sprang up whi ch became the

basis for modern political research. Essential to this view Was

that the hard facts1 5) , the objective data about pol i ti cal life, need-

ed to be di scovered and collected.

".

Itis very i mportant to observe that thi s new vi ew of sci ence,
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developing simultaneously with the growing organization of poli-

tical science as a separate academic discipline, arose in revul-

si on agai nst the specul ative ki nd of system-bui Idi ng from whi ch

the most prominent Ameri can soci al scienti sts had ti II then de-

rived their inspiration, many of them having been trained in Eu-

rope in such thought. Comte, Spencer, and, for political research

especi ally Hege I, had been the ear Iy prototypes for students.

The newly appearing organization of a separate discipline of

political science did not immediately reflect the new view of

science as a fact-gathering discipline. 16}lnstead, this new

discipline concentrated on political history and upon the legal

aspect of governmental insti tuti ons and thi sinterest reflected

and st imuIated the continuati on of a typi call y European way of

looking at politics. (Easton, 1953:154) Perhaps one should speak

of a typically English way of looking at politics, for Easton has

in mind, especially, the influence of Benthamite utilitarianism

whi ch led to concentrati on on the legal aspect.

On the speculative assumption that men were rational in their

activity it was suggested that a proper change of institutional ar-

rangements, by means of appropri ate legal prescri pti ons, would

automati call y lead to men's followi ng them so as to produce the

desired results in social life. "Within the terms of the structu-

ral rationalism of utilitarian premises, the lessons of trial and

error need only be incorporated into subsequent modifi cati ons

of the original institutions to lead men to conform to one's ob-

jectives. "(Easton, 1953:155) According to Bentham all that was

needed was a "new political structure based on popular suffrage

and a rationalized legislature". (Easton, 1953:155)

This juristic, legalistic way of looking at political life, sup-

plemented by studies in political history and value theories of
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various kinds was endemic to the teaching of political knowledge

prior to, but also following the Civil War when a new realism

began to develop in reaction against it.

The legal was, however, a well-established approach, not easi-

ly dislodged, for "in the United States the juristic premises with

regard to political institutions merged with the historical circum-

stances to entrench them even more firmly than in Europe". (Eas-

ton, 1953:155) After all, the Constitution "had been the product

of lega I deci si ons formall y taken at one moment i n hi story". (Eas-

ton, 1953:155) The Federalist was legal in tone dealing with a

political structure that was still only a piece of paper, a set of

I I" . I Id' h .. . f 17}ega rnju nettoris ca cu ate to organize t e activities 0 men.

The Founding Fathers whose writings were among the major texts

for political study,focused on the formal legal structure of poli-

cal life rather than the actual activity of those in authority; they

could only describe the desired relations of authority. This his-

torically determined approach to the study of politics reigned su-

preme for almost a century, then to merge wi th uti I i tari an rati on-

alism in America. (Easton, 1953:155) "The Constitution was stu-.

died as though men acted out their political life in close conform-

ity with its directives. "(Easton, 1953:156)

To understand the backdrop to the rise of American political

sci ence, then, i tis, accordi ng to Easton, necessary, but not e-

nough, to look at the state of political knowledge an,d the mood in-

spiring it, as it prev.:..iled in Europe. The very historical esta-

blishment of the United States, with all its attendant political do-

cuments and ci ti zen I i terature were apparent Iy studied from the

poi nt of vi ew of the Foundi ng Fathers themselves: establ i sh the

proper legal ru Ies, the consti tuti on, and men wi l l follow.
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It cannot escape nott-ee that, on Easton's view, this typically

American, thc:...:gh historically inescapable, way of looking at

politics differs in nothing from that of Bentham. The unavoidable

conclusion must be that the speculative theoretical assumptions

of Bentham had already become so firmly entrenched in America

before Bentham as to determine both its pOlitical/legal practice

and the study of political life in America. 18)This is odd, to say

the least. Are we to assume that every new society inescapably

operates on Benthamite premises in establishing political order?

Were Ameri cans Benthami tes unawares?

I venture to suggest that what Easton calls the speculative em-

piricist tradition, with which h.e correctly associates Bentham,

goes back far enough to antedate and influence both the thought

of Bentham and that of the Foundi ng Fathers. That, of course,

is to suggest that the founding of the United States, the adoption

of the Consti tuti on together with the attendant ci ti zen Ii terature,

all served to enshrine a particular type of moral phi losophy in

America, one that lasted at least unti I the Civi I War served to

cast considerable doubt, particularly among students of political

life, upon it at least to the extent that this ideology was tacitly

understood to explain the actual course of political life. If true,

it stands to reason that to dislodge this approach to political study

in America effectively, is to dislodge the influence of a publically

accepted ideology from that study; indeed, no easy task.

Many questions come to mind at this point. Is it theoretically

legitimate to view the Constitution as a set of formal legal pre-

scriptions designed to call forth such activity of men as is con-

sidered desirable? What view of law, of the juridical, the legal

aspect of societal life is thus implied? Is such a view legitimate?

What basic assumptions support it? Empiricist perhaps? If politi-

cal science, as a discipline, revolted against law so understood,
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woul d the ensui ng thought not necessari ly, as reacti on, bear the

imprint of this ideologically determined view of law? Is not the

Consti tuti on the legal expressi on of a publ i c legal communi ty,

whether in undifferentiated tribal or in differentiated modern

form of state-life? If the foundling discipline of political science

did t a'<e its cue, increasingly, from, though in reaction to, a

hi ghl yinadequate vi ew of law, so that it has even come to ne-

g lect the legal as an important element inits subject matter, to

what extent would this help to explain the sad condition of politi-

cal science? It is interest in such questions, occasioned by Eas-

ton's expressed views of the precondition of political science in

America, and interest in the possible answers Easton may pro-

vide for them, which requires that we first hold these questions

in abeyance and continue to take note of political science in the

course of di scardi ng its swaddl i ng clothes as Easton descri bes

the process.

The general state of political science in the newly emerging

discipline is well illustrated, Easton observes, by one of the ba-

si c texts in use as Iate as the turn of the century, vi z , John Bur-

gess' Political Science and Comparative Constitutional Law

"which draws a sharp distinction between law and political science

or the political and legal approaches to research.Political research,

he writes, treats of the origins of states and constitutions ••• the way

in which particular political organizations have arisen and the so-

cial forces behind them. Legal description on the other hand, ex-

plains the legal provisions for the organization of the state and

government. "(Easton, 1953: 156) Easton's own comments are as fol-

lows: "It is clear here, in the light of the subsequent development

of American political science, that what Burgess called political

science in his day, was, in fact, political history and that the emer-
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ging political discipline was already distinguished by an interest

in the legal analysis rather than in the evolution of political insti-

tutions ••• Political institutions, it was thought, could be under-

stood by describing the legal code. "(Easton, 1953:156)

This is interesting. The emergence of political science, says

Easton here, was not characterized by what Burgess called poli-

tical science, viz., political history (presumably the domain of

history rather than political r-esear-ch , for Easton?) but by its in-

terest in describing the legal code. What can this mean but that

political science as an emerging discipline, in branching out on

its own emerged precisely in choosing the descriptive study of

law as its particular focus? This emergence was prompted by

both the rati onal i sti c assumpti ons concerni ng the re lati on be-

tween the individual and political structure ("change the institu-

t ioris and men will f'ol low!'] and the utilitarian preoccupation with

the locus of formal political authority. (Easton, 1953:157)

"For the utilitar.ians, such as Au st in and Pollock, it was a

factual problem as to who actually had the legal right to create

policy. "(Easton, 1953:157)"lt was not, as with Rousseau, a mo-

ral problem; ••• with the later utilitarians who sought scrupulous-

ly to separate the moral from the factual problems, empirical re-

search therefore restricted itself largely to describing the legal

organs that had this sovereign right together with the various sub-

si di ary organs uti I i zed i nits exerci se. "(Easton. 1953: 157)

It is here that, for the first time, quite apart from the external

circumstance of the discipline's separate academic organization,

pol i ti cal sci ence trul y begins to emerge as sci ence. That emergence

i s given wi th the uti I i tari ans ' separati on of the moral questi on of

sovereignty from its factual determination at law, the separation

of fact and value. It is in the emergence of factual/legal research
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that political science worthy of the name, what ever else the disci-

pline may have been doing, first emerges.

Subsequently, realist political scientists, reacting against the

fai lure of legal prescription to describe the actual, neglected the

legal as a real determining factor in political life to their own de-

triment, while the factual bent of orientation busied itself with ever

widening kinds of facts actually di scoverable as relevant to author-

i tative pol i cy maki ng. (Easton, 1953: 157Is)
Though Easton treats of it very cursori ly, this emphasis of the

uti Ii tari an legal i sts on the factual locus of soverei gnty according

to law is an extremely important link in the continuous development

from the specul ative but sci ent ifi cally incl i ned, grand moral sys-

tan-bui Iding of the nineteenth century to the emergence of political

science's own empirical field of study in the twentieth century. Fact-

ualllegal research into the locus of sovereignty, qui te apart from

the question as to who ought to hold sovereignty, may be seen as part

and parcel of the outpouring of social research to which the scien-

tific mood, in seeking to emulate the physical sciences, had led in

the nineteenth century. It is in this research that political science

begins to come into its own.

T hi s very research was subsequent Iy rejected by the later rea-

Ii sts when soci al di sturbances of vari ous kinds made it unmi sta-

kably clear that actual political life did not naturally follow the le-

gal prescriptions established for it at law. It might well be observed

on this interpretation that real ist American political science has

in fact, by neglecting the legal as an element in the field of politi-

cal science, attempted to efface an important section of its own

birth-certificate. 19)we may well be grateful to Easton for having

drawn attenti on, however sketchi ly, to the legal as a crucial factor

in the emergence of political science. He also deserves credit

for pointing out to political science that the legal, even now,
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should not be neglected in the empirical study of political life,

in which it is a variable.

Pri or to the Civi I War, gui ded by the ci ti zen Ii terature extol-

ling the constitutional arrangements of the U. S.A., ratidnalist

speculative views did not appear to conflict to any great extent

with actual American political life. The epoch had been one of

"relatively peaceful linear social evolution wh en the going va-

lues were accepted without serious challenge and the power of tra-

ditional social groupings seemed comparatively secure"(Easton,

1953:162); hence, "political research could be indifferent to the

actual pattern of activi ty in the struggles over soci al pol i cy and
20)

concentrate on Iegal structure "(Easton, 1953:162) But upon the

di sturbance of thi s re Iative stabi Ii ty, adaptati on to the changing

envi ronment demanded enqui ry i nto the actual working of institu-

tions. "The rise of industrialism and its complex problems of

mass civilization, which became most marked after the Civil War,

made American social scientists keenly aware that the solution of

urgent social problems required more than broad historical syn-

theses or logical analysis of legal obligations and rights. "(Eas-

ton, 1953:69) Foil owi ng the Civi I War, i tself a di sturbance of trau-

mati c proporti ons, the inadequacies of tryi ng to understand pol t.,

ti cal I ife as a rati onal adjustment to fixed codes was hi ghl ighted.

(Easton,1953:162) 21)

Succeeding students increasingly felt that legal/factual research

did rot describe the active variables which influenced the making

of soci al pol i cy (Easton, 1953: 157); they began to chall enge the va-

lue of this kind of political data and started to ask "who has real

power", "what are the sources of power", but, in doing so, forgot

to see the legal as indeed one element in the political situation,
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just as the uti I i tari ans themselves had fai led to see that. Pol i-

tical life was, by t herr ; not yet seen as a complex web of inter-

act i ng pol i ti cal activiti es. (Easton, 1953: 158)

At the same time this emphasis on the locus of real power and

its sources remained riveted to the study of governmental or

near-governmental institutions and the facts to be unearthed

there. The source of thi s turn to the real or actual, says Eas-

ton, is to be sought "in nothing so much as in the empirical re-

volution in Europe which took root in the nineteenth ceruur-y!' ,

(Easton1953:67) and it coincided with similar realistic develop-

ments in Europe as evident in the works of Maine, Lecky, Ste-

phen, Marx, Mosca and Pare to to mention only a few (Easton,

1953:162). Such realism also arose in reaction to the specula-

tive frameworks in which the loutpouring of social research I

had been embedded, as well as in reaction to legalistic formalism.

Away from the formal prescriptions and values and to the factsl

That was the cl ari on call to whi ch the di scipl ine of pol i ti cal science

increasingly rallied. The facts were now to speak for themselves.

They were hard to come by. they could not be casually established

but only through careful observation and techniques.

T he quest i on that requi res an answer now that we have followed

the ri se of pol i ti cal sci ence to thi s level, a level at whi ch , basi-

cally it still is in 1953 according to Easton, is: to what extent can

factual research into data related to something vaguely called go-

vernment, and employed for reformative policy proposals, without

any other sort of theory, be called sci entifi c? To what extent is

political science at this level to be considered mature?

Easton makes it unmistakably clear that in his view American

political science has worked with a very narrow conception of
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sci ence over the past fifty years. (Easton, 1953:65) It has mis-

construed scientific method, in reaction against the aberra-

tions resulting from an earlier misconception of scientific method

in social science22)to constitute an imperative,first, to accumu-

late facts with great zeal, and second, in the name of theory to

discuss problems concerning the application of knowledge. The

latter has amounted to premature policy-science involving value-

theory but not causal scientific theory. Easton must conclude

that Ameri can pol i ti cal science has beer' sci entifi coni y in its,

on the face of it rather fragmentary,accumulation of facts. Ba-

si cally the important I i terature over the Iast half century or

more reveal s that students of pol i ti cal I ife have been captive of

a view of science as the objective collection and classification

of facts and the relating of them into singular generalizations

whi ch establ i sh causal interrel ations of two facts. (Easton, 1953:

66) It is true that the kinds of data relevant to authoritative po-

licy formation have increased in the course of the fifty years

under di :scuss ion, havi ng moved from governmental or near-

governmental data to irclude those of a great variety of groups

and groupi ngs as well as psychol ogi cal data (Easton, 1953:1 51).

Nevertheless Easton is none too happy with the r estr ict lori

of political research to the discovery of facts. That he calls hy-

perfactualism. Hence he obser-ves r'rf be American political scien-

tist is born free but is ever-ywher-e in chains, tied to a hyper-'

factual past "(Easton, 1953:47), whi le pol i ti cal science, at least

until 1953, suffers on account of an immoderate neglect of theory.

In practice this testifies to a misconception about scientific me-

thod so seri ous that one can hardl y say that Ameri can pol i ti cal

science has advanced far along the road towards maturity. It
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may have cast off the swaddling clothes of speculative rationalist

theory to hewbut to common sense insight in the selection of its da-

ta,and to value theory or ideology in applying them. Neither of

these can sub stitute for the role that scientific, causal theory

should play in the service of both the selection of facts relevant

to society Is pol i ti cal problems, and thei r soluti on.

American political science still finds itself in the first stage

of development of any science (comparable to that of Newton's

predecessors (Easton, 1953:8)23)), a stage testifying to the imma-

turity of the discipline of political science.

In turning to the facts and nothing but the facts, the Infa.rt

discipline of political science may have succeeded in casting

off its swad d.i nq clothes only to lie bare and reveal itself for

what it still is, in 1953, a naked, vulner-ab!e infant struggling

for continued life, struggling to persist, tut doing so ineffect-

ively for lack of empirically oriented theory; under the onslaught

of anti-scientific sentiment presently on the rise, political

science struggles even to sustain the scientific mood which

looks for the maturati on of the soci al sci ences, among them,

political science.

All this is not to suggest that Easton takes a negative view

of what has been done under the banner of pol i ti cal sci ence by

way of factual research. Presently avai lable inventories of

facts, indeed, go far to awaken considerable expectation on

Easton's part concerning what he thinks to be possible for pC'-

litical science. At the same time he maintains that much more

is possible than has in fact been attempted. More ought to have

been accomplished on the road of the discipline's maturation.
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He al so draws some hope from those si gns that indi cate consi der-

able soul-searching to be taking place in the discipline, and even

more from the presence of i sol ated attempts at theory develop-

ment on the narrow-gauge level. The fact that it is, in 1953, pos-

sible to begin thinking of devoting resources to theory construction

at the most general level for the discipline fills him with hope, a

hope that political science will soon take sizeable steps to effect-

uate its maturation. It is to the development of general theory that

pol i ti cal science looks for its maturati on. Easton wi shes to con-

tribute to it in The Political System by arguing for its need in the

face of all the forces becloudi ng it.

1.5 Political Science on the Way to Maturity

In the second volume of Easton's tetralogy, A Framework for

Political Analysis, which appeared twelve years after The Poli-

ti cal System, Easton' s judgment C oncerni ng the state of the di sci-

pline of American political science is much more positive, as com-

pared to his 1953 evaluation. "Nothing testifies more eloquently

to the growing s cr-eriqt h of empirical political theory than the con-

viction that now, after twenty-five hundred years of development,

it is for the first time possible to think of building a publication

series out of volumes devoted exclusively to the construction of

such theory. The series is itself a sign of the times ••• we are in

a process of transition in political science toward a more rigorous

sci ence ". (Easton, 1965a:vi i lvi i i) Furthermore, a br ief outl ine of

the basic concepts of a systems analysis of political life, published

in World Politics, Americana, as well as in the Italian edition of

The Political System, has met favorable reception and is already

being applied in research by several scholars; if, Easton observes,

A Fra mework for Political Analysis seems thereq" to have lost

some of its novel ty, there is compensati on: "I have a consi derable
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amount of quite unexpected application and testing of concepts

qui te si mi Iar to those I have proposed". In the footnote on the

same page Easton refers to the work by M. Weiner, T. Parsons,

G.A.Almond, S.Verba, W.C.Mitchell and observes with restrained

optimism:"not that other-s have always interpreted the concepts in

preci sel y the same way as they appeared in the Werl d Pol i ti cs

article of 1957. But they are sufficiently similar in interpreta-

tion to enable us to begin think of at least a coalescence or con-

vergence of basic theoretical perspectives. If this is so, we have

indeed moved a long way from the condition in which our disci-

pline found itself at the time The Political System was published

in 1953". (Easton, 1965a:xi)

The greater optimism is also clear from the following: "When

my volume, The Political System, was first published, there

was a transparent need to argue the case for the construction of em-

pirically oriented general theory in political science. It is an in.,

dex of the gargantuan strides .that have been made in the develop-

ment of political science as a discipline that what was then an en-

tirely appropriate subject for intense discussion, has now come

to be taken for granted ••• Only a diminishing and archaic few re-

main who would deny the utility of efforts in this direction. (Eas-

ton, 1965a:3)"The whole discipline has been able to shift direction

and yet remain in basic control of its intellectual apparatus ••• It

stands as testi mony to the ri ch reservoi r of talent, ski II s, and

inherited knowledge that have become embedded in political science

as a discipline. In so short a time a revolution in general perspec-

tives has occurred, new concepts are being prol iferated at an

ever increasing pace, and new conceptual structures, wi th vary-

ing degrees of expl ici tness, have been advanced for research and

serious consideration. All this has been taking place under the
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rubric of an intellectual upheaval that has been fE~lt throughout

the social sciences ••• the behavioral approach". (Easton, 1965a:3).

The behavioral approach signals a process of maturation for

political science. Central to it is the role of empirically oriented

theory.

Easton Ii sts ei ght characteri st i cs of the behavi oral i st credo,

and although adherents may differ sharply as to the relative im-

portance of each of them, the I i st does make clear, sa ys Easton,

that behavioralists "all look forward to the same region in space - a

a science of politics modelled after the methodological assumptions

of the natural sciences" (Easton, 1965a:8). In that, however, the

behavioral approach is not sufficiently distinguished, for science

has long been an honoured ideal in the U.S.A. There is more to

it. It is "a reaction to and reflection of the fact that all the social

sci ences are together advanci ng to a new stage, one of increased

sci entifi c maturi ty, characteri zed by new theoreti cal asp irations"

(Easton, 1965a:9). The new name of behavioral social science, like

the introduction of new names for social study in the past, signals

a new stage in a truly linear movement in the nature and assumptions

about ou, understanding of man in society". (Easton, 1965a:12)

The newness implied in this new name refers to two new ingre-

dients of contemporary soci a I research that wi II hel p to set i tapart

from all past eras: fi rst, never before was there so great a demand

for selfconsci aus attenti on to empi ri cal theory at all level s of gene-

rality, theory which at least in principle is testable, and second,

the social sciences have been compelled to face up to the theoreti-

cal problem ofl~ocating stable units of analysis which might possi-

bly play the role in social research that the particles of matter do

in the physica I sciences ", (Easton, 1965a:13) Related also is a re-
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newed hope of drawi ng the soci al sci ences together into a basi c

unity, an underlying basic science of behavior. The concept of

system, behaving system, has been employed towards this end.

Thus the behavioral aspect of the new movement in pol itical re-

search ••• reflects the inception of a theoretical search for sta-

bie units for understanding human behavior in its political as-

pects (Easton, 1965a:17),even though the behavioralist political

scientists do not as yet realize this very consciously. 24)

Does the onset of behavi oral i sm in the di scipl i ne establ i sh it

as a mature science in 1965? Lest we think a simple, straight-

forward, posi tive answer i s forthcoming, Iet n.e quote Easton

at some length:

In political science one may not always be conscious of the
progress slowly being made with respect to the sear-eh for
useful theoretical orientations under the very broad and
poorly outlined behavioral umbrella. Perhaps this is because
of the need to concentrate on the difficult and time-consuming
task of refashioning the tools of research, learning new lan-
guages of analysis, and becoming familiar with the new me-
thods, data, and findings of related disciplines. But the long
tradi ti onal occupat ion of pol i ti cal science wi th theory has
left the political scientist peculiarly sensitive to the theore-
tical implications of the behavioral tendencies. In fact, when
we pause to look at the inventory of empirically oriented theo-
retical ideas it is slight, as we might expect. But, given the
very short time that the behavioral approach has been per-
suasiv ein political research, it may come as a pleasant sur-
pri se to di scover that there are a respectable number of al-
ternative conceptual approaches for the study of pol iti cal life
or some of i ts major segments. Not that these conceptual
structures are fully developed or close to any ideal form.
They do, however, constitute a beginning and a promise for
the future. (Easton, 1965a:19)

At the least there i s "a newl y sharpened awareness of the need

to arti cul ate and to question cri ti call y the theoreti cal premi ses of

empiri cal work ". (Easton, 1965a:21) The "search for adequate uni ts

of analysis - is preparing the ground out of which, in the none too

di stant futu ce , may well emerge some mini mal consensus" (Easton,

1965a:19),so as to able to redefine or describe the limits of poli-

tical science as a field of relatively self-contained phenomena.
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(Easton,1965a:22) "What some (Bentley, for example, P. B. )

have felt to be fruitless and wasteful inquiries into theoreti-

cal boundaries of our discipline, have simply represented a gro-

ping towards at least the gross units in terms of which political

life can be identified, observed and ana lyz ed; power, policy- or

decision-making, groups, political communications, functions,

systems, are all such uni tso SI ay the dragon of di sci pi i nary re-

definition as we may, it insists upon rearing its head in a new

form each time and to higher levels of conceptual sophistication".

(Easton, 1965a:22) New theory tends to be analytic, not substan-

tive; explanatory rather than ethical, more general and less par-

t l cul ar , Thus political science is linked to the broader behavioral

tendencies in the social sciences; hence its description as poli-

tical behav ior-, This is the full meaning and significance of the

behavi oral approach in pol i ti cal sci erice , (Easton, 1965a:22)

Well then, progress is being made, though consciousness of it

tends to Iag, and th ough progress i s si ow; (One wonders about

the gargantuan strides taken between 1953 and 1965 however). 35)

There are obstacles to progress but the political scientists are

sensitized to the need for theory. Results are slight, expectably,

but not in view of the discipline's brief exposure to the influence

of behavioralism. The results are not fully developed, nor ideal,

but soon some minimal consensus about the limits of the discipline

may be achieved. Some, minimal, consensus. But even so the

dragon of old wi II continue to rear its head and demand redefi-

nition of the discipline. At least, however, the behavioral orienta-

tion links political science to the other social sciences. For bet-

ter or worse ••• uni ted they shall be?

Where does that leave political science? Is it a science? Or

still striving to become one?When mature, what will it look like?

What are to be its features? What is Easton's ideal of a social

science causing him to both praise and criticize all that has been
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done in the name of political science to date? Is his ideal more

than a hopeful figment of the imagination? A hunch?Whose hunch?

Only his own? Or those who till the field as determined by the

organized discipline, the profession? Who are they? The beha-

vioralists alone ?For how long? Are there not who adhere to a

different credo?
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NOTES TO CHAPTER ONE

1) I consider it an i II-formed concept. The nature of science

should not, I think, ever be designated in terms of the coun-

tries where a science may be pr-ac t iced, One should not speak

of American political science any more than one should speak

of say, American physical science. Otherwise we should also

speak of Russian politica I science and Russian physics.

That a certain view of both physics and politics might pre-

vail in one country, and a different view of both in another, may

well be the case. That allows distinction between American

political (or physical) scientists generally and Russian scien-

tists generally in terms of of the views they hold with respect,

however, to one and the same universal field of enqui ry, that of

po l it l ce l science or that of physics.

It is quite conceivable that a certain science first achieves

recognition in one particular country. Suppose this were the

case for political science and America; even then its practi-

tioners must be aware of concentrating on a universal field of

research there for all, not just Ameri can schol ars, to study.

To call such a science 'American' is to hold a rather provincia-

list view of one's field of research.

That may not have serious consequences as long as the prac-

titioners of the science concerned are indeed Americans only,

but it takes on directly imperialist overtones if it should prove

that the field is being theoretically researched elsewhere as

we II. That is, I think, the case wi th pol i ti cal science. If the

political constitutes the field of its research (however it may

be delimited) it certainly has been researched by many non-

Americans, and during a greater stretch of time than by Ame-

ricans.

Reference to pol iti cal science then appears (when called A-

merican) to be an obnoxious and eliptical way of saying to those

who have been busy in the field in ways Americans are not, that

they, if to be accounted pol i ti cal sci enti sts, must adopt the

views and methods generally adopted by pol itical scientists in

America.

American political scientists should not be surprised when

those who do not share their generally held assumptions con-

cerning the field take offense at this designation of political
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science as 'American'. When Easton admits that those scholars

who employ the concept of the state have thereby sought to pro-

vide scope to the field of political science, he should, for this

very reason,be willing to recognize them as colleagues working

in the same field, albeit on different assumptions. He does so,

but, as we wi II see, rather half-heartedly.

2) Bernard Crick, an Englishman, though critical of American

political scientists generally, has done much to continue such

usage by choosing to call his book on the state of political

science in America The American Science of Politics.

3) Thi s query does not easi Iy allow of a ready answer. It seems

to me that Easton's work is designed to prevent the collapse of

political science as a social system. The chapters dealing with

the anti-scientific mood inThe Political System make it quite

clear that the very exi stence of pol iti cal science as an organi zed

professi on was in jeopardy, at Ieast in 1953. Itis al so cl ear that

Easton i s concerned to provi de the di scipl ine with the means by

which it may hope to justify its existence as a separate discipline.

In addition, the very hyperfactualism and lack of interest in ge-

neral theory has made for bulging inventories of fact that threa-

ten the discipline with disintegration in the face of inp ut-overload,

unless the means by whi ch to handle them are di scovered. Easton' s

idea of system is intended to fill the need. Hence it may be said

that the concept of pol i ti cal system is, in large part, desi gned to

enhance the exi stence of the organi zed professi on.

This should not be interpreted as indicative of Easton's egotism

which aims to retain the private security of the members of the

discipline of political science. In that sense Waldo's remark does

not hold good for Easton. Rather, the discipline as such and the

legitimate expectations that society may entertain ~ ft ~ the

organized discipline of political sc lencej whi ch ought to be able to

contribute significantly to the solution of society's perplexities,

if, that is, it hews to its task of discovering truly reliable know-

Iedge on the pattern of physi cal sci enc€' - that i s Easton' s concern.

It is essential to Easton's credo to work in such a way as to maintain
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an organized profession of political science. It, after all, is a

requisite condition without which society will be buffeted about

by the complexity of modern post-industrial society; without it

society is most like ly to disintegrate. It is pur-posive organiza-

tion alone that can overcome the increasingly urgent problems

of complexity in modern life. Thi s very concern for the exi st-

ence of political science in view of the tremendous promise that,

for Easton, it holds, goes far to explain even Easton's address

to the APSA in 1969 whi ch some have interpreted to be areca rl-

tation on Easton's part. Throughout hi s work Easton has remained

true to pragmati srn!s presupposi tions concerni ng the 'pi acelof

science as a logic of procedure in"all human behavior. It implies

concern for the organization of social intelligence and its conti-

nuation in the process of social activity.

As the dissertation proc.eeds, the reader must attempt to an-

swer for himself whether my interpretation of Easton's concern

for the continued existence of political science as an organized

social subsystem of extreme importance to the continued exist-

ence of society itself is warranted.

4) Political science, at least to this extent, is part and parcel

of American experience. To the extent that one holds high ex-
pectations from organized political science, and believes that

its exi stence depends on the expectati ons of a soci al matrix, on

the positive social recognition that it is necessary, to that extent

political science's existence necessarily reflects a society whose

value-ori entati ons are to be posi tivel y appreci at ed, Ameri ca is

the society where political science was born free; that there are

power groups within it that seek to deflect the discipline from

the tasks to whi ch i t was born, cannot detra ct from thi s fact.

That political science allows itself to be deflected from its pro-

per tasks of free and unrestri cted enqui ry in the servi ce of

society's amelioration may be be true; it means political scien-

ti sts are betrayi ng the cause of the communi ty then (shades of

Dewey).

5) Because this is so, the sad state of American political science

i s a matter of cruci al concern to Easton. If a basi c value of Ame-

ri can soci ety i s the desi re to have adequate and rel i able under-

standing of what actually happens politically, then why does the
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science not develop according to its possibilities and its promise?

Does it not show that American political scientists are chasing

val ues at odds wi th thi s basi c value? C lear ly, we then requi re a

reconstruction of the values held by political researchers.Easton

call s attenti on to the requi rement (Jf val ue-reconstructi on con-

tinually while he himself develops the logic of procedure, syste-

mic causal analysis, in terms of which actual political life may be

analyzed as rigorously as possible. Values are to be reoriented

in terms of such empirically oriënted understanding of what goes

on i n the pol i ti cal system.

6) See, for example: McCoy,Playford, 1967; Surkin, Wolfe, 1970;

Green,Levinson, 1970; but also see Easton's presidential address to

the American Political Science Association in 1969 in which Eas-

ton goes far to establish the legitimacy of post-behavioral thought

with its emphasis on the need for value-commitment without, how-

ever, forgetting about the necessity of behavioral thought.

7) Much has been wri tten concerni ng the features characteri sti c

of scientific, theoretical thought as distinguishedfrom non-

theoretical thought and experience. For a view quite at odds

with that of Easton, andone that, by and large, I share, see:

Dooyeweerd,1957,Vol.III:1-148.

8) Here Easton expresses surpri se at the fact that despi te the new

demands and stresses exerted on the discipline as a whole, it has

nevertheless managed to persi st as an organi zed whole, as a pro-

fession. Compare the similar surprise expressed in view of the

fact that pol i ti cal systems persi st at al I despi te the stresses con-

tinually exerted on them. (Easton, 1965a:77/78,82) It is the exhi-

larating recognition of intelligent response in social systems that

provides Easton with a sense of elation. It is human intelligence

in organization in the midst of a risky existence beset by stress-

ful conditions that ensures the continued existence of social sys-

tems. It is persistence against the odds through intelligent behavior.

That i s the quintessence of experi ence accordi ng to the pragmati st

credo adhered to by so many in America.
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9) According to Easton that is how it must be if science (and or-

gani zed society as well?) are to be at all. I do not share that

view. For Easton such 'wholeness" of a science-in-practice

is necessary if it is to serve the 'wholeness' of society as its

direction-determining subsystem of the whole system. For him,

social life must take its directive-cue from organized intelli-

gence as the sciences have (cumulatively) come to possess it.

lf soci ety cannot do so i tis necessari Iydel ivered up to the

buffetings and vagaries of chance and unreliable knowledge

in determining its course into the future. For a complex and

differentiated society that spells disaster. I share neither this

vi ew of soci ety as total system, and that sci ence must serve

the same, nor that science's development is that of a whole in

any sense of the word.

10) There is cause to take issue with this quick dismissal of

centuries of politically oriented reflection as pre- or non-

sci entifi c, and as not focused on del i mi ted facts. It indi cates

that Easton operates with a restricted view of both science

and facts. I do not say so to suggest, as does Stankiewicz,

that Easton does not consi der such reflecti on important; but

to suggest that this reflection fai led to develop adequate a-

wareness and rei iable under-standl ng of the actual Iy operative

necessities and regularities of political life, of political systems,

i s to suggest too much.

Plato's ideal forms were advanced to reflect universal (also

empirically relevant) and most real, most actual, states of af-

fairs only vaguely represented in the shadowy world of sense-

bound experience. This world of forms was not without practi-

ca I heuristic significance for men's political, communal, think-

ing and doing. It is doubtful whether Plato's theory can be un-

derstood at all wi thout recogni ti on of i ts real concern about the

empirical and practical goings-on in the polis.(Athens) of the

5th century B. C. Is Plato's relation of ideal form and experience

so very different from that between Easton's ideal of a possible

political science and that science's actual state?

The thought of the great pol i ti cal thi nkers pri or to the seven-

teenth century cannot be understood as mainly value theory, or

as· mainly speculative theory; and it is doubtful whether one may

say that their thought was based on 'casual observation' of their

own political reality.
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One may even suggest that Easton's faith in scientific proce-

dure and theoretical thought is basically of a kind with Plato's

fai th in theor i a whence gui dance for the practi ce of I ife was to

be expected. That Easton's norms and values are understood in

the sense of psychologi cal desi res to be real i zed to the extent

that organi zati on in the face of complexi ty allows of i t rather

than as absol ute standards, does not undo thi s basi c kinshi p be-

tween the m in their consideration of the heuristic and supposed-

ly empi rical relevance to. all practi ce of theori a or enqui ry whi ch

both refer to one and the same mode of analytically qualified ex-

perience. Neither Easton nor Plato would like to see it as just

one mode of human experience among ott-er s,

According to Easton the great social thinkers e labor-ared va-

Iues and standards and attempted to project them into the kind

of social and political life that would represent their realization.

Easton has no quarrel with them for trying to do so. It is just

that they mi ssed the tool s necessary for doing so effectivel y,

vi z., the tool, the organon, of sci enti fi c method. Itis the mis-

sing link by way of which alone present values can be effectively

projected i nto a future containi ng thei r consequences in recog-

nition of the operative regularities, the instrumentalities of so-

ci al goal-achievement anywhere and any time.

11) In referring to the common sense level of the tho ught of men

like Hobbes and Spinoza ...Easton judges that they only imitated,

but did not really fo l lowysci ent lfi c method as it had been applied

to physics by Newton. In this way Easton short-changes the think-

ers concerned. For several reasons:

a) As Easton's own account concerning the differentiation of

the sciences also admits, Hobbes and Spinoza lived in times when

the scientific enterprise was sti II a rather undifferentiated activi-

ty. That i s to say, Newton was rather more than a physi ci st only,

whi le Hobbes and Spinoza were more than soci al theori sts , Newton,

Hobbes and Spinoza, like all scholars of repute during those times,

shared a universe of di scour se , and a universe of thought, to a much

greater extent than Easton would here I ike to recogni ze. Soci al

thi nkers were not so far removed from what went on in physi cs

that they could not help mi sunder stand the method followed there.

b) Easton presents the success of physics in terms letting one

wonder whether, perhaps, pby st cal scienti sts had fi rst demonstra-

ted the proof of pragmatism's pudding. As if it first revealed the
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necessity of 1) inductively arriving at theoretical statements

through careful observation

2)from these statements to deductively derive a

body of theory whi ch

3)must itself be capable of proof or disproof in

terms of further experience or observation.

I do not deny the role of observation, induction and deduction

and their continuing importance to the science. Butto suggest

that this is the essence of the method employed in the physics

of Gal i lei, Newton and others i s to mi srepresent them.

It should at least be added that the success of the physicists

had much to do wi th the rnethodotoql cal resol ution of natural

states of affairs into their simplest elementary, component,

parts with a view to their interrelation subject to the laws of

moti on. And it is thi s method pr-eci se ly whi ch the soci al thi nkers

sought to appl y to soci al Iife , In fact, Easton hi mself follows

this method when he wants systems to be the simplest, elemental,

component parts of reality.

I suggest that there is rather more continuity than discontinuity

between the .na t ure of the earl y soci al sci enti s t s ' thinking and

that of Easton himself, than he cares to suggest in this context.

Easton does testify to a unity of spirit rather than result, but

it is also a unity in method, albeit that Easton would shy away

from the extreme Iy deductive character of the thought of Hobbes

and Spinoza and leave rather more room for induction as the ma-

tri x wi thi n whi ch deducti on must take pi ace accordi ng to pragma-

ti srnt s tenets. That i s to say that Easton leaves rather more sc ope

for the humanist freedom-motive than do Hobbes and Spinoza. In

that Easton is closer to Locke. Locke being America's philoso-

pher as Louis Hartz has convl ncl nqt y argued, and Easton being

an American political scientist who was even made president of

the Ameri can pol i ti cal science associ ati on, certai n rel ati onships

begin to suggest themselves.

12) In doing so Easton vents criticism of a current value-conformism

in American treatment of (the history of) political theory, and of

the lack of awareness of the reconstructive task to be undertaken

with respect to the values held whose consequences must be relia-

blyenvisaged. Such theory reflects a staid and complacent ac-

ceptance of the going social situation as the best of all possible'

worlds, a notion quite anathema to any convinced instrumentalist.
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13) See notes 6) and 12).

14) See note 11).

15) The notion of 'hard facts' and its role in the social sciences

as practiced in America is directly related to the rise of prag-

mati sm as advanced by Pei rce, James, and Dewey, as well as

by thei r predecessors, Bai nand Emerson.

16) A legitimate rephrasing of thi s insight of Easton could be:

"The pragmatist spirit did not take hold there immediately".

17) This is a curious interpretation of the Constitution's cha-

racter and of the intent and purpose of those who draughted and

ratified it. Certainly the Constitution was not meant to and ought

not to be understood as meaning to organize the activities of men.

Rather, i t reflected a Lockean under standi ng and guarantee of

the rights of men in a community whose members had come to ex-
perience a legal void through deprivation of their rights as Eng-

Ii shmen. These ri ghts were now understood in the Lockean sense

of the ri ghts of men not to have to be organi zed in any way at all.

The concern was rather more with the legal I imits needed to pre-

serve men's freedom to behave as they please within the limits

of state-organi zati on to the mini mum degree necessary (separa-

tion of powers) and within the limits of individual rights as for-

mulated, than with the prescriptive organi zation of men's beha-

vior.

Here Easton would seem to depart from Locke for whom society

was not an organized whole regulated to serve men in their pur-

suit of property but the world of naturally unlimited individuals.

That Locke's references to the public good at times suggest the

Leviathan of society as an organized whole with a sovereign as

decider for the who lej po lnt s up a dilemna in humanist thought con-

cerning the relationship of individual freedom and the requirements

of communal order. Locke had been rather inclined to downplay the

latter on behalf of the former. America has generally followed suit.

It traditionally favors Locke's choice in the di lemna rather than that

of Hobbe s; Whether that can also continue to be Easton's choice is,
doubtful. To the extent that social planning and pi ece-vmeal engineer-

ing for the whole is necessary, that would seem to be precluded.
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18) Bentham' s assumpti ons are specul ative, expressi ng fai th in

a presumed rationality of men such that if one prescribes the ra-

ti anal rational Iy, men wi II follow. Accordingl y the legal (prescrip-

tion) is not seen as itself an element in the situation which accord-

ing to Easton it is; instead, it is viewed as the extra-situational

source of order for soci al behavi or. Easton al so ascri bes thi s

vi ew to the makers and subsequent interpreters (unti I Bent ley)

of the Constitution. If true, it goes far to explain why legal realism

with its denial of material principles of law, rules the day in the

study of American law; it also goes far to explain why American

political science lost sight of the legal in its studies and opted

for a concentration upon what is influential (power) in society.

19) I wonder ••• The state has cften been conceived as the public

legal communi ty; WhEn one rejects thi s concept as cruci al to pol i-

ti cs and the study of pol i ti cs, one rejects emphasi s on the impor-

tance of public law as well. Without these, however what can still

be the meaning of law? Then the way to a conception of law as

sancti oried , that i s sancti on-backed, power of prescripti on has

been paved. Law is commonly taken in the sense of sanction-backed

prescription by those who claim the right (or have the power to)

regulate effectively in the name of society concerning all such

matters as must be resolved in some way or other to prevent so-

ciety's dissolution. For criticism of this notion of law (and, im-

plicitly, authority, see John Schaar,Legitimacy in the Modern

State, in: Green, Levison:1970:276-327).

That this view of law is common among American political scien-

tists and represents a very particular school of legal thought at the

same ti me (see: Van Eikema Hommes; 1972: 177vv; and 1976:42-45),

has relevance for questions raised earlier. It helps to explain both

the rise of political science, and its anti-legal bent in America.

Ameri cans have general Iy been afrai d of European state-concep-

tions; understandably, since many came to America to escape the

clutches of European governments. That ties in with Locke's mini-

mal state and minimal government philosophy. It also helps to ex-

plain why such political science is only a late arrival on the Euro-

pean scene. In fact, it is a post-World War II development on the

continent, by and large. That too is hardly strange in view of the
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tremendous influence that America has come to exercize as the

champion of liberty for the nations liberated from Nazi-domina-

tion by them, and that in all areas of their life.

The question continues to intrigue, however; ought law to be

vi ewed as prescriptive rati onal i ty? Isit si mpl y power-backed

prescription? Can the meaning of sanction be fathomed without

a sense of public ~ competence? Are there no valid princi-

ples for and of public law which both government and all politi-

cal actors ought to respect? Are these not to be at the centre

of attention for students of pUblic/legal and political life?

One wonders ••• at least if one dares to question the assump-

tions of American legal, social, and political theorists which

precl ude such wonder as ideologi cal ly , national i sti cal ly , or

speculatively determined and hence misguided and irrelevant.

I continue to wonder. Fashion need not be the norm for the stu-

dy of any sci ence even though the student of pol i t i cs must come

to terms with the fashions in it.

20)This is hardly convincing in terms of responsible historical

perspective, however appeal i ng i t may be as an expl anatory note

from Easton's point of view.

lf pol iti cs refers to the authori tative allocati on of val ues for

a society, or, the struggles over social policy, what politics

can be present in those times and places where the going values

are accepted without serious challenge? Is politics then absent?

Or must we read Easton to say that the power of the groupi ngs

seemed, but indeed, were not secure? Is there perhaps a pro-

cess of submerged change that wreaks havoc with the values as

distributed among the groupings without their knowing it? Is the

po l it ical , basically, an unconscious process? At least at such

times? These questions, occasioned directly by Easton's own

text refer to matters that cannot be Iai d to rest by means of the

di stincti on between the prescriptive/legal and the actual.

21) But as long as the going values were accepted (among them

the value of the Constitution as norm for behavior), and as long

as the going value s , ther-efor-ej dl d come to expression in the Con-

stitution, as was apparently the case until the Civil War, that

long, it seems, political life could be urderstood in terms of the

legal prescriptions thought to hold for it. How do succeeding

students and how does Easton, account for the fact that during
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all those years, barring disturbances, consti tuti onal ist analysi s

of politics was good enough? Or was it not? Easton is not clear

on the matter.

22) The aberrations concerned are those that see the world and

the development of man in it as rational through and through. The

aberrations of grand speculative theories which saw science not

as 'an instrument of man in a non-rational environment but as the

rationality of the world in the face of which man himself was help-

less are the aberrations of Comte, Marx and Spen·cer. On the as-

sumption that the facts had not yet been adequately di scovered, the

ideal was merely held in abeyance in order to first discover the facts

which, once discovered in sufficient measure, would speak for them-

selves and anchor reformative practice in fact.

23) It is the stage at which partial theories at the singular and

i ntermedi ate level interrel ate a number of observed data by a

process of innovative induction and insight. It does imply, des-

p'ite express modesty generally, that Easton's work at the general

level is comparable to that of Newton's level ,also general.

24)lndeed, it was realized by so few of the behavioral political

scientists that one can hardly berate those who did not notice it

to be a basic characteristic of behavioralism. Had Prof.M.C.

Eksteen recognized its non-explicit prevalence in the behavior-

alist movement and in Easton in particular, I wager he would have.
been somewhat more critical of the movement than he was already,

in view of his adherence to a cosmological pe r spe ct lve proceeding

from the temporal i rreducibi Ii ty of a variety of modes of expe-

ri ence in real ity and mutual! y i rreduci bie soci etal structures of

individuality. These are not taken seriously by any behavioralist

I know of.

35) Though Easton does :""avereservations about unrestrained

theories of progress, the ideal of progress nevertheless functions

powerfully in his evaluations of science and its development. It

would appear as if chance plays a major part in progress along-

side judicious labor-, But progress is at its sparkling brightest

in judi ci ous Iabor-, Here, Easton speaks of the ever hi gher level s

of sophistication; above he spoke of a truly linear movement an incre-,
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mental development in science. At other times he speaks of its

cumulative growth. Still, it remains a risky progress, caught

up as it is in a world of hard facts, of increasing complexity.

lts systemati c development can be seri ously threatened. To date,

however, the system of science has managed to persist and show

progress.



CHAPTER TWO

1. Various Kinds of Theory; Causal z Value! and Reformative Theory.

1. 1 Introduction

Our survey of Easton's determination of the level of American

political science has already led us to take note of a distinction

whi ch Easton considers i mportant for several reasons. Itis the

distinction between value and causal theory. In the present chap-

ter we intend to present Easton's understanding of these two types

of theory and the grounds advanced for their distinction. In addi-

tion it will be necessary to examine the meaning of what he calls

reformative theory, as a kind of theory di sti ngui shable from both

value and causal theory, though not unrelated to them.

According to Easton, as we have seen, the problem 'of Ameri-

can pol iti cal sci ence i sits hyperfactual i srn, That hyperfactual i sm

reveals itself as such in its conscio us attempt to uncover the facts

and nothing but the facts on the assumption that the facts wi II

speak for themselves. Thi s posi tion was adopted in reacti on to

the vaguely scientific but speculative grand and legalistic sys-

tematic thought of the preceding few centuries. That thought, it

was supposed, never di d get down to the establ i shment of soci al

facts by means of ri gorous methods.

Clearly, if the facts of social and political life do indeed, once·

establ i shed, speak for themselves, then there i s no speci al reason

for concentrati on on theory of either the specul ative or the value,

or whatever kind. Then i tis enough to di scover the facts and to

listen to what they have to say. What would American political

scientists very l ike ly the ar' them to say? From the development

of American political science the answer can be readily dr ive d,

When the facts speak for themselves they appeal immediately to

common sense or common experience, which, being aware of pro-
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blems in social life, could make ready use of the facts in for-mu-.

lating policy proposals so as to avoid or so as to remove even,

the problems of experience. That is evidently the sense of Ame-.

ri can pol i tical scienti sts generally concerni ng fact-di scovery

and its purpose. Discover the facts and apply the knowledge of

facts uncovered directl y in pol icy proposals. The onl y theory

which this understanding of the task of science as fact-gathering

allows and calls for, i s of the type Easton calls reformative theo-

ry, or, as he also calls it, premature policy science which has

generally proceeded on the basis of a pro-American value bias. 1}

Easton agrees wi th nei ther thi s vi ew of the facts nor thi s vi ew

of pol i cy requi rements. Facts do not speak for themselves, al-

though Easton wi II admit that value theory alone does not provide

the kind of theory that we could call scientific, nor does this

kind of theory as such determine the empirical connections among

facts or reflect the actual connections among them. For that, a

different, scientific, in principle verifiable, empirically oriented,

therefore, theory i s needed. That kind of theory Easton prefers

to call causal theory. In attempting to understand just what eau-

sal theory i s we must constantl y remember that i t does not rep re-

sent the only kind of theory that Easton considers important to

human, social life. We must remeber that, at least for political

science, it i s preceded by, and develops in the midst of two other

kinds of theory to which it must be related, namely, both value

and reformative theory. The relation of both causal th eory and

value theory to reformative theory will require our attention. The

relations between the types of theory may be so close that the

three kinds of theory must be determined in terms of each other

for their several understanding.

These observations must not be viewed as an attempt to preju-

di ce any i saue, However, were we to proceed as though the three
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types of theory were qui te independent enti ties, understandable,

each of them, on their own, we would be working on an assump-

tion, and closing ourselves off to whatever Easton may have to

suggest concerning thei rinterrel at ion, Then our attempt to un-

derstand what Easton says would indeed be prejudiced.

It is also evident that each of the kinds of theory ment lone d

is related in some way to facts, or to what facts are understood

to be. 2)speculative grand social theory and the moral science

that was its predecessor, as well as the general phi losophy ante-

dating both of them, were all of them characterized by a malnu-

trition of factual knowledge, and the factual knowledge that had

been i ncorporated was casuall y derived, not scientifi cal ly es-

tabl i shed. Itis al so evi dent that reformative theory needs fact-

ual knowledge to be at all effective. Yet, says Easton, an inter-

pretation of facts as though they speak for themselves is not ac-

ceptable in terms of scientific method, and leads to premature

pol i cy sci erice , Needed i s theory so factual, so causal, so em-

pirical in its orientation that it is unmistakably of a kind dis-

tinguishable from any other, whether reformative or value theory;

it may just be that one cannot really understand Easton's three

kinds of theory, whether separately, or in their coherence,

without understanding what he takes to be facts. We will have to

listen closely and be keen to discover what he considers the re-

lation between facts and theory to be. The meaning ascribed to the

one may have much to do wi th that ascri bed to the other.

Let us keep these questions in mind and examine E'aston+s

conception of causal, value and reformative theory.

1.2. Causal Theory

The briefest and most readily employed description of the mean-

ing of causal theory in Easton' s work is: "theory whi ch seeks to

show rel ation among facts "(Easton, 1953:52) Terms al ternative to
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to facts are variables and data. The description clarifies little

unless we know what is meant by relation, and what by facts.

Easton al so speaks of pure research, pure theory, conceptual

theory and empirical theory as synonyms for causal theory. (Eas-

ton, 1965:79) Although three levels of causal theory may be dis-

ti ngui shed i n terms of scope, every level of causal theory con-

stitutes a mode of analysis that is generalized as compared with

the experience of events unexamined. (Easton, 1953:80) Causal

theory i s descri ptive, not prescri ptive or reformative in ki nd,
I

(Easton, 1953:82) It consists of analysis rather than argument.

(Easton, 1953:84) It often functions without the thinker being a-

ware of it, but i t needs to be made expl i ci tin the form of care-

ful statement of assumptions so as to be testable, thus increasing

the rel i abi Ii ty of knowledge otherwi se founded on theory casuall y

employed. (Easton, 1953:84) 3)The rei ati ons i t seeks to uncover

among facts are causal. (Easton, 1953:86)

Since causal theory is 'a phase of research' and 'a logical as-

pect of the discipline of political science', it is doubtful whether

i t can be consi dered as a self-suffi ci ent, i ndependent sort of ac-

tivity meaningful for what it is by itself. It is foundational to a

mature understanding of political life, which appears to be the

proxi mate goal that i t must serve. (Easton, 1953:89) Furthermore,

it is the kind of knowledge that would put the relation of means to

ends on a sure footing (Easton, 1953:89), which, of course, is in-

teresting onl y if a further rai son d'être of causal theory, and per-

haps of a mature understanding of political life as well, lies in

i ts uti Ii ty for soci al reconstructi on (shades of Dewey agai n).

Causal theory amounts to the search for uniformi ti es of pol i ti cal

life (Easton, 1953:86), is hypothetical to the extent that its truth

probability is less than one (Easton, 1953:55), and is directed to

thi ngs as they exi st rather than as they ought to be. Causal
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theory "must show a universal, that is, highly probable, con-

nection between the ends desired and the means used n , that is,

i t must establ i sh that "under given condi ti ons, whenever B oc-.

curs, i tis more probabI e rather than Iess that A wi II fo l low!'

(Easton, 1953:311) It is in this, I take it, that causal theory

"pr-ov ides meani ng4~to facts,of a kind that transcends any par-

ticular time and placell(Easton, 1953:55).

Our résumé of Easton's comments concerning the nature of

causal theory would hardly be complete if we did not mention

that it is also "an index of the stage of development of any science"

and "a device for improving the dependability of our knowIedge"

(Easton,1953:55).

Finally, causal theory serves as a "model to test the rele-

vance of succeeding r-esear-ch n , or a "system of working hypo-

theses ••• used only as long as it helps to orient empirical re-

search in such a way that socially significant problems are bet-

ter understood ••• The supreme test is its utility in understanding

phenomena II(Easton, 1953:57 IS). Thi sis what The Pol i ti cal System

has to offer in denoti ng the character of causal theory as di sti nct ,

at least logically, fr-om other kinds of theory.

A Framework for Political Analysis does not have much to add,

although we may well note that Easton, in it, and quite in line with

the above, call s causal theory "anal y t ic, not substantive, expl ana-

tory rather than ethical, more general and less par t icul ar t'{êï es t on ,

1965a:22). In A Systems Analysis of Political Life Easton introdu-

ces us to two new terms by whi ch to refer to causal theory: beha-

vi oral theory, and operational theory(Easton,1965b:5). The intro-

duction of these terms does not, as far as I can judge, imply any

shift in meaning as compared with that in earlier works. We do
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find a closer specification of the meaning of causal relations in

thi s work. Causal i ty i s here descri bed as "covari ance under

specified condi ti ons ". Causal theory is "any kind of general i-

zati on or proposi ti on that asserts that two or more thi ngs, acti-

vi ties or events covary under specified condi ti ons II(Easton, 1965b:

7). It consists of hypotheses and laws depending on the degree of

confi rmation attachi ng to them. (Easton, 1965b:7)

The fourth vol ume of Easton' s tetral ogy, Chi Idren in the Pol t ,

ti ca I System, offers no further descri pti on of causal theory over

and above those alr-eady mentioned. For a proper coverage of the

topi c i tis necessary to di sti ngui sh different ki nds of causal theory

in terms of scope, and, increasingly emergent as Easton's work

develops, in terms of logical coherence or consistency. In the section

to follow we wi II look at them several ly.

1. 2. 1 Si ngul ar! Fi rst-Ieve I Causal Theory

Fi rst of all there i s causal theory that we might call singu Iar,

or first-level theory. It consists of propositions relating isola-

ted ·and easi Iy identifi ed vari abies causall y, i n terms of covari-

ance , Strictly speaking it is not theory. (Easton,1953:55) An

example of such singular theory is Gosnell's theorem stating that

non-partisan s t lrnu la-Lcn of voting will increase the number of

people who vote, given certain specified conditions. (Easton, 1953:56)

Although it is a laborious and time-consuming activity, the disco-

very of these types of general i zati ons i s the least diffi cu It, and yet

political science possesses few such rigorously formulated propo-

sitions. (Easton, 1953:56) Nevertheless, it is this level of causal

theory to which American political science has been limited in the

main because of a view of science as the objective collection of

facts and the relating of them into singular generaliza'tions. It in-

volves the gathering of data "to show that variable A is related

to vari able B and so forth. Theory ·at thi s leve I amounts to the
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pursui t of facts about pol i ti cal life. "(Easton, 1953:66)

The scope is most narrow, focusing on isolated variables.

Logical consistency between the singular generalizations is

weak. "Whether and why the data so collected really belong to-

gether , other than the fact that they are vaguely related to go-

vernment or an undefined idea of the political, is seldom asked". 5)

(Easton, 1953:66/7)

I. 2. 2. Nó<rrow Gauge! Intermedi ate-level Theory

At a higher, i ntermedi ate level stands syntheti c or narrow

gauge theory. It is a set of interrelated propositions that are

desi gned to synthesi ze the data contai ned in an unorgani zed body

of singular generalizations, but in synthesizing it goes beyond the

actual data included in the original cluster of generalizations.

Ml che l t s iron law of oligarchy may serve as an example. That law

emerges from an attempt to synthesi:ze a consi derabl e number of

empi ri cal observati ons rel ati ng to party-organi zati ons. These

were generalized in the form of a law applicable to alf social

groups organized to fulfiff specific ends, including the political

system itself. 6) (Easton, 1953:56/7) If true, Easton observes, the

bulk of power cannot reside in the hands of the people, and, if true,

it might also help to explain the source of political apathy and other

related problems. (Here the shades of Deweyare definitely waning).

Examples of American political scientists whose work centers in

synthet ic theory are Merri am (on power), Friedri ch (the basi s of

consti tuti onal democracy), Simon (admini strative behavior), Lass-

well ( the power of ol i garchy) and Key and Truman (i nterest groups~

Easton, 1953:64/5) The move towards the development of such narrow

gauge theory i s of very recent vi ntage and sti I I hardl y pr-evaf ent,

(Easton, 1953:66) Nevertheless, Easton finds it possi bie to .speak

of narrow gauge theory in Locke and, he says, what i s true of
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Locke's work applies equally to any political theory. (Easton,

1953:313) Despite the seeming contradiction we will see that it

is consistent with Easton's views, as long as it is remembered

that Easton di sti ngui shes between theory consci ousl y el aborated

and theory unconsci ously at work. The consequences of thi s di s-

ti ncrion , however, are consi der abl e and may at least cause one

to doubt whether Easton's work is sufficiently seen for what it

is when it is described as 'thoroughly scientifid (Kriek, 1975:

33-51). It certainly would have increased the value of his other-

wi se clear summary statement of Easton' s thought if he had pai ti

attention to the role of the un- or less conscious in it.

It must also be observed that Easton later uses the term par-

tial theory as a synonym for narrow gauge or synthetic theory •

. Partial theories are broader in scope than are singular gene-

ralizations; narrower than general theory. It is well to remem-

ber that "just because they are narrower in scope, thi s does not

in any way imply that they are thereby lower in importance. (Eas-

ton, 1965b:475) "Narrow gauge or parti al theori es i sol ate some

part or aspect of behavior in a political system, less than the

whole and yet greater than .any .one· isolated fragment (singu-

lar generalization,P.B.) which experience or intuition suggests

is related significantly ••• "; it "indicates an aspiration on the part

of the investigator to develop an integrated set of generalizations

about this substantive area"(Easton, 1965b:7/8) The propositions

of syntheti c theory are more consi stent inthei r rel ationshi p to

each other, show greater logi cal coherence or consi stency

than singular generalizations.

1.2.3 Broad C-euge or General-level Theory

It is theory at the highest, most general, level, the conceptual

framework within which the whole discipline is cast. In first draw-

'!
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ing attenti on to thi s ki nd of causal theory, in consi derati on of the

question: What exactly is a conceptual framework?, Easton ob-

serves: it is a sieve which helps sort out, select, and reject ob-

served facts; or a compass which indicates the direction in which

research i s moving; or a gauge whi ch reports the state of develop-

ment of a science at a particular time. It has all the advantages
7)

and none of the defects of all mechanical contrivances. It is

flexible, in a state of constant flux. It i s a body of theory which

changes in the Iight of the facts that i t collects or that suggests

it. (Easton, 1953:57) Theory of this order is designed to help se-

lect the specific variables that are vital to an understanding of

the problems confronting a discipline; the more developed the

framework, the more precisely will these variables be identified

and related.

General causal theory differs from synthetic theory only in that

it is broader in scope and, very important for an understanding

of Easton, in its sophisticated state as found in physics or eco-

nomics, it is deductive. It begins with a few postulates of empi-

ri cal reference and from these deduces a series of narrower

generalizations. From these in turn stem singular generaliza-

tions capabl e of empi ri cal proof. Thi sis a theoreti cal system

which serves as an analytical model of the concrete political sys-

tem. (Easton, 1953:58) Thus, in physi cs, from a few basi c premi-

ses, empirically derived (by induction? P. B.) it has proved pos-

sible to formulate deductively a whole body of intermediate theory

and from this in turn, to predict the occur-r-anee of empirical events.

From such predictions the ultimate validity of the parent conceptual

framework is then either affirmed or denied in whole or in part.

(Easton, 1953:58) Such advanced theory is sti II, for the soci al
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sciences, excepting economics, in the distant realm of aspira-

. 8)
t lon,

Nevertheless, behind all empirical research there are those

basic assumptions with regard to the major variables in the field

and their relations, and one way of promoting the maturation of

a discipline is to raise these assumptions to the point of conscious-

ness for purposes of careful exami nati on. (Easton, 1953:58/9) Thi s

is precisely what Easton is concerned to do for political science:

to discover the general theory actually, though implicitly, at

work in the discipline even as its practitioners are largely un-

aware of it.

That general theory is possi bie for pol i ti cal sci ence wi l l only

bear up on the assumption that the phenomena of politics do cohere

sufficiently close so as to constitute a system.

A general theory of pol i ti cal life, a theoreti cal framework, makes

it possible to identify the significant variables of the political sys-

tem and to describe their mutual relations. It would provide a

master pi an for empi ri cal research and provi de the latter wi th a

coherence not now vi si bie whi le each set of parti al general i zati ons

must stand or fall by itself. (Easton, 1953:61)

1.2.4 The Interrel atedness of Singular! Parti al! and General Theory

From afew basic premises it has been possible, in physics and eco-

nomics, to develop a whole body of intermediate theory deductively

and from it to predict the occurrence of empirical events. The pro-

cess, so described, moves from the general level ( few basic pre-

mises) to the narrow gauge level (intermediate theory) by deduction,

to the singular level (prediction of empirical events). That leads to

the verifi cation, or falsification, of the parent conceptual frame-

work (basic premises) in whole or in part. 9)(Easton, 1953:44)
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Thi s deductive process proceeding from the general to the sin-

gular level is, of course, irreversible. Deduction from the level

of the particular to the general is patently impossible.

Yet we must note the importance of a process in reverse order,

to whi ch Easton .pó int s as well. It is well illustrated in the fol-

lowing quotation: "The accumulation of data through acceptable

techniques does not alone give us adequate knowledge. Knowledge

becomes critical and reliable as it increases in generality and in-

ternally consistent organization, when, in short, it is cast in the

form of systemati c general i zed statements app l i cable to Iarge num-

bers of particular cases". (Easton, 1953:55) From the cases, that

is, instances of observed uniformity between two variables or

facts, a process of general i zati on (i ncreasing), towards theory

most general i s suggested.

The deve lp merit of American political science goes to show that

there is a historical movement progressing fr-ort, a fact-seeking o-

r-lent at lon (singular level work) to work at the partial, and finally

to work at the most general level. It represents the growth by in-

duction of political science.

Obviously the two processes of development in opposite direction

need to be explained in their r-el at iori, For present purposes refe-

rence to the two processes suffi ces to make us aware of the fact

that the different levels of causal theory are interrelated, and

not in random fashi on.

The deductive process clearly requires that assumptions at the

most general level be the logical ground for deduction down to the

level of particular cases ( even though one may well doubt whether

deduction can be equated with prediction at the singular level).

Where Easton does include prediction at the very singular level

in the process of deduction, his 'logic' is cert ainly of a kind. The

.( J
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general tenor of Easton's work makes clear as well that his logic

is a logic of procedure, and as such, an instrument to be employed,

whatever the purposes of i ts employment in the process of experience.

At the same time the process of generalization requires, presup-

poses the doing of data-work at the singular level without which there

would be little to generalize.

These two processes, each of them, fix a deiinite relation between

the various kinds, or levels, of causal theory, and they differ.

The apparent conclusion must be that beyond the distinction of dif-

ferent levels of causal theory, one must distinguish, at a more fun-

damental level, two kinds of theory at every level, the one charac-

teri zed by inducti on, the other by deduction. The former conti nually

upsets the latter thus stimulating its intelligent growth and improve-

ment through adaptation on condition that men will cont inue to have

faith in the utility of such intelligence.

At this stage of our enquiry I can do no more than to suggest that

this duality of causal theory, evidently crucial to Easton's thought,

. has to do with the unconscious, the implicit, the tacit, or latent, as

distinguished from the consciously elaborated theory. Both of them

are causal. One could also say it has to do with a distinction between

naive experience or common sense as inductive knowledge, and spe-

cialized sensing of a type resul t inq from the organized division of la-

bor in the task (self- or society- imposed? P. B.) of developing

knowledge adequate to the solution of the problems that society fa-

ces. The latter, to be relevant,. i s based on the former, deve lopi ng

within its limits. It is the possibility of deduction within inductive

experiential knowledge.

It remains to observe that the logic leading to the development

of general theory i s inductive whi le that leadi ng to predi cti on at

the singular level is deductive. Together they constitute scien-

tific method, the logic of procedure. It is also the case that the
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inductive process is an extremely pains-taking one. If we may,

as Easton likes to do, follow the light that shines forth from the

discipline of physical science, we can see that the work done

by Newton's predecessors was of the inductive kind, as was New-

ton's own derivation of general level assumptions whence, subse-

quently, he could deduce an entire body of intermediate theory

with a view to testing it at the singular level.

When Easton takes the American disciplines of social science,

especially political science, to task for its lack of attention to

the role of general theory and its development, he actually chides

them for not recogni zing the presence of causal theory, even of

the most general kind, in and behind the work they are consciously

and scientifically doing at the level of fact-gathering. He is also

chiding them for being satisfied enough with such inductively de-

rived and vaguely present general theory. He is chiding them for

not bringing such concealed theory to the surface in the form of

careful statement such that it coul d serve as the basi s for de-

duction of intermedi ate-level theory as well as singul ar-level

relations capable of empirical (dis)proof. He is chiding them for

their lack of faith in the possibility of developing a causal politi-

cal science deductive in kind, and for not recognizing the utility

of such theory to, most proximately, reliable understanding, but

understandi ng ,of course, for the purpose of the possi bie amel io-

ration of society's experience.

Easton praises American political science too, however. For

much hard work at the singular level has been done. Indeed, on the

intermediate level too we find signs of development. Finally, as we

shall see, the very general theory operative (latently) in the dis-

cipline is not at all bad; when surfaced for what it is, it requires,

tested against the needs of present times, only change. It must be
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adapted to accommodate change. It must be put to use in our re-

constructive experience. It must be put to the test consciously,

in application. Life is amelioration through intelligent exper-l-.

mentation.

That is why the brunt of Easton's argument in The Political

System is to-ur-ce the need for bringing general theory to the

surface. It i s to state, carefully, the nature of general theory

unconsciously directing the work done by the discipline. Then it

can be tested against the requi rements of present soci al needs

and adapted accordingly. Not that the social needs of different

societies should lead to different general theories, for then theo-

ry could not be truly general, but so as to develop general theory

in recognition of needs present in any society, a certain kind

of needs.

Although Easton devotes his efforts in all his work to the de-

velopment of general causal theory, he by no means wishes to be

interpreted as though only causal theory is irnpor-taritf o political

knowledge and reflection. Let us therefore also look at Easton's

conception of value and reformative theory.

1.3 Value Theory

1.3. 1 Introductory notes on Val ues

Chapter 9 of The Political System is entitled: The Moral Foun-

dati ons of Theoreti cal Research. Under thi s headi ng Easton di s-

cusses the controversi al i ssue of the rel ati on between val ue and

causal judgments.

At this stage we are interested in the properties of value judg-

ments rather than in their relation to causal judgments. His wor-

king assumption "which has informed and will continue to prevail

in the present work" (as ;'n all his wor k j P, B.) "holds that values
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can ultimately be reduced to emotional responses conditioned by

the individual's total life-experiences"(Easton, 1953:221). It is

the assumption "generally adopted today in the social sciences".

The "moral aspect of a proposition ••• expresses only the emotion-

al response of an individual to a state of real or presumed facts"

and it is meaningless to approach such propositions in terms of

true or false, unlike propositions referring to fact. (Easton, 1953:

221) Yet, val ues can be examined as observable facts, not to

prove them true or fal se, but as held by persons so as to be con-

sequential for action. It can be shown true or false that a person

expresses preferences, that the values are internally compati bie,

that they have specified irnpl icat ioris for action. Example: To say

"that the Uni ted States is a democracy" can be proven true or

false, but to say "I prefer a democracy" is logically different.

It expresses my sentiment in favor of this kind of political system".

(Easton, 1953:222) But my preference for democracy cannot be

called true, nor- someone else's dislike of it false. 10)

Having sai d that, Easton goes on to make thi ngs rather diffi cul t

for anyone trying to place Easton's view of values in terms of the

various philosophical schools that have had something to say of

the nature of values as distinguished from facts: It would, he says,

be qui te rewardi ng "to enqui re whether val ues are objective, sub-

stantive principles, or periphrastic modes for expressing what are

essentially lndi cetlve moods, as, for example, pragmatism implies.

For the present discussion however, a final decision in this matter

would not turn out to be vital. In assuming that values are expressions

of our preferences and essenti ally di ssi mi Iar to factual aspects of

propositions, I am in fact adopting a conception of values which wi II

prove least convenient for the defense of the kind of study of values

I find necessary today in order to develop a rounded systematic
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theory. I am, however, del iberatel y operating on thi s assumption

because, if the need for value theory can be justified in these terms,

it must by this very fact be reasonable and convincing even to those

who would begin with contrary premises about its nature. "(Easton,

1953:222/3) What on earth can thi s mean?

On the assumption that an understanding of the most difficult pas-

sages is one of the clearest indications that one has understood the

thinker who wrote them, an understanding of the above passage

should go a long way towards understanding the thought of David

Easton.

Easton, by speaki ng of hi s 'working assumpti on' as to the nature

of values, and by calling this position of his the most difficult po-

si ti on for argui ng the ki nd of study of va Iues that he consi ders ne-

cessary, had thi s reader wondering whether he real Iy does hol d to

the view that values are reducible to emotional responses to the

indivi dual's total I ife-experi ence, and whether, perhaps, he has

merely adopted this position for the sake of his argument with the

20th century political scientists, meeting them on their own ground

in terms of a pragmati st vi ew of val ues perhaps not hi sown.

Thi s impressi on was further supported by Easton' s remark that

"once the conclusion was drawn in the nineteenth century that all

values are the expression of individual or group preferences and

that these preferences, in turn, reflect the life-experience of the

individual or group, then the impetus for the constructive study

of val ues di sappeared"(Easton, 1953:260) For a whi Ie I read Eas-

ton to mean that such i s as i t had to be. But the passage thus con-

tinued to defy a suitable interpretation.

The question faci ng us i s: How can Easton, on the basi s of hi s

working ass umpti on concerning the nature of val ues , sti II fi nd

suffi ci ent i mpetus for .the defense of a constructive study of va-

lues?
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Obviously we must not take the 'once/then' relation of the

above quotation as a relation of absolute necessity. Apparent-

ly Easton holds that although the impetus towards constructive

val ue theory di sappeared together wi th the ri se of a vi ew of

values as emotional response to the individual or group's to-

tal life-experience, such di sappearance was neither neces-

sary nor warranted. 11 )One can hold to this view of values and

yet avoid an "incorrect, and misleading" interpretation of the

equal i sti c rei ativi sti c ki nd whi ch assumes that no preference

can be· proved better than another and that a construct ive el abora-

tion of value systems must be a pointless waste of time. (Easton,

1953:261) Indeed, this belief was not a product of logic, but of

preference itself. (Easton, 1953:261)12)

All that can legitimately be said about values as responses

to life-experience is that they stem from the life-experience

of an individual "and that by factual evidence no one value can

be proved superior to another"(Easton, 1953:261). 13)Values

relate to the social condr t loris in which they appear. 14)The des-

cription of these conditions surrounding the emergent moral pre-

ference says nothing of the merit of such a preference. Only that

they are products of hi stori cal ci rcumstances. (Easton, 1953:262)

But that is not all they are. "If we wished, we could of course

compare them with regard to other qualities such as their moral

worth., "(Easton, 153:262) a separate and independent task, requiring

an acceptable moral standard in terms of which varying preferences

could be compared. (Easton, 1953:262) The factual recogni ti on of

different preferences says nothing of their respective moral worth.

It does not mean that all values are equal Iy good; just that theyare

equally related to historical conditions/facts/experience. They are

equally, all of them, responses to historical conditions(Easton,1953:

263). That does not make all preferences equally valuable. To hold
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that position is to hold to equalistic relativism, itself val ue theory

of a kind, inspired by preference.

The ki nd of val ue theory whi ch Easton finds necessary i s not at

all elaborated in political science today. How would we recognize

it were it to develop today?

A number of observations relevant to that kind of value theory

can be gleaned from The Political System. It would be a kind of

moral theory freed from commitment to prevai I ing values just be-

cause of thei r prevalence, and freed from equal i sti c relativi sm.

It implies full awareness of-the researcher's own moral premises.

These are by no means easy to identify. "Special competence is

requi ("ed for this purpose". (Easton, 1953:265) It implies a con-

struct ive approach without whi ch pol i ti cal sci ence wi l l lack com-

petence for· the detection of the influence of moral views on their

research irisy sternat lc theory.

1.3.2 What is Constructive Value Theory?

It attempts to answer the following question: "What criteria

ought one to use in evaluating the variety of social programs

offered by groups (and individuals? P.S.) competing for social

power? 15}lt attempts to arrive at some moral standards in terms of

which a future political system could be conceived. To think it

possi bie to arrive at such a standard i s enough incentive for a

constructive examination of past moral ideas.

Uni quel y cruci al to thi s formul ati on is the term' constructive'.

Without it one is limited to the historicist approaches to past mo-

ral ideas as exemplified in varying degrees by Mcllwain, Dunning,

and Sabine which reduces the study of morals to history. (Easton,

1953:257) It "converts moral clarification into a study of histori-

cal roots "(Easton, 1953:257). Pol i ti cal sci enti sts have followed

this approach even more baldly than have the three historians men-

tioned. They simply associate all the glamour and sanctity of tra-
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dition with the values they, vaguely, and axiomatically, adhere

to. It leads to conformity in moral ideals, and helps to fore-

stall development of constructive moral theory of the type Easton

is looking for. (Easton, 1953:256) It prevents radical exploration

of the va lues and preferences actual Iy heId by researchers in

the fi el d of pol i ti cal sci erice ,

Such a constructive explorati on "would demand the assumpti on

that something new can be said about what is desirable and that

the prevailing moral theories are not necessarily the last word"

(Easton, 1953:255/6."lt may be that they are, but only by beginning

with the contrary assumption could a theorist hope to prove to

himself that no other alternative is more acceptable". (Easton,

1953:256)

A construct ive val ue theory differs from the mere avowal of

the values held. To think that would do, is to place an imprimatur

on the going values, since only the commonly accepted values are

well enough known so as to be able to make do with mere avowal.

(Easton, 1953:256) Even then, this.entails that they are no longer

critically examined as to their merit in view of present and pos-

sible conditions. Their assumption, continually, is that "the ma-

jor task i n moral matters i s to cl arify, I ike extreme semanti ci sts,

and not to reconstruct, like imaginative architects" (Easton, 1953:

254). Not that clarification is not needed, as is historical perspec-

tive, but they are not ends in themselves. (Easton, 1953:254)

It is highly doubtful, however, that the demand for a purely for-

mal exhumation and presentation of moral premises would enable

the research worker to present an accurate pi cture of hi s moral

views. Self-clarification requires more than a simple self-quest-

ioning with regard to one's premises. "(Easton, 1953:229) I-t re-

quires a long process of moral inquiry. It is not "more easily
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learned ••• than the canons and procedures of scientific method;

and it requires the same creative insight that the discovery of .

causal relations demands of the most fruitful empirical research. "

(Easton, 1953:229) It requires training and experience in the con-

cepts and procedures of moral inquiry. It presupposes awareness

of one ï s tut tirnat e preferences and their modifications or elabora-

tions when applied to political life" (Easton, 1953:229).

How do we achieve clarity concerning them? One way would be

through the actual experience of a situation whi ch call s forth an

expression of all our basic preferences in circumstances in which

not all can be equally real i zed. But we cannot act out all, the total

configuration, of our preferences unless we could reconstruct a

political system de novo in our own image. Not even Danton or

Robespierre could do so. (If we could, it would no longer be re-

construction anyway, r=, B.).

Fortunately rhera l s another way to gain moral clarity. It is the

way of traditional political theory "whereby we reflect upon, ana-

lyz e , and project our moral views into practical political life •••

the laborious task of constructively forming an image of the kind

of pol i t ical system that flows from our moral premi ses. 16)

It requires a definition of the way in which we conceive our

goals, which, to be clear, requires clarification of basic moral

views. Basic moral views lack full meaning and expression until

thei r knowable consequences are fully worked out.(Easton~ 1953:

230/1) These consequences being social, a "rational understan-

ding of the moral frame of reference ••• compel s uS to enter a full

enquiry with respect to the application of our goals". It is the

task "of constructing an image of the political system flowing from

these moral preferences". It requires "the synthesis of values
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with facts to bring out the full meaning of the values". (Easton, 1953:

231) It is required continually in continuing self-transformation.

This constructive approach is well illustrated by any of the great

social philosophers of the past. So, for example, Bent ham+s mo-

ral values become clear only from an investigation of the practical

consequences of hi s princi pi e of uti I ity for juri sprudence and for

the general pol itical structure. Values need testing through hypo-

thetical application to the political facts. (Easton,1953:231/2) Just as

value theory always requires testing so values require hypothetical

testing; if we desire this and this and this,then in view of present and

possi bl e condi tions •••

For the sake of a proper understanding it is perhaps well to

observe that value may be taken as an equivalent for desired

goal (good) and that value theory would have to concern a set of

values, or goods, desired.

1.4 Reformative Theory

Despi te the hyperfactual i srn, and malnutriti on of general theory

(both causal and value theoretical) endemic to American political

sci ence, facts are indeed collected wi thi na' theoreti cal framework';

but that framework is theoreti cal i n a way qui te di fferent from the

generalized causal modes of analysis which empirical research re-

qui res. It refers, r ather , to suggested ways by whi ch collected

facts can be app l ied in revampi ng some part of the pol i ti cal struc-

ture. It is the only type of theory of which American political

science was aware during the better part of the discipline's exist-

ence. (Easton, 1953:79/80)

Reformative theory involves two ki nds of mental operations.

One, i t suggests desi rabie reforms impi yi ng "that we have a

standard of preference in terms of whi ch thi s reform can be ap-

proved". That is to say, it implies, and is in part, value theory.
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Secondly, we use whatever we can of the knowledge we have of

how insti tuti ons functi on to specify the changes needed if the

goals are to be aclieved. It is speculation on the relation of al-

ternative procedures to the given goals. It i s speculation on the

results of p-opo sed changes, referring to a future situation. So

reformative theory as current in pol i ti cal sci ence contai ns im-

plications concerning one's ultimate moral position (what one

would call good government) as well as statements about the

means for realizing it. (Easton, 1953:80)

In thi s sense reformative theory i s often called appl ied theory,

or applied science.

Easton does not object to reformative theory as offered by

pol i ti cal sci ence in response to the urgency of soci e ty ' s demand

for such knowledge as is avai lable for the solution of expe-.

ri enced problems. He wi II, however, object to such theory to

the extent that it is conceived to be all that political science

should do. It i s the sort of theory that can serve as somewhat

of a stop-gap approach to the problems besetting us. But it re-

mains but stop-gap thi nki ng. Why?

Mainly because, according to Easton, its major theoretical

assumptions are not elevated for careful statement and subse-

quent proof before the value-oriented task of suggesting changes

in insti tuti onal arrangements i sundertaken. (Easton, 1953:84)

As a result, reformative theory may also be called premature

policy science (Easton, 1953:78) if it is supposed that this theory

is all that political science should be about at present.

There is, let it be stressed again, nothing wrong with prema-

ture reformative theory in meeting social problems with whatever

help political science can now provide. However, political science

must not substitute this theory for its prior task, the discovery
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of general causal relations. (Easton, 1953:85/6)

Interestingly, Easton says reformative theory should play only

a secondary role i n the fi rst stages of a soci al sci ence.(Easton,

1953:85) Only i n the fi rst stages? Why? 17)

The reason i s that reformative theory involves predi cti on, and

the success of prediction is a function of the reliability of the

descriptive knowledge and level of theory. (Eastol1,1953:86)18)That

being underdeveloped, reformative theory must not be allowed to

siphon all energy away from the possible development of causal

theory which would, after all, put prediction on a sure footing.

One i s tempted by these remarks to concl ude that once sci enti-

fic general causal political theory is fully and adequately deve-

loped, scienti sts may focus on the app l i cati on of the avai Iable

knowledge. After all, the meani ng of science i sin i ts use.

Given full clarification of moral values adhered to by means of

thei r projecti on into the ki nd of pol i ti cal system envi saged as

desirable, full use of general causal theory could be made for

the realization of the same. Easton objects to the overriding

concern for pol i cy-sci ence (reformative theory) in Ameri can po-

litical science. The reason is not to be sought in a distinction be-

tween applied and theoretical knowledge defining, in any definite

way, the I i mi ts between the two; rather, Easton would not have

premature policy science preclude the very development of ade-

quate policy science for the future. To that end, it seems, both

general causal and constructive value theory would have to be

deve loped before such pol i cy sci ence can operate wi th certai nty

of adequate prediction in relating means to goals. One should

think twice before calling Easton an opponent of policy science

simply for not being happy with current policy science as substi-

tute for the prior task of the discipline. 19)
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These remarks, clearly, already enter into a discussion of the

relation between the. kinds of theory that we have reviewed. Let us

examine what Easton has to say about thei r connecti ons.

Fi rst, let us remember the necessi ty of di stingui shi ng between

an unconsciously operative causal theory at every level and its

careful surfaci ng in expl i ci ti y stated causal theory, and observe that

there is also unconsciously operative value theory at work in po-

litical science. Needed also is the careful elaboration and clarifi-

cation of the sets of values, constructive value theory. Neither

of these types of theory is presently visibly elaborated in terms

of factual social/political life, soc ie tyt s organization for conti-

nued exi stence as society.

Both appear to be crowded out by premature pol i cy sci ence, by

reformative theory, as if it could substitute for both causal and

value theory's elaboration. Yet, value inspired questions are the

real stimulus to any pure research into variables. The reformative

urge, stimulated by values and goals desired, is the stimulative

basi s of all research into facts. Since facts do not speak for them-

selves, their direct use in application cannot be reliable in pro-

viding a reasonable measure of reliability (predictability) concern-

ing the adequacy of means to ends. Hence the di sputes as to the

efficacy of means to be used for attaining goals. Such di sputation

i s often called theory, reformative theory, and i t usurps the

field of political science for its own limited ends with inadequate

means; soci ety demands more of pol i ti cal sci ence than that! And

rightly so, for political science has much more to give in response

to what society demands of political science. Society requires that

political science do what it can to help solve the grave crisis threat-

ening society with extinction today.
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Is it too early to suggest that a proper development of both value

and causal theory must somehow lead to rei i able reformative pol i cy-

science? There is too much that is vague and casual in presently

applied political science. In it, both value and causal t re or y is un-

consciously at work. It continually sets the cart before the horse.

But why should a policy science, premature by reason of the im-

maturity of its component elements (casual causal and casual value

theory) not come of age once causal and value theory have done so?

The road towards effective, reliable problem-solving in political

life seems to be delineated, at least in broad outline. If true, it

lends depth to Easton's use of Munr-oet s observation for introducing

the second chapter of The Political System: As a result of this

backwardness i n what may be ca lied the pure sci ence of pol i ti cs,

there has been almost no applied science of government worthy of

the name. (Easton, 1953:37)

1.5 The Interrelation of the Various Kinds of Theory

We have been di scussing three ki nds of theory as if each kind

can function individually as a distinctly peculiar kind of theoretical

activity. In doing so we have simply followed in Easton's footsteps.

These footsteps, however, were taken as a matter of conveni erice ,

For, "it is deceptive to counterpose value to causal theory; in prac-

tice each is involved in the other". 20)The distinction between these

two cl asses of proposi ti ons is logi calonly; and si nce "a statement

may be heavily weighted on the side of either causal analysis or mo-

ral (value) judgment, nothing i s lost if we speak as though causal

and value propositions each did appear apart from the other". (Eas-

ton,1953:52)

But beware of the deceptive character of speaking in thi s way!

It is looseness of expression. It is justifiable only for purposes
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of convenience in discourse and should not lead one to think that

causal or value statements exist in pure form. (Easton, 1953:52/3)

In fact we have always to do with a synthesis of fact and value, whe-

ther casuall y experienced, or carefull y understood, in two-si ded

factuality.

Here we touch on an i ssue central to Easton' s thought. How is

it possible to make a (even if only logical) distinction between

causal and value theory, to argue for the very specifi c need to

~elop causal theory, indeed, to devote one's life work to the de-

velopment of causal theory as (logically) distinct from from value

theory, and yet maintain that each type of theory is involved in

the other?

Easton makes comments about the interrel atedness of causal

theory in value theory and of the latter in the former that leave

no doubt about their mutual intimacy; indeed, they are comments

that cause one to wonder whe'ther- the two can be di sti ngui shed

at all.

Let us look at some of them. " ••• moral views influence theore-

tical thinking to such a degree that a conceptual framework would

be incomplete without a clear knowledge and understanding of its

moral premises"(Easton, 1953:220). Which is literally to say that

the relation of value theory to causal theory (whether in conscious

form or not) is comparable to that between premises and conclusion

in logical argument. Also, the moral framework of the investigator

i s "the major incentive for ~ research "(Easton, 1953:85). Causal

theory would not be undertaken without value theory's call for it.

"The inspiration behind political science is clearly ethical. Men

want to understand the pol i ti cal system so that they can use thi s

knowledge for their own purposes. "(Easton, 1953:223) "No factual
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proposition uttered by a human being can be devoid of all relevance

to moral preconcepti ons. "(Easton, 1953:224) We cannot shed our va-

lues the way we remove our coats. "The ideal of a value-free so-

cial science has revealed itself as a chimera. "(Easton, 1953:225)21)

Values not only provide the matrix which shapes the selection

of an empirical problem for investigation, but they mold the formu-

lation of the problem, the selection of data, and even their inter-

pretation. This is no mean influence of value-thinking upon/in

causal thought. At the same time, in pointing out that political re-

search over the past 75 years "shows its affinity to a belief in

democracy as the best ki nd of pol i ti cal system "(Easton, 1953:226),

Easton would have i t known that such adapta t ion of research is

not "inherently malignant to statisfactory work! "Without some

criteria for choosing areas for research, we would have no know-

ledge of where to begi n in the search for general i zati ons si gnifi-

cant for human Iivi ng. "(Easton, 1953:227)

All of this holds good for general causal theory too:" ••• the kind

of vari abies whi ch a thinker consi ders cogent for hi s theory, the

type of data he selects to test it, even the kinds of relations he

sees among his variables, normally show a significant relation to

his moral premises"(Easton, 1953:227). "Even if we banish all verbal

references to values ••• our ultimate preferences may••• have •••

exerci zed an unobtrusive influence on our observations and reason-

ing. "(Easton, 1953:227)

Unmi stakabl y then, Easton is convi nced of the involvement of

value orientation and value theory, conscious or not, in causal

orientation or theory, conscious or otherwise. But one finds, in

Easton's text, as much ground for considering the involvement of

causal thinking in value thinking, and, additionally, its effect upon

value orientation and value theory. There would seem to be as much

reason to speak of the impact of causal theory upon value theory as
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the other way around. (Easton, 1953:225)

Let us look at some observati ons Easton makes whi ch go far to

prove the point •

. That it is difficult to determine whether the influence of values

on causal theory i s more basi c than that of the latter on the for-

mer is evident from the following statement which, at first sight,

stresses the influence of the moral upon causal theory: " ••• moral

views influence theoretical thinking to such a degree that a concep-

tual framework would be incomplete without a clear knowledge and

understandi ng of i ts moral premi ses "(Easton, 1953:220). Just thi nk

of the 'incomplete', and of 'its' in this quotation. That about makes

constructive moral theory part and parcel of causal theory, whi ch

.. I . h . 22)rs mcornp ete Wit out it,

In addition the need for closer attention to systematic theory

"automatically imposes on political science the obligation to re-

examine and ultimately to revise the way in which moral theory

has been studi ed over the Iast half-century "(Easton, 1953:220).

One of the clearest statements as to the influence of causal theo-

ry upon the desi res we have, the values we hold, the ki nd of val ue

theory we ought to construct, is that such theory "helps men to de-

ci de upon the kind of pol i ti cal system they would prefer ••• "(Eas-

ton,1953:223). It is in that very given that the utility of political

research I ies, (Easton, 1953:223)

Indeed, causal research, for instance into the history of politi-

cal theory, like that of Sabine, Mcllwain, and Dunning, can be

such as to preempt the very enterpri se of moral cl arifi cati on.

(Easton, 1953:236/7).An influence indeed l It constitutes "a vital

source of the contemporary decline in constructive moral enquiry"

(Easton, 1953:23~ Political theory, in them, has forsaken its ge-

nuinely moral aspect. (Easton, 1953:237) If it would hew to its only
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unique function it would still include such empirical causal

theory,but it would use this for entirely different purposes.

It would be a means to inform of alternative moral outlooks

in their cultural time-bound consequences and aid the resear-

cher in the construction of his own political synthesis (values

projected into facts, the good political life image). (Easton,

1953:237) Also, historicist tendencies strengthen the hold

of traditional values. (Easton, 1953:259). At the same time

re Iativi st moral vi ews contri bute to hi stori ci st approaches

to the exclusively causal study of values. (Easton, 1953:260)23)

Moral views stem from the life-experience of an individual

and factual evidence cannot prove one moral position supe-

rior to another. That is, description of the conditions sur-

rounding the emergence of moral preference says nothing of

the latter's merit; just that they are both product of factual

ci rcumstances. (Easton, 1953:261/2) To evaluate them i n terms

of mora I worth i s to engage in enqui ry qui te different, requi-

ring a moral standard in terms of which to compare them.

Factual cleavage in value orientation today makes value re-

formulation imperative. (Easton, 1953:263) As ever- in Easton's

thi nki ng, struggle needs resoluti on; that al so goes for the strug-

24)gle over values.

" T he very needs of work in systemati c theory, therefore, de-

mand the rejuvenation of political theory" (constructive value

theory, p. B.). (Easton, 1953; 265) This little sentence must

be taken very literally, and very seriously if we are to under-

stand Easton. To meet our needs we cannot simply desire their

satisfaction; we must work, judiciously, towards their satis-

faction and cannot do without systematic theory in the process.
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But systemati c theory cannot be needed unless there are un-

met desi res, that i s to say, unless desi res have not yet been

adequately met or formulated in terms of means by which they

could be adequately realized. The needs drive us to desire

thei r sati sfacti on. To that end we need to know how thi ngs

actually function so as to be able to work towards changes

in behavi or whi ch wi II lead to the attai nment of our goal s ,

and i n the Iignt of factual knowledge we wi II have to re con-

struct our goal s to orient them to real i ty and to keep them

from being pure myth; our goals, our values, must be such

as to be attainable under specified conditions, only so can we

ensure that our value (ultimate) is the best possible, the good,

(political) life.

To summarize then, values, factual desires, specifically

the desi re to sati sfy them as best we can, that is, most ef-

fectively, themselves demand insight into the workings of so-

cial life, demand factual, causal, empirical theory; empirical

theory in turn requires the clarification of morals in a con-

struct ive way, i n a way that pi ctures the good life, the best

life possi bie, i n vi ew of the factual universal regul ari ti es

actually operative.

1.6 Reformative Theory and its Relation to Causal and Value

Theory

Easton equates reformative theory with premature policy

science as we have seen. Its substantive content i s the di spu-

tation of the adequacy of means towards the achievement of

ends. It isn't really theory in the proper sense of the term.

It exists by default. 25)lt exists on account of political

science's failure to have developed a systematic body of re-
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liable knowledge which would most usefully provide a scien-

tifi c and rei i able basi s for ascertai ni ng the result of any parti-

cu~ar ways advanced for achieving whatever ends; and of course the

dispute over means has to do with both lack of reliable factual

knowledge and a lack of clarity as to the goals to be achieved.

Only through full-fledged engagement in these tasks of value-

clarification and the development of causal general theory can

political science provide what society demands of it for effective,

authoritative policy-making.

Unti I such ti me, reformative theory wi th all the attendant

strife about the adequacy of means to ends to be realized, will

be wi th us. But once we get our causal theory developed to

adequately reflect the causal relations of political life, such

reformative theory and the strife whi ch attends it, wi II di sap-

pear and become superfluous. In the mean ti me, such causal

theory wi II not be developed adequately as long as reformative

theory is considered to be the very task of scientific activity.

For thi s th~ory i s content to make do wi thout such causal, ex-

plicitly formulated, theory except to the extent of developing

singular generalizations; and it is content as well to accept

the going values casually. It is a contentment that must be-

gin to pall in view of the very cleavage in value-orientations

presently affecting society. (Easton, 1953:264)

It is interesting to note that reforma -rive theory "has tended

to act as substitute for the utterly different task of conceptual

theory"(Easton.,1953:81). On the same page Easton calls re-

formative theory and causal theory "two legitimate phases of

research" while also admitting, or should we say pr-oc lai mlriq ,

that the 'merit' of causal theory does ultimately consist "in its

usefulness for social reconstruction". Are we lo think that re-

formative theory i s merely a bad form of soci al reconstruction? 26)
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Certainly not, for reformative theory has been confined to mi-

nor adjustments in the exi sti ng mechani srns, If so, one can hard-

ly call it social reconstruction. That rings of rather more tho-

roughgoing change, as do the times themselves. Certainly if we

wi II not put our shoulder to the wheel and develop adequate cau-

sal theory, aspecially at the most general level, taking note as

well. of the factual presence and consequences of vari ous con-

flicting value patterns in it which cause us to fear for the very

survival of soci al organi zed life, then the radi cal al terati ons

wi II come over us and batter us about at r-andom; let's put our

shoulders to the wheel at least for the minimal survival needs

of society and contemplate radical change as a process of re-

construction rather than to submit to disintegration.

I think it fair to conclude that on Easton's view reformative

theory as presently pursued is a very poor substitute for both

the need to develop causal theory and the need for thorough-

going reconstruction of social life as required.

In thoroughgoing reconstruction, I take it, causal and value

theory are to be seen as isolable phases of the whole process

of soci al reconstructi on. Soci al reconstructi on i s at once the

essence of social life, of human experience. That experience

has two si des to i t , The val uative desi res and goal s (psycho-

l oc ica l ) of individuals and their situational condition side.Not

that the situational and psychological must be juxtaposed as

two kinds of absolute and autarchic wholes closed to each o-

ther. Instead, the two are moments in one process of develop-

ment (progress) governed by chance and judi ci ous controll i ng

behavi oral, systemi c, organi zed, constructive acti on. (Eas-

ton,1953:14).
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Still, the situational and the psychological, the factual and the

valuative, the 'is' and 'the ought' are sufficiently different mo-

ments or phases i n the process of reconstructi on as to allow

of their distinction, the one from the other. We need to dis-

tinguish the two or we would simply be battered about in ran-

dom fashi on, governed by chance alone. We must be aware of

this point here because this is the very view underlying Eas-

ton's conception of the political system, his selection of the

major variables of political life, as well as his elaboration of

causal systemic theory, and it represents the only way that I

find it possible to arrive at an interpretation of Easton's thought

as consistent. It highlights his faith in the logic of procedure,

in scientific method. It allows analysis to be determined by

practical interests (which order entire clusters of variables

as 'interesting'); one could even say that the interest isolates

analytically what is to be researched with a view to the best

possible reconstruction in the light of what appears to be pos-

sible in terms of desires to be realized. And if it helps to let

things work, well, fine! Pessimism, at any rate, will get us

nowhere! 27)

Unless one recognizes experience itself as an ongoing, per-

sisting, self-transforming, behaving systemic process of re-

constructi on, one cannot reconci le at all the vari ous facets of

Easton's thought; 28) which is not to say that this sufficiently

descri bes the di sti nctivel y Eastoni an character of hi s thought.

But this basic view of human life, though similarly at the basis

of many other, particularly American thinkers' thought, making

Easton a member of a particular school of phi losophy backed up

by a distinctive 'Weltanschauung' that has been making itself

particularly strong in America, is most fundamental; the most
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powerful regulative factor in the development of his thinking.

Furthermore, one should recognize that such a view is not

warranted by sci ence, not scientifi call y provable • As Eas-

ton makes abundantly clear himself, it is mood-determined.

There are other moods all quite at odds with the mood Easton

takes to be scientific, desirable. Indeed, these moods com-

bine to constitute such a threat to the mood believing in the

supreme utility of scientific procedure, that The Political

System is written to establish the need and possibility of work

towards the full expression of the kind of mood he favors, and

whi ch, he hopes, wi II serve for the reconstructi on of the

discipline of political science as a leading factor in radical,

thoroughgoing social reconstruction.29)
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NOTES TO CHAPTER TWO

1) It could be argued, in Easton's terms, that reformative

theory is inadequate because it shows no concern for a kind

of knowledge reliably valid so as to hold good for any and e-

very situation (causal theory). It, instead, dips into the pre-

sent and attempts to relate the data selected and observed

there to some specul ative Iy conceived utopi a, even if that u-

topi a proves to be, i n reformative theory, the present con-

ceived as pretty well the best of all possible worlds.

The attraction of this approach lies in its concomitance

with the apparent uselessness of trying to develop specula-

tive utopi as. Its drawbacks consi st i n the evi dent compl acerr-

cy wi th respect to the real i zati on of present ly actuall y con-

ceivable progress. It allows one to think that value theory is

neither necessary nor useful, whi le the facts speak for them-

selves, thus determining our presently held values as the

best possible values, whatever they may be.

In the meantime the ends of reformative theory are conti-

nually defeated si nce facts, as di scovered, are embedded in

causal theory unconsciously and casually at work and rela-

ted all around to value theory, again rather casually held and

all but expl icated i n terms of the behavi oral possi bi Ii ti es of

the (f)actual situation.

In view of the behavioral situation pregnant with possibili-

ties for intelligent action-in-controll, the only logic of pro-

cedure to follow is to develop causal theory in the conviction

that it alone can provide the firm foundation for self-conscious

val ue theoreti cal reflecti on such as to be capable of real i za-

ti on in view of the consi dered i nstrumental i ties appl icable in

the process of experi erice ,

2) Note one also makes plain why Easton can also call facts

'variables'. Facts are not unchanging entities that retain their

identity at all times.Facts can, and ought to be, transformed.

Change affects them through and through. Facts of a kind are

such as covary according to invariant, relatively constant re-

lationships between them regardless of the structure of these

facts severally. They covary within a functional systemic whole

of such relationships of facts. Such a whole is one of organiza-
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tion within complexity, and against it. Once organization arises

in complexity, we have systemic wholes seeking to persist a-

gainst the pressures of complexity. Societies are such wholes

of the most encompassing kind and their decider-functions are

taken care of by what we call the pol i ti cal system whatever its

elements and thei r structures. The differenti ati on of organi za-

tion can itself lead to complexity of a threatening kind. Only the

most general organi zational inte II i gence can serve to counteract

these stressful tendenci es.

3) That causal theory i s not to be understood in a downri ght

physicalistic,naturalistic or scientistic sense as though it were

to report non-commitally what actually happens,as though this

involves no value-orientation,i s clear from the fact that Easton

does speak of assumptions one must be aware of in developing

causal theory. A most basic commitment concerns the hypothe-

tical nature of any such theory as of a kind that is held to best

reflect the actual working of the system being investigated, in

the understanding that it must be testable and discarded if it

does not prove adequate. lts truth-probabi I i ty i s less than one.

4) It is well to note that meaning is not a question of values and

value theory only. Indeed, causal theory provides meaning to

facts of a kind that transcends any particular time and place.

Such meaning is not discoverable in facts without causal theo-

ry. The latter is the enabling instrument to the attainment of

such meani ng. Itis si gnifi canti y meani ngful for the real i zati on

of values (aspirations) which can only be theoretically explica-

ted with such meaningful causal theory to hand. Without it, the

meaning of the desired would, take it, be on the level of the

intelligence-lacking biological organism.

All of this adds poignance to the suggestion that causal theory

must be the index of the state of maturity of a science.

5) That this is seldom asked may be because of a vague and un-

expressed conviction that they may not belong together in any

causally connective sense of covari ance for any useful purpose.

Nevertheless Easton retains sufficient faith in an inherent lo-

gic leading to the differentiation of the disciplines and in the po-

litical scientists' implicitly causal political orientation to assume
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that the data so collected do belong together, that is, cohere

significantly. It is the assumption without which his works

could not have been completed.

6) It is curious that Easton should draw this inference con-

cerning 'the political system itself'. Does it mean that he views

it to be an organization with specific ends in which power tends

to be concentrated in the hands of a few? Michels did not think

in Easton's terms of the pol i ti cal system. Either Easton draws

an inference purely in terms of Michels' Law to say what Michels'

concl usi on must be concerning the pol i ti cal system had he ad-

dressed himself to-rhl s question, or, and I think that is in line

with Easton's thought, he adopts this position, elitist as it is,

himself. That would make the political system a highly specia-

lized 'organ of adaptation'. If so, Easton's 'if true' may be a-

mended to r-eadf ther-efor-e ' (next sentence) power cannot reside

in the hands of the people.

7) AI though the ment ion of sieve, compass and gauge may easi ly

evoke a mechanistic view of causal theory at the general level,

we do well to note that it is to be serviceable to understanding,

to the closest possi bie identificati on and interrel ation of vari a-

bies in understanding. Nevertheless, these terms do point up

an instrumental i st approach to sci entifi c understanding the si g -

nificance of which is to be sought in the use to which it can be

put.

8) The distinction between induction and deduction is of extreme

lmpor tance , Deduction is embedded in induction. Deduction has

the character of mathematical axiomatic thought which does not,

as such, require réference to empirical states of affairs. Now

mathematics has axiomas which do not depend on induction for

their establishment or their proof, despite the fact that it does

show empirical relevance in practice, and constitutes a vital

prop in physics, whose axiomas are also inductively derived.

Experience, and knowledge of experience, that is, knowledge

e rrp r-Ical t y oriented has no choice but to proceed inductively in
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establishing its hypothetical axioms, which, because induct-

ively established, always continue to require testing, and to

be open to falsification (cf. Popper's views). Yet the axioms

establ i shed are sci entifi cally rel evant onl y when they can be

shown to have implications such as can be deductively elabo-

rated to approach in complexity the very data, theoretically,

which had led to the axioms and which continue to always call

for the testing of such axioms. Through the deductive elabora-

tion of axioms and through their testing, a body of causal,

that is, scientific and general theory of increasing sophisti-

cation and reliability, especially in its predictive capacity,

arises.

Were i t so that the axi oms inductivel y establ i shed needed

to be abandoned lock stock and barrel in view of their use-

lessness for increased re Ii abi I i ty of understandi ng, i tis dif-

ficult to see h ow general causal and deductive theory could

continue to be of use. Such theory could possibly hold its

own, purely axiomatically, although we would not know of

what use such theory could be. Is that not what post- and

anti-behavi oral i sts were sugg~sting to be the case wi th the

behav lor-al ist t s kind of model- and theory-building in 19697

What could be advanced against the claim that behavioralist

theory-bui Idi ng be best abandoned 7 Fi rst of all, mathematical

theory without any inductive bases proves to be capable of ap-

plication in practice to some extent; there is no reason why the

same should not hold good for a deductive theory of political

life. Secondly, it is the only way in whi ch to improve upon the

axioms i rd.ctively acquired and relevant to political experience;

it is the way to buttress the reliability of the axioms held since

their implications are to be spelled out by deduction if they are

not to be casually inferred in random, haphazard fashion.

Thirdly, experience is not simply random complexity, but shows

a good measure of organi zati on in response to the needs of so-

cial life. These systemic features of social life can be and

must be elaborated in their consequences if we are to survive

against the random, di sorgani zing, persi stence-threateni ng

forces of experience. Experience, since organized, has a buiIt-

in guide of past organized regularity, which, when known, props

further development of intelligence and behavior also enhancing the

possible development of deductive causal science of society.
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It is true that the complexity of organized experience can be such

as to constitute part of the cris is we face and the crisis may be so

urgent that political scientists must reformatively take part in ac-

tual politics without being able to bring such causal knowledge as

we have even now to bear upon practice; still, reformative theory

is, as we saw, make-shift and cannot lead to truly effective long-

run adaptation and control, even to secure society's survival.

Finally, it best be remerrbered that no causal theory ought to be

abandoned except in favor of theory wi th greater expl anatory

power.

In conclusion, where a theory is partially, or wholly, disproven

by the facts in its testing, the profession is faced with a per-

plexity to be solved not by simply discarding the theory held,

but by its transformation into more explanatory theory; such

transformation is to be expected in view of the altered induct-

ively derived matter of experience whose implications must

be capable of elaboration at all times to the greatest possible

extent in terms of relevant experienti al questions and problems

to be solved for the amelioration of society.

9}That a theory could be disproven in whole or in part would

seem to be misleading on Easton's terms. If indeed causal theo-

ry is systemic so as to reflect the actual political system, and

if a system's elements cohere so closely as to cov ar-y , then a

parti al di sproof i mmediatel y entai Is the reconstructi on of the

entire theory. Perhaps that explains why the dragon of a dis-

cipline's redefinition continues to raise its head anew, but in

ever more sophi sti cated fashi on, in every age. (General cau-

sal theory is causal theory concerning the scope of the disci-

pline, establishing the discipline's most general level.)

lO} Thi s paragraph hi ghl ights the reductioni st character of

Easton's views. Experience may be characterized as emotion-

al response to real or presumed facts. Whatever may be the

meaning of rr-e al' in this context (concerning the notion of the

real in American political science see: EUben, in:Green, Le-

vinson, 1970, 18/19},if value is a matter of response to real or

presumed facts, then what i s presumption here? Presumed

facts must then refer to a (mistaken?) response to real facts.

Or Easton may argue that the presumption does not imply 'mis-

taken' as over against 'real' facts. Then it makes no difference
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whether facts are real or presumed, then they are simply al-

ways real as presumed and presumed as real. The order to be

recogni zed thus becomes the order as recogni zed. The no-

minal i st tradi ti on certai nly leaves i ts mark here.

At any- rate, value is response to fact. When expressed, the

moral aspect of a proposition expresses emotional response

or i ndividual preference. Easton's democracy-example i Ilus-

trates the ccndi ti ana I nature of values wi th respect to conse-

quences. It makes no sense to say that my preference for de-

mocracy is true or false. That is my sentiment, or it is not,

however consequential the fact of my holding such a sentiment

may be. That the U. S. A. i s a democracy can be true or fal se

proven or disproven, provided we can agree on the essential

variables of 'democracy' (which, I think, is as unlikely as it

wou Id be to agree on the meani ng of the term 'state' whi ch Eas-

ton rejects for that very reason).

wonder, however, what Easton would have to say to the

possible contention that one ought to prefer democracy to o-

ther systems? Can one say that i tis true or fal se that one

ought to behave so as to enhance the likelihood of democracy?

Is that, in fact, not what Easton is telling us concerning

causal theory: it is true that we ought to develop general

causal theory? Not necessari ly, for there i s a difference be-

tween that and saying that Easton woul d prefer that we, wi th

him, desire to develop such theory. He reduces 'it is true

that' as well as 'one ought to' statements (whether these oughts

are political, theoretical, religious, lingual, economic, social,

aesthetic, legal, or whatever) to expression of emotional pre-

ference, to matters of desi re. (What has been desi red in the

past and the real i zed consequences of these desi res, are, of

course, part and parcel of facts as now understood.)

11) Some comments about the passage in question are in order.

I think Easton does indeed adhere to the view that all values are

ultimately reducible to emotional responses. It is not, however,

his aim to argue this convincingly in the form of thoroughgoing

value theory. Should one wish to see them as objective substan-

tive principles their consequence for causal theory would be no

different. All he needs to make clear now i s that the very enter-
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terprise of developing causal theory is embedded in and inspired

by values, not the least among them the value of a reliable under-

s.t andl no of the facts as they are. Even if the values are substan-

tive oughts and more than merely indicative moods, their realiza-

tion requires that values be projected into the future situation in

the fullest awareness of. the means by which that situation may be

achieved in view of our knowledge of things as they are and have

come to be (causal theory). It is that kind of value theory that a

rounded systematic theory (more than causal theory alone) re-

quires. Since Easton's work is not directed, in the present dis-

cusssion, to the elaboration of his values, he does not fully ar-

gue his pragmatist/instrumentalist view of values and presents

i t as hi s working assumpti on.

That this working hypothesis, of values being but indicative

moods,is the least convenient in terms of which to argue that a

value theory, which steers clear of value-relativism, is neces-

sary. i s because pragmati sts have taken the idea that val ues are

sentiments to imply an equalistic relativism.

Anyway, Easton suggests, if one can hold a pragmatist view

of values and sti II convincingly argue the need for constructive

value theory as <;I synthesis of values and facts which places the

relation of means to ends on a sure footing, then certainly those

who hold values to be objective substantive principles wi II cer-

tainly admit to the need for it.

Neverthe less, I find the passage to be rather too cryptic, and

too much of a short-hand attempt to convince all and sundry,

whatever thei r val ue concepti on, that thei r val ues req ui re a

I inkage to systemati c causal theory of the type Easton seeks to

develop. The passage i s introduced so abruptly as to be confu-

sing; meant to be convincing, it does not convince. If Easton

should be surprised at anyone for not being convinced by this

handy catch-all -comers argument, it wi II be because to hi m it

is inconceivable that his readers should differ on the nature

of the facts as the lj s ' of present experi erice ,

All who accept the lj s-character' of the facts, whi ch aIso in-

cludes preferences held, as a systemic whole requiring the de-

velopment of causal systematic theory, must agree in their conception

of values at least to the extent that this sort of factual knowledge

limits values to being logically distinguishable from it and requires

thei r synthesi sin the form of constructive projecti on of the future.
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12) Such a contrast between logic and preference can easily be

mi sunderstood. Easton cannot consi der preference to be of in-

ferior standing as compared to logic. Preferences are too im-

portant as the matrix of logic's rise and advance. And yet, lo-

gic, the logic of procedure, is granted a guiding function, a

normative status, in our attempt to overcome perplexities in the

process of value real i zation. The logi c of procedure, whi ch

leads to reliable knowledge, is a prerequisite providing us

with the only hope of organized society's survival in the face

of increasing complexity. For future behavior all other values

must be mutually adjusted and balanced in their expression

accordi ng to the requi rements proceeding from the logicall y

derived and explicitly stated, deduced, implications of empi-

rically oriented causal theoretical knowledge.

Causal theory and the desire to increase its reliability as

the conductor-guide in value-realization, in its restrictive

function precluding merely random emotional response, tes-

tifies to the overriding value attributed to the emotional de-

sire issu il'l9 in attempts to develop, quite dispassionately,

according to strict logic, causal, scientific, factual, empi-

rically oriented, theory relative to all the basic and recur-

rent kinds of problems encountered in organized society.

13) Except, perhaps, in view of note 12, the value of causal em-

pirically oriented knowledge.

14) Hence Easton's preference for the word 'emergence'.

15) That Easton rejects the state as orienting concept is quite

clear from this description of the aim of such value theory as

is required for political practice and political science. Had he

not done so different options would have been open to him. Then

the emphasis could have come to rest on the var+ev of political

programs (programs the state's government should realize) and

upon groups and individuals to the extent that they express them-

selves politically, viz. relevant to matters of state. That would

help to keef' political science and theory away from the totalita-

rian tendencies presently at work in the field.
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16} I cannot he lp fi ndi ng the tenor of thi s way of pi cturi ng the

re Iati onshi p between val ues (moral premi ses) and pol i ti cal

system specul ative and metaphysi cal. No pol i ti cal system "flows

from moral premises" at all. To state matters in this way mere-

Iy i ndi cates the humani st bi as of E'as torir s thought i n a stark

manner. The source of the political system is identified with

the moral premi ses men seek to real i ze. These premi ses are

themse Ives expressi ons of emoti on in response to hard fact.

Human emotion thus becomes the source of social order and

disorder. No wonder Easton devotes considerable attention to

moodsl For an order for reality not of our own making to which

we cannot but ought to respond for the glory of God and our

own well-being there can be no room if political systems flow

'from our moral premi ses as expressed through soci al orga-

ni zed activi ty.

17} Because i tis the very reason of sci erice ' s exi stence to

transcend ordinary common sense knowledge so as to replace

i tin practi ce for a more effi cient real i zati on of our desi res

than can be achieved through a combination of casual value

and causal theory. The meaning of science is in its use. The

first stages of a science ought to last no longer than the time

needed for developing a science's knowledge systematically.

If Easton is correct, it does mean that political science,

in 1969, still finds itself in its first stages if it appears that

the New Revolution in political science seeks to bypass beha-

vioral theory in order to busy itself with reformative theory

again.

Easton's Presidential addres would not have it so. For it

would negate Easton's view of scientific development as linear

and cumulative. Instead the members of the Causus are said

not to react agai nst causal theory; they represent the case

for social relevance, which, on Easton's terms, is quite com-

patible with, indeed, called for by causal theory which itself

was occasi oned by recogni zed soci 21 need for it.

18} That lets a good part of the cat out of the bag. Savoir est

prevoir, to put it in Comte's language. An old adage, newly

presented. Its dangers remain what they were. It makes laity
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of those not trained in science, and priests of the knowledge-

specialists. Priests are not known to be modest in the concep-

tion of their own status and importance. In the practice of life

they tend to overrule non-priests. Yet the practi ce of I ife re-

quires first and foremost the integral wisdom and knowledge

of non-scientific experience so that scientifically deepened

knowledge is to stand it in good stead.

19) Contra Wagenaar in his incisively critical and stimulating:

Enige G-ondvragen bij de Ontwikkeling van het Denken van Da-

vid Easton (Basic Questions about the Development of David

Easton's Thought). On page 22 of this unpublished paper he

observes: "The idea of social science as the 'policy sciences'

certainly does not appeal to Easton" (my translation).

However, as Easton himself states, both the School of Applied

and the school of Pure Pol i ti cal Scient ifi c Reaarch form part of

political science. That pure research has a certain autonomy

wi th respect to appl ied research i s not to say that pure research

is not to serve applied research. It is merely to distinguish two

phases required in the process of political research which, as

a whole, is part and parcel of and subserves the purposes of

social reconstruction, by guiding it as its most important phase.

It is, after all, crucial to organized survival. Lest we forget,

all thi ng are structure in process, and structure is organi za-

ti on. All organi zati on real i zed may be viewed as means of sur-

vival, organs of adaptation.

(For a discussion of the relation between the schools referred

to, and their tasks, as Easton envisages them, see: Easton, 1953:

86-88.)

20) That is to say, the distinction between such statements is

purely analytical, as is the distinction between, say, the politi-

ca: and other social systems. Just as the ought may be analyti-

cally distinguished from, though determined by, the 'is' in which

it is a directing factor towards the amelioration of social life by

overcoming the needs of experience, so also value theoretical

statements may be di stingui shed from causal theoretical state-

ments under the guidance of our interest in increasing the relia-

bi l i ty of our knowledge of reality for the ssk-e of the more ef-

ficient, useful, el4 boration, projection and realization of what

we desire.
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Distinctions such as these are not to be understood as separa-

tions but as aspe ct s and phases of process such that every ana-

lytically isolated component part covaries with, and is in prin-

ciple open to, influences of every other part, as it itself may

also influence them. That is entirely in keeping with pragma-

tism's tenets.

21) With that, Easton clearly takes leave of the rationalist

science-ideal as it had inspired the logical positivists.

Science is caught up in and pressed onwards by desire-

directed practice. To put it thus may be somewhat misleading;

for science is caught up in experience as a relatively indepen-

dent element in the whole of experience. It is the organized

reflection of past and present experience in its organizational

regularity and as such it is experience's most useful instru-

ment towards the reliable control and prediction of the contin-

gent future, which, it appears, always resists full control.

Were full control to be realized, we would have realized a

state of social entropy difficult to conceive.

22) In Easton's criticism of reformative theory it has appeared

that value theory is incomplete without causal theory. Now we

hear causal theory to be incomplete without value theory.

Reformative theory shows a gap between values held and

facts experienced. Theory here concerns argument about the

application of knowledge before that knowledge has been con-

sciously explicated so as to be testable in practice. It is specu-

lation on the relation between various alternative procedures to

given goals we wish to achieve. Such theory cannot bridge the

gap between fact and value. The 'gap' refers not to lack of re-

lation between fact and value in experience but to the uneasiness

between them. Their relation is char a cter-i zed less by their order-

ing in scientific knowledge and its application than we would like

and than we know to be necessary for soci al I ife. Inte II igent fac-

tual theory, explanation of the regularities of the process of human

experience to date through analysis of those coherences of varia-

bles that we consider relevant to the realization of our desires
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together with the projection of our values theor-e t l cal ly jjj
view of our best knowledge of the regularities interrelating

the facts in process, that is, two kinds of theory, never fi-

nal and absol ute as long as the process of interaction between

fact and desire continues are to guide the ccntinuing process

rather absolutely. All of which holds good only as long as we

continue to utilize the knowledge so acquired for the purpose

of redirecting our experience. Such is the underlying pattern

of Easton's'Weltansaauung'.

The gap between fact and value is not closed to the greatest

extent possible by reformative theory. The mutual development

of value and factual theory with a view to their realization as

a whole unity can only be achieved if life were to reach the

point of being one unified needless and hence desireless whole

wholly known as desired and desired as known, the best of

all possible worlds real i zed. Unti I such never-never time

the task i s to increase our knowl edge for increased control

so as at least to ensure the continued existence of man as the

organizing experimenter in his all but perfect labcratory of

the social world.

23) Understandable. See note 22.

24) As observed al ready when we di scussed the legal i st/utili-

tarian hold on political knowledge in previous times, as long

as the going values of at least the powerful groups in society

are accepted there i s no urgent need for the reconstruction

of value theory. There may have been other desires held by

the less powerful but in fact they accepted those of the power-

ful. There is not at such times factual cleavage in value orienta-

tion which could put the critical variables of the political sys-

tem, and with that, the critical variables of the social system,

beyond normalcy so as to destroy society. (The absolute norm,

evidently, is the desire to continue as society).

TOday, says Easton, thi ngs are different. Hence value refor-

mulation, value reconstruction, is now imperative. Struggle,

conflict, which could destroy society must be resolved in which-

ever way so as to ensure the continuation of society. The su-

preme standard, viz. the ensurance of society's survival, is

of course absol ute, and not i tse lf a candi date for reconstruct ion.
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No Christian can accept this as his supreme norm. This abso-

lute can be held for the love of God only if one accepts man as

soci al organi zer as hi s God. lt is the supreme norm of man as

norm unto himself, and final norm at that. It is the norm of hu-

manisme

If, in South Africa, we continue to think in terms of our so-

ciety as a whole to be continued at all costs, whether we think

of it as a 'volk', as an association of free individuals, as a so-

cialist economic unit of cooperation, or whatever, we are busy

enthroning ourselves as our God, and making our survival the

supreme norm of life. We can delude ourselves into holding to

the necessity of this absolute standard, but we have, in doing

so, sworn off our allegiance to the Lordship of Jesus Christ

and abandoned our recognition of God as our Father-Creator

Who would have us to love Him above all.

There is something demonic in the cogency of arguments that

would have men adopt the supreme norm of pragmatism, viz., the

survival of society; belief in the supremacy of that norm cannot

but rob life, al so soci etal life, of true meaning whi ch consi sts

in its relation to the actual Origin Whose original Word has

caused man to respond to Him as the Author of the creation

order in which He made man re sponsibIe for a single-hearted

desire, mind, and will to conduct himself as he therefore ought.

25) It onl y makes sense to say so if i tis true that those who

practice such theory are not taking the promise implicit in the

full use of his intellectual capacity seriously. Political science

as reformative theory, in neglect of trying to meet the need for

value and causal theory, is shirking its responsibility to socie-

ty.

Society is hungry for much needed knowledge, its bread, its

sustenance. In view of what the other sciences are doing it is

clear that a slice of bread at least should come from political

science, but it provides only a crumb. It stands guilty in the

exercise of its responsible calling to meet the needs of society.

Indeed, Easton's work, as it should be, is guided by reli-

gious fervor. Hi s entire view of real ity expresses the dyna-

mics, theoretically, of his idea of organized human activity

as servi ce of God. Soci ety be ing hi s God, its needs must be

met in faithful devotion. Political science focusing in needs
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most central to society's continuation, its practitioners ap-

pear as primes lnier pares, constituting the chief order a-

mong the priests of mankind.

26) The query might have been answered in the affirmative as

well. It is a bad form of social reconstruction, a half-hearted

one, one that tinkers where revamping is required as the very

word 'reconstruction' boldly implies. Because reformative

theory does not see this need to radically reconstruct, I have

answered the question in the negative.

27) In 1969, witness Easton's soul-cry: "if we but had the time",

it would see-n that Easton himself is close to admitting to pessi-

mist sentiment. If so, however, the bankruptcy of his faith is

not recognition of having banked on a bad horse, of having ex-

pected too much from the organized intellect that comes with

the maturation of political science, just that bad luck is against
"him and threatening to win the battle.

It is a moment intrinsic to the pragmatist credo that the battle

of social organization and advance must be fought continually a-

gainst heavy odds. As Zuidema has stated concerning Deweyt s

position: in the long run good luck choo ses the side of intelli-

gence.

In the short run difficulties may give cause for pessimism now

and again. In the late sixties and in the early eighties as well,

short run difficulties may be such as to preclude the long-run

perspective. If so, the I ikelihood of pragmatism's about-face

from optimistic confidence in man's capacities to a p.essimistic

eudaimonianism may be imminent on the supposition tha.t the

short run will preclude the long run anyway.

Even in 1953, of course, persi stence was to be seen as per-

sistence against odds. It is precisely that kind of persistence

at which Easton expresses surprise, also in 1965. (Easton, 1965a:

77/8).

28) Hendr ik Hart i s correct, I think, in sayi ng that Dewey is re-

presentat ive of a new movement whi ch , since the days of th e

'Metaphysical Club' (Peirce, James, Green, Holmes and Wright)

has been characterized by the following underlying basic motive:
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"The creation of certainty through the operational appl ica-

tion of the instrumentalities of free and autonomous intelli-

gence which, since the meaning of their truth can only be

tested in the results of actual use, progressively conditions

the manifold contingent situation through orderly control of the

consequences of human activity". I think Easton too is part

of that movement.

It is also useful to note that Hart reckons the neo-positi-

vists, or lingual analysis people, to be governed by that same

motive although they restrict it to the world of theory, lang-

uage, logico-mathematical symbols and the like, as, I think,

Easton does not. It helps one to see how Easton can recog-

nize the legitimate place of lingual analysis as a kind of theo-

ry (Easton, 1965b:5) although he does not discuss it. If I may

venture a guess it would seem to be the analysis of expressed

bel ief systems in the service of creative moral enquiry.



CHAPTER THREE

1. The Political System

1. 1 Introduct ion

Although Chapter two, in its treatment of various kinds of

theory, did casually suggest that the relation of these types

of theory was to be understood in terms of the di scipl ine of

political science so that it is causal theory, value theory,

and reformative theory geared to the political which was at

issue, that political focus was not there essential to the dis-

cussion. Causal theory, value theory and reformative theory

are similarly present and related in any social science. In-

deed, the social and the physical world are to be considered

sufficiently alike that causal theory of the kind so well de-

veloped in physical science, may, when appropriately modi-

fied, also be discovered for the social sciences. (Easton, 1953:

8) The physical sciences too are stimulated by the possible

use to which that knowledge can be put in meeting our desires

and, hence, it too i s founded on val ue theory. In vi ew of Eas-

ton's discussion of what would be done with the hypothetical

discovery of the only blue-prints for the manufacture of fis-

sionable atomic material in existence during the middle of the

eighteenth and twentieth centuries respectively, it is clear

that the physical sciences too may be overwhelmed by reforma-

tive theory (applied theory) from time to time. (Easton, 1953:15/6)

That is to say, Easton's discussions of theory, science, facts,

in their relation to experience is so general that we must neces-

sarily call it broadly philosophical. It contains answers to ques-

tions typically asked by ep i stemologists and ontologists such as:

what is the nature of knowledge and how does scientific know-

ledge relate to common sense knowledge? What is the nature of

rea I ity and exper ience? What is the nature of the real i ty of sci en-
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tific knowledge in the midst of that reality? What is man?

Where does he come from? Where is he heading?

At the same time it is clearly Easton1s concern to evaluate

the state of affairs within the discipline of political science

and to develop general causal theory as suited to that disci-

pline. To do so is, on Easton1s views, to assume that a sepa-

rabie political system does show itself empirically as part of

the whole of social life and that it is meaningful to develop a

discipline of, specifically, political science.

With his idea of the political system Easton attempts to

delimit the field of political science by pointing to the orien-

ting concepts which provide unity for the field.

As part of human experience, that which Easton has to say

about knowledge and experience in general also app l ies to what

he takes the political and political science to be.

Consequent Iy, in thi s chapter we wi sh to take note of hi s

description of the field and to trace the relation of this des-

cription to his general phi losophic convictions; these consti-

tute the presuppos it ions of hi s pol it ical systems anal ysi s of

political life.

1. 1. 1 The Pol itical System. A Question of Wholes and Parts

lilt is artificial to isolate any set of social relations from the

whole for special attention"(Easton, 1953:97) for lIeverything is

related to everything elsell(Easton, 1953:97) in such a whole.

That fixes the need for the simplification of data. 1 )Otherwise

tha task of pursuing the determinants of any given relation

would be so great and ramifying that it would defy the tools

of investigation available to either the social or physical sciences.

(Easton, 1953:97)
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What is this whole from which, artificially, political science

must isolate its set of social relations for analysis?

It is the whole of social life, the whole social systemnnd all-
the variables operative in it. (Easton,1053:97). The political

system of variables of interest to political science is to be seen

as a subsystem of the whole social system, which can be profi-

tably examined, temporari ly .apar-t from the whole system. (Easton, 1953

1953:97)2)

Here Easton runs into some difficul ties not eas i IY resolved,

i t seems to me. How does one consi d er a subsystem apart, e-

ven if temporari ly, from the whole system? That amounts to an

antinomy. Either we are dealing with a subsystem and realize

that the specific features distinguishing it from the other subsys-

tems wi l l by no means tell us anythi ng of thi s subsystem's basi c

characteristics by virtue of its being, indeed, a subsystem, or

we examine systemi call yinterrel ated var iabies apart from any

other system, a whole in its own right,and cannot then view it as a

subsystem of any whole. By speaking of the pol itical system apart

from the whole Easton lets us know he wants to have it both ways.

In stressing the artificiality involved in isolating a political

system for analysis, our attention is riveted to the whole. The

whole of human activity, the whole social system, must never

be too far from our minds when we analyse the political system

temporarily apart from, in isolation from, the whole.

Now it is easy enough to point to a logical contradiction in Eas-

ton's thought, to observe that what Easton wants to do, viz. view

a part of a whole as if it were not a part of a whole but the only

whole in question, is logical ly unsound. One could do so and

then continue to the next topic for discussion. Then we would,

however, miss out on essentials of Easton's thought.
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What we are deal ing with here is not an instance of a logical si ip

in an otherwise sound argument, nor just a matter of loose expres-

sion. Where we are eeneer-ned with the very issue of the identifi-

cation of an empirical concrete system of pol itical activity, of the

field of study properi y to be reflected by political scientists in

a theoretical political system, an identification that must never-

theless be open to recognition of the whole of human activity, or,

the whole social system, we should not, unless we deem Easton

to be a thinker of small format, in which case we may as well

stop our enquiry right at this point, be satisfied with conclusions

deriving from merely logical or I ingual analysis; rather, it should

cause us to wonder what it is that makes these inconsistencies,

such looseness of expression, essential, at least unavoidable,

palatable, in view of basic convictions, convictions so basic

that logical consistency and clarity of expression are sacrificed

for the sake of the persistence of these convictions. Logical con-

tradictions in the presentations of formidable thinkers are usually

clues to the underlying motives seeking theoretical expression.

Hence we must ask what i tis that causes Easton to speak as

he does in ~ntinomious fashion. What suppositions concerning

the nature of soci al Iife as a whole, and of soci al knowledge as

a whole, cause him to speak of political life as part of that so-

cial life and yet also, temporarily, as not part of it? To gain a

better view of these suppositions as the driving force behind the

antinomy in question let us see how Easton tries to establ ish the

existence of a separable, (or perhaps separate?), political sys-

tem wi thout whi ch there cannut be grounds for a separate (or must

we say separable?) discipline of political science.
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1.1.2 Concerning The Need For Clarity about The Limits

Of The Political System

Chapters 4 and 5 of The Political System are most directly

relevant to a discussion of this topic. In chapters 1,2 and 3,

Easton's purpose had not been "to sketch even in broad outline

a possible theory of the political system but simply to urge

consideration for the need to undertake an examination of such

theory"(Easton, 1953:91).

Ass ming then that Easton did establish the need for a gene-

ral theory of the political system convincingly we can now en-

quire into his discussion of the possibility of developing such

theory. He now begins to address himself to problems that

wou Id ar i se if pol i ti cal sci ence were de Ii berate Iy and seri ous-

ly to begin to face the task of formulating a conceptual frame-

work (causal theory at the most general level). (Easton, 1953:

91) The problems that do present themselves are numerous,

but Easton has se lected three urgent ones-for di scussi on. He

does not pretend to offer a full-fledged theory of the political

system in thi s work but di scusses these three problems to i 1-

lustrate the areas into which the quest for such theoretical

knowledge must move research. Of cruci al i nterest here are

the kind of problems raised not the substantive answers which

Easton happens to advance for them.

He i s rather more concerned that hi s readers shou Id agree

about the importance of the kind of problems relevant to theo-

ry-construction as raised by him than that the reader should

agree that hi s substant ive vi ews of them i s correct.

In sum: Easton is saying that if we are to develop general

causal theory, a framework for the analysis of political life,

at least the following three initial problems must be faced:
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a) the basi c concepts needed to orient research to pol i ti cal

as di s t inct from other ki nds of subject matter must be di sco-

vered (Easton devotes himself to the task in chapters 4 and 5)

b) the categories of data to be taken into consideration in any

pi ece of research must be known (Easton di scusses them in

chapters 6,7 and 8) and c) the role that value judgments play

in the formu Iati on of theory must be recogni zed (Easton treats

of that i n chapters 9 and ~0). We wi II concern ourse Ives wi th

a) the basic orienting concepts in this chapter.

The first problem then that faces us if we wish to develop

general causal theory is: "just what are we to talk about?"

(Easton, 1953:92) when we di rect our attent ion to system at ic

theory in political science. It is a question of orientation,

"orientation to the thing that we have learned to call politi-

cal. Where does the political begin and end, and how is it dis-

tinguishable if at all, from other kinds of data that we call

economic, sociological, psychological, and so on through the

who le catalogue of the establ i shed soci al sciences? The very

idea of systemat ic theory, i n other words, rai ses the question

of the gross outl i nes of the concrete empi ri cal system to whi ch

a system of theory is to refer. "(Easton, 1953:93) It entails the

discussion of the limits of political science, a topic today in

di srepute.

The problem area thus singled out for discussion is ency-

clopedic, a problem of general as well as political philosophy.

It is general philosophy in dealing with the interrelations and the

delimitation of the sciences the one from the other. It is special

political philosophy, a question of the philosophy of political

science itself in attempting to provide the basic concepts proper

to that field of study. Easton deserves credit for raising this

very foundational question once again. At the same time, however,
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we may not forget that the scope of the questi ons thus rai sed

is, in Easton's terms, directly limited to the construction of

causal theory as distinct from, though inspired by, value theo-

ry, and its assumptions. That is, the scope of the political is

very much restricted even before it is explicitly discussed.

According to Easton only the 'is' defines the scope of the poli-

tical. Value-judgments are ultimately reducible to expression

of emotion so that they are altogether psychological in kind;

they are, to the extent not real i zed, removed from the ency-

clopedic discussion of scope in a way that the political facts

in their causal coherence are not. Still, to raise encyclope-

dic questions concerning a special science's place as dis-

tinct from and yet related to the other sciences at all i s to

rai se very necessary questions whi ch had i ndeed been avoi-

ded altogether too long by American political scientists ge-

nerally.

When one sets out to fi nd a conceptual framework one must,

says Easton, begin by seeking the grossest, the very simplest,

outlines of the concrete empirical system to which a system of

theory is to refer. (Easton, 1953:93/3) This frame of reference

must consi st of those broad concepts whi ch help to orient us

to political data; it must be a rough sketch of the ground we

must traverse in the development of a theoretical system; un-

less, of course, one wishes to continue in the realist Ameri-

can tradition which allows political science to become simply

that which the political scientist does. (Easton., 1953:93) Not

that this was so bad during the discipline's first innings. Em-

pirical investigation a-rrount lnq to very little, discussion of

scope and limits would have been presumptuous. (These re-
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marks do show a definite inclination on Easton's part to view

only the sc lerrtif ical ly gathered data of controlled observation

as the legitimate raw material with which political science is

to be theoretically concerned. Again, one wonders whether this

does not narrow the scope of the discipline unduly at the very

outset}. 3}

Oddly enough, despite the fact that Easton justifies avoidance

of attempts to delimit the scope of political science in its initial

stages, since it would, in the absence of empirical factual data,

amount to guesswork, expression of prejudi ce, or specul ation

in a vacuum, he goes right on to criticize Arthur Bentley for

doing just that in rejecting discussion of scope and definition

of the field in 1908. How is that to be explained? Is Bentley not

an instance of one who shares Easton's own (positivistically in-

spired) suggestion that such discussion could not be very useful

at that time?

Here again one is tempted to point to a glaring inconsistency

on Easton's part. Why should Bentley be chided for his aver-

sion to discussions of the limits of political science, if, as

Easton himself agrees, such discussion could not be useful in

vi ew of the dearth of establ i shed facts? Again, to draw thi s

conclusion and then to pass on would be to miss out on Easton's

basic views, views determinative of his understanding of 'po-

litical system'.

The inconsistency in question is only apparent as will be

seen when we keep in mind that there are two kinds of causal

theory with which to reckon at all times, as we argued in our

discussion of causal theory: casually held, but nonetheless

operative theory that should be surfaced, and factual theory

carefully stated with a view to its testability. The former,
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when carefully stated, is the latter; when carefully stated,

it is verifiable (or, rather, falsifiable, the truth probabili-

ty of all theory being less than one). Theory so formulated

as to be capable of its testing by research into facts shows

the impi i cat ions of theory casuall y he Id through a process

of deduction.

What Easton has to say of Bentley can be explained in terms

of his understanding of scientific method. Bentley was quite

right in considering that "to get on with the examination of

political phenomena" was "a task obviously prior for his

period". Without reliably established facts we have, after

all, nothi ng against which to test the factual adequacy of

any general definition of the scope of the field of political

science. But to conclude, on this basis, that any mention of

scope should be avoided, is to conclude that the field can do

without any theory as to the scope of pol i tical science. That

conclusion, Easton holds, is patently unwarranted. Indeed,

as we have observed, no facts can be gathered except in

terms of theory, also at the most general level, albeit that

such theory is not surfaced for careful statement. Bentley

himself did not avoid all mention of scope and felt the need

to explore the meaning of political phenomena, "a concealed

way of talking about scope". It is deviant and inconsistent

to suggest that the matter of scope can be avoided as useless,

and then to go and bring the topic in by the back door. (Easton,

1953:94/5)

All this goes to show that theory casually held urgently re-

quires testing through factual research on the assumption

that it might not adequately reflect actual fact. It also goes
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to show that all factual research i s embedded in theory of a

factually oriented kind. That theory will necessarily be vague

and casual if it is not consciously oriented to actual facts of

pol i ti cal experi erice , Easton wi shes to establ i sh the necessa-

ry partnership of fact and theory. Where research is going

on, there f ac tual ly oriented theory, assumptions, inductive-

ly derived, concerning the factual kind of interrelations between

variables considered politically relevant, is at work. It is only

theory in testable form when carefully formulated to reflect the

facts of political life in a deductively coherent system (an open-

ended system); and, in view of ongoing research, the facts dis-

covered, it needs to be continually reconstructed so as to be,

in fact, increasingly reliable, at every level. Bentley should

have recognized the fact that in research into political life,

obviously a task of political science, theory as to the nature

of political life, was, indeed, inductively operative.

If such theory was to become testable, to be surfaced in such

a way as to be considered true or false in view of the actual

facts of political life, then, obviously, at that time, attention

should focus first of all on the establishment of the facts to what

ever extent thetl-eory casuall y held, allowed of it. One cannot

consciously surface theory unconsciously held, except by way

of research into the facts in terms of the assumptions held con-

cerning the scope of what the political is.

Easton goes on to observe that, after Bentley, the condition

and quantity of pO,litical knowledge, witness its bulging invento-

ries of facts, has changed radically. Lack of facts can no lon-

ger serve as excuse for not bringing the theoretical assumptions,

i n terms of whi ch the facts have been gathered, to the surface

by way of their careful statement. (Easton, 1953:93-95) The cau-
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sal assumptions that have been at work unconsciously, or

should we say, at the level of casual theory, must now be

checked agai nst the facts collected on i ts terms, but cannot be,

unless it is brought to testable expression. Bentley's aver-

sion to questions of scope and their discussion, if generally

shared by the di scipl i ne, onl ~' serves to make the emergence

of such theory unlikely. It may lead political scientists to

"misconstrue the earlier historically conditioned need to

set aside questions about the limits of political science as

a sign of the permanent sterility of such enquiry" (Easton,

1953:95).4) That is why Easton has both chided and praised

Bentley for his attitude to these questions, and in view of

what Easton considers necessary for political science, this

implies no inconsistency.

Assumpti ons as to the Iimi ts and scope of what we call the

political are essential in the selection of facts to be researched

by po I iti cal sci enti sts, hence clear statements of these assump-

tions, to the extent that research into facts of a kind we call

political allows of it, is at all times desirable as long as we,

through research, hope to increase the reliability of politi-

cal knowledge through scientific method for whatever uses,

ends, and the i r real i zat ion to whi ch we may want to put such

knowledge. "The concern for systemat ic theory i rresi stabl y

leads back to an enquiry into the province of the political dis-

cipline". (Easton, 1953:96) How are we to determine that pro-

vi nce? How are we to locate pol i ti cal sci ence on the general

map of soci a I science? We must stake out some broad coricept s

to orient us to political data, to serve as an initial guide in

developing systematic theory.
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In this search "the idea of a political system proves to be

an appropri ate and indeed unavoi dable starting point "(Easton,

1953:96). Why? Not the least because most students of politi-

cal life "have been acting on the unexpressed premise that the

phenomena of politics tend to cohere and to be mutually rela-

ted. Such phenomena form, in other words, a system whi ch is

part of the total social system and yet which, for purposes of ana-

lysis and research, is temporarily set apart. "(Easton, 1953:96/7)

Political science in fact abstracts "from the whole social sys-

tem some variables which seem to cohere more closely than

others" and vi ews them "as a subsystem whi ch can be profi ta-

bly examined, temporarily, apart from the whole social system.

The analytic or mental tool for this purpose is the theoretical

system (systematic theory). It consists,- first, of.a set of con-

cepts corresponding to the important pol i t ica I vari abies and,

second, of statements about the relations among these con-

cepts. "(Easton, 1953:97 /S)

It would seem that the idea of a political system, at least as

part of the whole social system, and requiring a theory corres-

pondingly systemic in kind, depends upon recognition of social

life as a whole system. Adoption of that idea must have its

consequences. At least the following: the idea that the pheno-

meria of social life tend to cohere and to be mutually related

so as to form a system. That, at the very least. Whatever eIse

i t may enta i I, depends, of course, on what one means by the

concept of system. Before delving into these questions let us

see what significance Easton ascribes to the concept of sys-

tem as employed to define the field of political science, both

in the sense of its empirical subject-matter and in the sense

of the theoretical reflection of that subject-matter.
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Should one think that, in virtue of its title The Political

System should present Easton's image and elaboration of the

idea of the political system, both concrete and empirical,

well ••• matters are not that simple. Not that the title is in-

appropriate, for the whole book focuses on the need for theory

that is at least systematic in the sense of working on the as-

sumption upon which political science has based its own dis-

ciplinary organization, viz. that thereisan aspect or subsystem

of soci a I I ife whose component parts or vari abies cohere suf-

ficiently close so as to form a systemic whole calling for syste-

mic research on the part of a discipline which takes its inte-

rest in it. Such systemic research has in fact served to iden-

tify what we, in practice, call political science. But it must be

said that this research, till now, has been systemic only in-

stinctively, casually, unconsciously. It must become so expli-

cit ly.

E aston does, of course, have an image of the pol i ti cal system

and a, at least rudimentary, plan for its theoretical elabora-

tion in mind. But that, he says, is beyond the limits of The Po-

litical System, which is only to till the ground in preparation

for the later elaboration of a political systems analysis.

Still, in preparation for the development of that theory and

as i Ilustrati ons of the kinds of areas that wi II requi re atten-

tion once we agree to begin to develop systematic systems theo-

ry consciously, Easton raises the question concerning the scope

and limits of the discipline, and presents the grossest descrip-

tion of the kind of activity in which political science has been

interested in response to a basic social demand for it. The pre-

sentation of these encompassing orienting concepts constitutes

a first step on the way to the development of a systems theory

of political life. These concepts, rough as they needs must be
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in initiating the process of theory-emergence from a casual

to a level of explication, are to be systematically refined in

subsequent works.

Accordingly The Political System provides the widest orient-

ing concepts possible, concepts which have, in fact, guided

our orientation in the selection of matters political all along.

A Framework for Political Analysis presents us with the

broad framework of a systems analysis, to be elaborately

developed only in A Systems Analysis of Political Life, the

third of his four major works, while the last volume, Chil-

dren in the Pol it ical System researches data to test aspects

of the general systems approach, being an attempt to integrate

data with theory.

Let us assume that Easton has convi nced us of the need for

systematic theory and that we must direct our energies to its

development. It then follows that some initial rough guide to

orient us to the basic variables of the political system (con-

crete empirical political life) will be needed, as a first step,

in the development of a systematic causal theory. Such a most

general designation of the factual subject-matter of political

science can only be provided if indeed the field of political

phenomena di sp Iays sufficient uni ty to warrant the establ i sh-

ment of a science sufficiently unified to be considered a

science. (Easton', 1953:99). What then, is the basic orientation

that provides unity to research into matters we call pol itical?

That is to say, what is the scope of the political system and its

theoretical systematic reflection?

In posing this question Easton renders the discipline of poli-

tical science good service. If political science is to be a dis-

cipline in its own right alongside others, it must have its own

orientation. Indeed, as Easton points out, all political research

has had, ultimately, the same basic orientation; which is not
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to say that it has been consciously and explicitly recognized

and stated for what i tis. On the contrary, Easton finds it ne-

cessary to di scuss two concepts that have been advanced

as concepts in terms of which to provide scope for the disci-

pline,viz. the concept of the state, and the concept of power.

Easton finds both of them wanting for the purpose.

American political scientists have generally orientated them-

selves vaguely and loosely to 'governmental' matters without

bothering to reflect theoretically on the unifying scope of the

discipline. It has caused some to believe that political science

is a composite of numerous heterogeneous fields lacking a

unifying, systemic scope. American political science has been

content to neglect the question of di scipl inary scope so th at

the field appears to be fragmented, consisting of research in-

to a great number of subjects so differe nt that the search for

unity "does indeed tax one's ingenuitY".Easton, 1953:99). That

unity, if there, must be found, however.

If it is not there, political science has no claim to separate

individual existence as a science. After all, the discipline is

established, and that on the assumption that it is oriented to

its own separable interest in distinction from the other sciences.

Then, certainly, in view of the great inventories of facts con-

cerning a variety of subjects, political science must now raise

the question of scope explicitly to see how this variety of re-

search is of a kind, as are the variables of political life that

have been researched. If it does not do so, it can hardly be

an organized discipline, nor can it effectively provide what

society requires of it.

In sum, there can be no doubt that enquiry into the scope

that has unified (instinctively) political research must now be

undertaken. It is a matter of most urgent import; if not undertaken,
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the very discipl ine of pol itical science may disintegrate

under the burden of the bulging inventories of facts whose

meaning and relevance to anything at all will be difficult to

fathom for lack of organization. A discussion of the SC0pe

of the discipline is essential to the life of the discipline. The

discipline of political science, academically organized as it

is, could be facing systemic breakdown under the weight of

the facts demanding its attention as a discipline, unless it

It is now necessary to look at Easton's discussion of the

di scovers the mot ivati on of i ts own orgc::ni zation.

In saying so there is not the malice of some unkind critics

of Easton's thought suggesting that the whole development of

ge neral systems theory was meent to maintain the profes-

sional interests of political scientists.5) It is not Easton's

concern to safeguard private or professional privi leges. His

concern for the discipline, real enough, is inspired by his

concern to meet the demands of society's needs; in that, he

feels sure, much is expected of political science.

Organizing activity is always relative to a function of so-

ciety. A functional need sets the orientation of a discipline,

itself organized and organizing relative to a a functional area

of research, as subsystem of the total research system. The

\',h.)le system being open, so also every subsystem; all beha-

vior, inst i tut ional and fleet ing, but showing systemi c cohe-

rence, is to be seen as instrumental to society's continued

exi stence and amel iorati on, to the fulfi Iment of society's

funct ions.

scope of the discipline as an initial step towards the develop-

ment of general causal theory.
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1.2. The Scope of Political Research. Need-determined?

The question of scope is a question of distinctions in social

knowledge. And they have exi sted "from the beginning of human

enquiry into society"(Easton, 1953:103)6)Although these distinc-

tions are only implicit in the works of the earliest social phi-

losophers, they are there. They "ari se from the elemental

fact that we are human beings who live in an organized socie-

ty"(Easton, 1953: 103) 7)

It is easily said that the distinctions in social knowledge arise

from the elemental fact that society is organized. But what are

we to understand thereby? Do the distinctions result from the

(for- society generic) organizing activity of men? That would

hardly be conceivable. Different kinds of social activity can

hardly be explained by reference to the fact that they are all

organized; that would ratJ-er serve to make all social activity

of a kind, the organized kind. On that supposition alone one

could not expect a variety of social sciences, each with its own

subject-matter, to ar i se. One woul d be incl ined to expect just

one general social science to arise, the science of society, the

science concerning the organization of society as one whole. It

could be the source of the endeavours of those who seek to de-

velop a unified science as the logical positivists had looked for

it. It is, as we shall see, an ideal Easton shares.

If organization is characteristic of social life, of society, and

according to Easton it certainly is, then various kinds of organi-

zation cannot be explained by reference to organization alone.

Easton observes that all the sciences may well have a common

body of theory (unified sci ence ideal), as Parsons has argued too,

but immedi ate Iy goes on to say that does not mean that pol it ical

science does not deal with a subject matter distinctively its own,

as Parsons had also argued.
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Easton's common body of theory impi ies a general theory of

organi zat ion, unifi ed science, general systems theory; but the

ubiquity of organization says nothing about the specific variety

What is this 'logic of the situation'? It is the situation in which

of functions that society as organization must meet, and meet

adequately.

Beyond the logic of organization, systemic in kind, and fun-

damental to the rise of various disciplines, is another logic.

"It is in the logic of the situation that each separate, distinct,

and vital set of questions posed leads to the discovery that the

answer involves the pursuit of ramifying paths of related know-

ledge. "(Easton, 1953:105)

"a vital set of questions are posed", questions "the answers to

which men thought would help in the amelioration8)of their col-

lective lives". (Easton, 1953:105) However vaguely, this pro-

vides a clue to the meaning of the logic of the situation. As

long as men think questions need answering for the ameliora-

tion of collective lives, the situation is one of need, of vital

needs leading to vital questions, a variety of them, the answers

to which will help men in the amelioration of their lives, their

collective lives.

1.2. I Experience and Knowledge of social Needs

Easton has very I i tt Ie to say di rect Iy of these needs and their

variety. If one scans his works for specific comments about the

specific theme of the nature of human needs in their variety, as

I myself have done, nothing much is likely to be found. Still,

one i s impressed wi th the very basic nature of needs. They are

basic to social organization, basic to social life, to every at-

tempt to ameliorate social life, to the development of knowledge;

indeed, they would seem to be the primary situational motivating

factor in all organized interaction, or social behavior. They
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seem to constitute the very logic of the situation; better, they

constitute the condition of human behavior in its perplexing

complexity. It is-essential to gain adequate awareness of social

needs; how else shall society ever have hope of working with

any measure of reliability towards the amelioration of the (nee-

dy) condition of social life? Despite their importance Easton

seems to say but little concerning these needs and their variety.

All we seem to be able to fi nd are a few vague clues: the needs

Easton has in mind are the needs of men's collective lives,

(Easton, 1953: lOS), they are a source of problems that, re-

currently, require solution in organized society, (Easton,

1953: 103} if any mode of I ife i s to survive and conti nue at any

time and place,(Easton, 1953:103} and they raise questions

about the biological and psychological basis of human conduct.

(Easton, 1953: 103). They compe I men's questi oni ng attenti on.

They are the problems of man's world in their total complexi-

ty. (Easton, 1953:104}9}They give rise to analytical questioning,

a kind of questioning that does not seek a solution to all the

complications of social life at once; hence, necessarily ana-

lytical questioning. Each major complex of questions demanding

solution led to the scrutiny of a special coherence or system

of those elements which later came to be called by the names

of each of the sci ences. Thi s process conti nues today. (Eas-

ton, 1953:103/4) Analytical ques ti ons are asked concerning

aspects of soci al life, the answers to whi ch are expected to

be of use in the amelioration of human life, and in response,

clusters of data begin to emerge as peculiarly the domain of

one or another of the sciences. (See Chapter one, above).

The needs of social life in all their complexity raise pro-

blems and questions which order, through simplification, ana-
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Iytically, the variables of social life according to the point

of view of the question asked. The question asked must appear

to be relevant to the acquisition of knowledge such as to be

of use to a) the development of reliable knowledge about the

functioning of social life, and b) ultimately, to the ameliora-

tion of social life, "to serve human needs". That means that

every set of questions asked which led to an interesting clus-

ter of variables of the kind considered typical for a social

science is itself need-oriented. The needs of social life oc-

casion society's desire for knowledge about society's func-

tioning. This desire can only be realized through the orga-

nized questioning (disciplinary) of reality which orders varia-

bles of social life within the scope of the particular questions

which anyone of the disciplines has set itself to answer. All

of them together wi II then serve to put an interrogator in a

superior position "to examine the problems of his world in

their total complexity"(Easton, 1953:104).

The unified science ideal continues to shimmer through.

The complexity of needs entails problems of social organi-

zation. "They are better understood if the functions of society's

exi stence as organi zati on are taken as basi c interests leadi ng

to basic questions, thus analytically isolating various inte-

rests from each other for closer scrutiny and understanding

of, finally, society as a whole and its problems that are to

be overcome.

To put i t different ly, the total comp lexi ty, the problems,

the needs of human life can only be understood adequately

for any given time in terms of the state of knowledge of the

sciences at any given time. Although an instinctive awareness
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of kinds of problems of social life on the pattern of common

sense knowledge may be present from time immemori al, real-

ly useful knowledge towards their solution grows, both in

quantity and reliability, only with the advance of scientific

enqui ry undertaken wi th a vi ew to the anal yti ca II y separate

questions that have been researched by the various disci-

plines. These questions represent the scope of the disci-

plines and serve to focus attention in the field to variables,

to data, to facts, of a kind. The questions themselves need

systemat i zati on, a theoreti ca I surfaci ng and statement so

as to reflect the actual coherence of the variables as they

appear to cohere in terms of the questioning interest that

is oriented to social need for knowledge of the kind concerned.

Such systematization of knowledge however, is hardly pos-

sible without awareness of the kind of question that has casU-

ally served to unify research in a discipline. A questioning fo-

cus may we II serve to support research in a fi e Id even though

these questions themse Ives have not yet been exp Iici t IY stated

and agreed upon, as in the case of political science. Notice,

once again, the casual, less conscious knowledge as distinct

from, yet informing, explicit knowledge.

The assumption crucial to Easton's view of social needs and

their solution, of course, appears to be that intelligence as

organizedly at work in the sciences in response to their orient-

ing questions is such as to have correlated relevant questions

to relevant problems. They are supposed to have effected a di-

vision of labor in the quest f·.)r knowledge that adquately re-

flects the organized sets of variables vital to the survival and

continuance of the modes of life (such as the political)

as well as the survival and continuance of human society as a

whole.
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All this opens up a new avenue by which to di scover what,

according to Easton, we are to understand by different so-

cial needs. It now becomes plain that, after all, Easton does

have much to say about the needs of society. Although we do

have a vague, naive sense of soci al problems as memeers of

organi zed soci et y , a superi or knowledge of these needs can

be acquired by gaining clarity concerning the orienting ques-

tions of the various social sciences which, after all, are as-

sumed to reflect the very variety of the needs of soci al, orga-

nized life, at any time and place, functionally recurrent as

these needs are. The questions providing the scope of the

sci ences in thei r research refl ect, as quest ions, the basi c

needs of organized society. They are the questions society

itself has raised; in response to them human knowledge waS

developed along the lines presented above in Chapter one.

"The knowledge, therefore, that i tis the motivat ing ques-

tions that distinguish the social sciences helps us to under-

stand the subject matter of political science itself. "(Easton,

1953:105) Society's needs, problems, requirements, demands,

suggest and determine the questions which the sciences seek

to answer. What are the questions which political science has

always made its own, and which have served to orient political

research?

Srangely enough the questions to which political science has

ari sen i n response are not easi Iy di scovered. (Easton, 1953: 105)

Among political scientists there is some doubt why the conge-

ri es of subjects they di scuss fall wi thi n the scope of pol i t ics

or constitute variables within a concrete pol itical system. (Eas-

ton, 1953:105) Among those who do employ major orienting con-

cepts by whi ch to provi de scope for all pol i t ical research there
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i slack of agreement as to whi ch concepts are adequate.

Clearly, political science is coming late into the field as

a soci al sci ence. (Easton, 1953: 106)

How does Easton hope to establish the questions that politi-

cal science, throughout its deve lopment, has sought to answer?

What questions have guided, though not explicitly, the research

in the field? What can these questions, once discovered, teach

us concerning the social needs in response to which this ques-

tioning has emerged?

Any view of the limits of political research, even if it be a

very rough, not definitive, but convenient one (and each age

is called upon to reformulate such a view) will of necessity

refl ect the Ieve I of the prevai I-ing knowledge. (Easton, 1953:

125/6) Easton's rejection of 'the state' and of 'power' as sug-

gested orienting concepts of political research, therefore, is

evidently inspired by his conviction that they do not reflect the

level of prevailing knowledge. The level of prevailing know-

ledge is obviously an important heuristic concept for Easton.

At the same ti me he emphasi zes that one and the same ques-

tion has 'over the centuries' inspired the research of those

interested in the political side of life. (Easton, 1953:126) Al-

though that question has always been one and the same, the

researchers did not always take the trouble to verbalize it,

and explicit attempts at verbalization have not always been

adquate to their real interest, witness the proponents of 'state'

and 'power' as alternative suggestions that fall short of what

is required to indicate the scope and interest of what political

scientists have in fact been doing.

One and the same question has over the centuries inspired

all political research. Yet every age must reformulate its view
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of it, and, in doing so, reflect the level of prevailing know-

ledge. Setting aside our initial inclination to conclude that

Easton is pulling our leg, since a question that has always

inspired all political research should at all times be capa-.

bie of statement in a relatively simple way, what lies behind

this way of stating matters?

Clear ly, the presence of both the concepts of power and state,

employed to provide unity for political research, but unable to

do so, points to a need for pressing beyond these concepts to

something more capable of orienting all political research.

It also leads us to ask how it is possible for political science

to lack adequate awareness of the very questioning interest

whi ch must unify pol it ical science if i tis to be a sci ence, the

questioning interest that, in fact; motivates all political re-

search.

To raise the questions is again to point to the role of the

unconscious as distinct from the conscious. It is this distinc-

t ion that goes so far to expl ain why The Pol i ti cal System reads

like a psycho-analytical diagnosis of the discipline of political

science; indeed, Anrew Hacker has good reason for calling The

Political System a "widely discussed essay in academic psycho-

anal ys i s••• indi cative of the methodologi cal trauma through which

political science is now passing". (Hacker,in:Gould,Thursby,

1969:103)10)

The motivating questions of the sciences are one thing, their

proper theoretical statement, consciously, quite another. Nor

are we to forget that the motivating questions themselves are

informed by social needs experienced in all their complexity.

Variables selected, unless selected on the assumption that

they do cohere relevant to the solution of basic questions, may,

because of their variety, easily lead us to forget about the re-
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quirement of scientific method that we relate them to an ex-

pressed focus or questioning in order to establish the sys-

tematic theoretical interrelation of the facts established.

The motivat ing quest ions di rect our attent ion insti nct ive Iy

to variables of a kind, but these variables, once established,

are not thereby sufficiently linked to the motivating questions.

An instinctive connection alone, a vague sense of relevance

to solution of sensed needs, remains at the inductive level

and is but the precondition for the establishment of deduc-

t ive, systemati c, scient ifi c knowledge. The need for de-

ductive theory being established, it is time the discipline

moves towards systematic theory, in which facts and scope

will be systematically interrelated, and integrated, at the

level of conscious theory. In view of the bulging inventories

of facts available, it is time to become consciously aware of

the scope of political science and to consider the question

to which it has always responded in political research very

carefully.

1.2.2 The Motivating Questions of Political Science

The question to which the science res responded is not

itself theoretical; it is, rather, a continuing call for science,

it demands knowledge of a kind, it expresses a social need

for knowledge of a kind that wi II be useful for the survival

and continuance of any mode of social, organized, life. Pre-

ci sel y because that quest ion i tse If refl ects the awareness

of a social need, the need for a kind of knowledge which will

reliably inform us of the actual nature of the problems of EP-

cial experience felt but not sufficiently known, every age is

called upon to reformulate its understanding of the basic

question in terms of the knovvl edqe then present in the disci-

pline. The sense of the needs behind the organized disciplines,
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of what a discipline could and should be doing, is sharpened,

becomes clarified, through the very advances made by the

disciplines toward reliable knowledge, as long as the disci-

pline, in its discovery of knowledge, is not just instinctive-

ly guided by the relevant leading question but, as much, rea-

dy to orient the knowledge gained, consciously and theoreti-

cal l y , to its motivating question. The first requirement in

that process is at least a rough and initial statement of the

questi on that has gui ded i ts research. The di scipl ine must,

fi rst of all, become roughl y aware of i ts own uni ty as a di s-

cipline. When that takes place a science is beginning to enter

the field of the sciences on its own. Since political science

is a late entry into the field, it is only ncsvbeginning to state

the basic or-lerit at lon in terms of which its knowledge has

been established. It is a felt social need that has occasioned

the quest for political knowledge. It has responded to a need

of common sense for knowledge by which to meet the need the

better, to amel iorate our collective lives.

For its initial formulation Easton therefore makes reference

to "the original and unembellished ria iv ité " of the "outlook of

the ordinary person" not trained in either political or social

science, for it is by an appeal to common sense that the initial

formulation of such questions must be tested. (Easton, 1953:

126/7) 11) The scope having originated in common sense ex-

perience, its formulation must be tested against it and derived

from it. Why? Presumably because political science must serve

to reduce experienced social need, must be relevant to need-

experience, for the amelioration of collective human life in

the midst of which it itself emerged, in order to transform it

on the bas is of the most rel i able understandi ng of that I ife at

any t ime. It must transcend and he Ip us to overcome the per-
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plexities of common experience.

Certainly the basic question as Easton formulates it is itself a

perplexing question:"What is the nature of the good life, that is,

what kind of goals ought men to seek?" This que s t iori , first and

foremost, has insp i red the research of those interested in the po-

litical side of life. (Easton, 1953:126) Once the goals are articula-

ted, an accompanying cluster of questions requires answering:

"What steps ought the society to take to put them into effect as

an authoritative statement of policy?" Assuming that society's

goals have been clarified and ought to be realized to the best of

a society's abi I i t y , answers must also be found to questions

which occasion empirical political research, for example: What

are the actual authoritative policies adopted by a society? How

are they determined and how are they put into effect ?(Easton,

1953: 126)

According to Easton this formulation appeals to common

sense, which is a) aware of the pervasiveness of a kind of

activity we call politicking, that is, the struggle for power,

and b) aware of an activity related in some vague way to pro-

blems of govern ment or the making of pol i cy for the whole so-

ciety in which we live ••• dispute over the policies accepted as

authoritative for the society. (Easton, 1953:127) Common sense

understands politics, political life, to concern "all those va-

rieties of activity that influence significantly the kind of au-

thoritative policy adopted for a society and the way it is put

into practice"(Easton, 1953:127). It is activity which relates

in some way to the making and execution of policy for a so-

ciety.

Any criticism of Easton's discussion of the field of politi-

cal sci ence, unless i t be peri pheral, must take issue wi th thi s

formulation of what common sense describes as political. 12)
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To Easton, this common sense. understanding of the politi-

cal is the fi.rst and final court of appeal against which to

test the political and po l l tl co Zt heor-etl ca l relevance of all

political research, and all political theory. These ques-

tions are taken to be the inspiration behind all that politi-

cal science has done, and what political science has done

must be tested against and related to this common sense

understanding. It is at the heart of Easton's thought, direc-

ting it, this common sense understanding of politics.

In addi ti on to such cri ti ci srn, i t may al so be questi oned

whether there i s such common sense of soci al needs and of

activities to meet them, as is suggested, quite uncritically,

by Easton. Given this definition of what common sense takes

politics to be, given the relation of political research to common

sense (the former's gui di ng i nspi rati on) and there wi II be Ii tt le

to quarrel with in Easton's subsequent elaboration of sys-

tematic political theory,. at least at its most basic level.

Easton observes that we have thus described, in the crude

terms of common sense, the empirical and concrete political

system. Common sense, i n effect, says that all those ki nds

of activities involved in the formulation and execution of so-

cial policy, ••• the policy rnakinq process, constitute the po-

litical system. (Easton" 1953:129) 13)

These activities all cohere by relevant relation to the way

in which policy for a society is created and effectuated. "And

because political science has historically set for itself the

task of understanding what social policy ought to be, how it

i s set and put i nto effect, i ts general objective must be to

understand the functioning of the political system. "(Easton,

1953:129) In the concept of 'authoritative policy for a society'
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we have a convenient and rough approximation to a set of

orienting concepts for political research, providing the

essenti al property of that complex of activity, called po-

litical, which, over the years, men have sought to under-

stand, and whi ch squares wi th an acknowledged (by com-

mon sense) need that must be met by any society. Where

we have society, there we find politics, so understood.

To understand the proper scooe of political science in terms

of this common sense description of matters political, Easton

does find it necessary to enquire into the meaning of the three

terms of the description: policy, authority and society.

Pol i cy allocates va lues, granti ng certai n thi ngs to some

and denying them to others; it is a value-allocating web of

decisions and actions (behavior). The decision-making is

the formal or legal phase of a policy, the actions to imple-

ment the decisions is the effective phase of a policy. The

study of policy "includes an examination of both the legal

and the actual policy practices"(Easton, 1953:130). Here

again, the legal is uride rstoo d in a particular way. 14)lt is

to be remeltlbered that "in suggesting that political science

is oriented to the study of policy, there is no intention to

mistake its subject matter for the kind of legal construc-

tion prominent until quite recently"(Easton, 1953:131), for

example in the form of Benthamite legalistic constitutiona-

lism dominating the field until the 20th century.

Easton would have policy understood as "every way in

which values are allocated for a society", including the

allocations "lodged in the consequences of a practice"

(Easton, 1953:131).
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Not all the ways in whi ch society allocates i ts values are

studi ed by pol iti cal sci ence, onl y the authori tative alloca-

ti ons; otherwi se, pol i ti cal sci ence would embrace all soci al

science since all social mechanisms are means for alloca-

ti ng val ues. Thus churches, school s, etc. , are means for the

unequal distribution of values in a society. (Easton, 1953:131)

What then are we to understand by Iaut hor-I t at ive t ? A pol icy

is authoritative "when the feeling prevails that it must or

ought to be obeye dtby those to whom i tis i ntended to app Iy

or are affected by it(Easton, 1953:132/3) Any viable socie-

ty must find some policies appearing in it to be considered

° 0 ° hi 15)aut hor-Ltat ive In t IS sense.

Yet not all authoritative policy found in a society is of in-

terest to political science, at least, not for its own sake. To

the extent that political science studies authoritative alloca-

tions of values in organizations less than society-wide, it

does so from an interest in their relation to other kinds of

policies, viz., those considered authoritative for the whole

society. "In seeking to understand all social activities influ-

encing this kind of allocation, political science achieves its

minimal cohesion. "(Easton, 1953:134)

Again, this is not a matter of accident, for it reflects a

mini mum condi ti on for the exi stence of any society, a soci al

need, the need to establ i sh some mechani sms, however crude

or inchoate, for arrivi ng at authori tative soci al deci si ons

about how goods, both spiritual and material, are to be dis-

tributed where custom fails to create other patterns. (Easton,

1953: 135) 16)T hi s need flows from the very nat ure of a soci e t y ,

which is a special grouping the members of which continually

interact to develop a sense of belonging together, a common

consciousness, reflecting a basic similarity in their culture
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and soci al structure, and i t seeks to solve all the problems

usually associ ated with the survival and perpetuation of a

group of peop le.

Some of the minimum needs that must be met by any socie-

ty are, according to Easton: the need of physical sustenance

met by the system of production and exchange, the dissemi-

nation of knowledge, the maintenance of order, the inculca-

tion of a sense of purpose and destiny, the provi sion for the

common defense. Only society as a grouping of human beings

undertakes to meet aII these condi ti ons. All other groupi ngs

devote themselves to less than meeting all these tasks. "Only

a society casts its net over all these tasks. "(Easton, 1953:

1 36)

Why do we find the authoritative allocation of values for a

society a requi rement that any society must fulfi II? Because

custom alone cannot provide for the private solution of all

differences and confl i cts in soci aty between individual s about

their share of the values. Intervention in the name of society

to resolve corif l l ct s is patently required in any society. The

greater the comp Iexi ty i n a soci ety , the wi der must be the

° ° f hO k i d 17)1 ° ° h hmter-ve nt lon 0 t IS In. t represents a rrnrumum, t oug

not the only, requirement (need) of any society.

The authoritative allocation of values for a society then

provides the scope of the discipline of political science, of

pol i ti cal research. That thi sis a val id vi ew of the actual scope

of the discipline, can, of course, on Easton's grounds, be

maintained onl!. if this view really reflects the facts. It is

not advanced as value theory, which it would be if Easton

had argued that this orientation had not been actually direc-

tive of political research but ought now to be adopted by po-.

litical scientists.
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Instead, "a useful definition of a discipline must indicate

that aspect of real i ty about whi ch a group of speci al i sts have

been talking"(Easton, 1953:146). It must "identify the system

in society in which they have become interested". Or, a.s Eas-

ton also puts it:"1 am simply trying to make explicit the kind

of subject matter about which, i tis now apparent, students

of political life have all along been speaking implicitly". (Eas-

ton,1953:146)

Yet, ultimately, this definition of the discipline must rest,

within certain limits, upon a value judgment. These limits are

that the definition must refer to subject matter sufficiently

broad and related as to be capable of treatment as a concep-

tually coherent body of phenomena. (Easton, 1953:146/7). That

is to say, any definition of scope will do as long as it allows

of systematic research and theory. But any such definition

reflects insufficiently the historically effective demand that

soci ety has posed in terms of its needs for science and

research of a kind, the kind suited to the amelioration of the

social,human, organized, life of men in society, in response

to which the sciences have arisen.

For, historically, sciences do not arise capriciously.(Eas-

ton, 1953: 14) They become areas for speci al research wi thi n the

I imits of requirements for systematic knowledge because of the

cultural and ethical demands of society. Western society has

required that certain kinds of questions central to the kind of

civilization that has been growing up, be answered. In doing

so, western society has been making a value judg ment. In ask-

ing 'what is the nature of the good life', 'what goals ought men

to seek', it has valued, derivatively, systematic enquiry into

the actual making of social policy and its effectuation to help

serve a prior value interest in the choice and realization of
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the goals society ought to pursue.

The interest actually guiding the field of pol itical science,

an interest in the contest over the shaping and execution of

social policy, which is capable of systematic causal concep-

tualization, is a distinguishable aspect of a wider social va-

lue interest. The interest in the research of the actually au-

thoritative allocation of values for a society derives from the

prior value judgment as to the usefulness of such knowledge

for the achievement of the kind of political system, and ul-

timately the kind of society that men desire. The analysis of

the actual system of behavior (political), is an analysis of

the contest over the shaping and executi on of such pol icy and

should reflect the goals men actually hold as apparent from their

behavior in the system, as well as the behavior engaged in for the

realization of the goals pursued.

Political research has arisen in response to society's demand

for this kind of pol icy-oriented research which is needed for the

effective realization of the values, whatever they may be, which

society seeks to realize. Any society, to exist, must display

a political system, and arrange for the authoritative allocation

of values (intervention in the name of society for the resolution

of confl ict over the share of val ues between the members of such

a society).

Western society, witness the rise of political science along

with the other sciences, has desired (valued) research into the

values actually held in the making and execution of policy and

its realization, and in that value, that interest, lies the imme-

diate inspiration continually occasioning political research; yet,

that value, that need, is itself expressed as a requirement of the

desire to know what goals society ought to seek to realize in
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view of the continuing problems that affect social life and

need solution. Continuing need requires continuing recon-

struct ion through soci al behavior.

That reconstruction must be intelligent; that is, since it rests

finally on the motivation to solve the needs of organized social

life, society must become keenly aware, cons ci oc s ly , of that

organized life and its problems in realizing the kind of life

that men desire. Intelligent, scientific, systematic reflec-

tion of the actual organization of society (social self-conscious-

ness) is crucially important to the continuation of the whole

process of social change and persistence.

In his discussion of the scope of political science Easton's

purpose has been to "explore the kind of limits that political

research ought to set for itself"(Easton, 1953:148). Easton

cannot mean that political research still has not taken place

wi thin the proper scope, or that the scope must be newl y es-

tablished to lead to the research of a different kind of subject

matter. In fact, Easton has gone to some Iengths to prove that

the scope of the discipline is actually, and needed to be, pro-

vided by what society has requiredof it. But Easton does ar-

gue that political science ought to be better, more conscious-

ly aware, of w:'at has always been its scope in fact. That a-

wareness is systemati cally rel ated to all that i t researches.

Hence the results of its research should be expressed, expli-

citly, and systematically in terms of its orienting questions.

Since social reconstruction is organized, that is, systemic,

in kind, the system of reconstruction we call political must

also be theoretically reflected as a system, a system capable

of transformation through time. Political science's present

level of development makes the kin,j of systematic scope of

which Easton would have the discipline to be keenly aware,
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an actually convenient way or method in terms of which to

draw together all the apparently (withoutsuch conscious

awareness) diverse and isolated social data into a political

system. (Easton, 1953: 148) Itis a most usefu lori entati on

in terms of the needs of organized society. Certainly,

as Easton would have it, more useful than attempts to theo-

retically systematize and organize the science in terms of

either the concept of 'state' or the concept of 'power'.

1.3 Easton's Rejection of 'State' and 'Power' as Orienting

Concepts

"Although there i s I i tt le agreement on the key questions

which orient political research, in the course of history two

main schools of thought have developed. One directs itself

to the study of political life by asking what are the nature

and characteristics of the state; the other, by asking what

can be understood about the distribution and use of power".

(Easton, 1953:106) These represent the prevailing concep-

tions of the subject matter of political science. Despite the

actually prevailing scope which Easton has raised to the sur-

face as the interest which has directed political research in

fact, such theory as has been attempting to provi de focus for

the discipline has done so in terms of 'state' and 'power'.

A bit of psycho-analysis of the discipline on these matters

would indeed appear to be in order.

1.3. 1 Rejection of 'the State' as Unifying Concept

One could, says Easton, argue that political science should

confine itself to something called the state; however, to do so

would be to attempt to create a new field in the pattern of its

designer. (Easton, 1953:106). Since "there is no evidence that
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political science shows any inherent limitations in its present

focus to prevent it from answering the questions it rally asks"

(political science appears to be interested in all sorts of varia-

bles from an interest in their relation to the question: how are

values authoritatively allocated for a society, as we have seen

Easton to argue) it would be capricious to try to confine the

field in this way. It would be revisionistic, needless and gra-

tuitous. (Easton, 1953:107) It does not square with the actual

behavior of political science (which is, after all, a behaving

system, organized to meet a social need, the need for know-

ledge of the functioning of the actual political system, all the

variables which affect the authoritative allocation of values for

a society) to say that political science "begins and ends with

the state". (Easton, 1953:107) 18)

It must, therefore, be con.s lder-ed bad wishful thinking to

suggest that the state-concept is the end-all and be-all of po-

I itical science. No wonder it causes only confusion rather than

clarity for political scientists, at least for those who do not

see the state, as does Easton, as an instance of the kind of

activity indicated by the basic question which political research

actually seeks to answer.

If one takes the state as orienting concept for the field one

must immedi ate Iy answer the questi on concerning its charac-

t er-t s.t ics , It has been answered so variously that, clearly, one

unknown, political science, is simply being described in terms of

another, the state. Over twenty-five hundred years of i ts di s-

cussion no uniformity in answer has been achieved ••• "that is

almost unbelievable ••• "(Easton, 1953:107) There is clearly

little hope that out of the great welter of different answers
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"anyone today can hammer out a meaning upon which the ma-

jority of men will genuinely, consistently, and constantly

agree" ••• "it seems pointless to add a favored definition of

my own ••• "(Easton, 1953: 108). (Not that Easton does not

have one, as we shall see; but i t cannot serve as or ient ing

h do 0 l i f l i 0 I 0 0 I ) 19)concept for t e ISClp me 0 po r t r ca SCience, certain y.

As a matter of fact, clarity of expression demands tot al

abstinence from any reference to the term 'state' and it will

not result in any hardship of expression. No wonder, for it

cannot serve to pick out the major properties of the concrete

po I i ti cal system. I t has obvious shortcomi ngs even when un-

derstood in its most widely adopted meaning today, that of,

say, Maclver, who calls it an association among many but

special in that it acts 'through law as promulgated by a go-

vernment endowed to thi send wi th coercive power, (and)

maintains within a community territorially demarcated the

universal external conditions of social order'. Accordingly

the s t a t e , in most general terms, exists "when there is a

fixed territory, a stable government, and a settled popula-

tionll(Easton, 1953:109). Easton recognizes this to be a des-

cription of the state as we have known it since the Treaty

of Westphal ia, and that, preci se Iy, serves to show its short-

comings as a concept by which to orient the discipline. If the

state is definitive of the political system, so that political

theory must be a theory of the state, it is clear that no such

political system existed prior to Westphalia, unless in trun-

cated form. Consequently, pre-Westphalian political life, trun-

cated as i tis, can be of onl y passing interest to pol it ical scien-

ti sts presumabl y concerned wi th states full y developed. (Easton,

1953: 109/10) 20)
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On that supposition, social, that is, organized life in

many times and places is devoid of subject matter for poli-

tical science. Yet, common sense alone (see above for its

directive role) would compel us to den!y this restriction

upon political enquiry"(Easton, 1953:110). 21)"Where there

is any kind of organized activity (that is, purposive activi-

ty) ,activity in quest of the realization of values desired, there

what we may normally call political situations abound. (Easton,

1953:111) Evidently, the state must "fall far short of provi-

ding an adequate description of the limits of political re-

search"(Easton, 1953:111). It excludes, by definition, social

systems in which, clearly, there is political interaction as

an essent i al aspect of that soci al system.

In any case, the historical rise of the term 'state' shows

it to be a unifying myth rather than an aria ly t lc al tool. That

mythical unity of the state could serve to draw allegiance to

the secular authorities with all the force of religion in its

struggle with the church. Later, when that battle was decided

in favor, largely, of secular Authority it was u aod to buttress

national sovereignty against international class, and interna-

tional society; in some way the state represented the supreme

v i r tue , (E aston, 1953: 112)22) In short, 'Ij ts importance I ies Iarge-

ly in the field of practical politics as an instrument to achieve

national cohesion rather than in the area of thoughtful analysis".

(Easton, 1953:112)

If we try to treat it as a theoretical tool difficulty besets us. 23)

For "it defines by" specifying instances of pol itical phenomena

rather than by describing their general properties". (Easton,

1953:113) It suggests that political science is interested in stu.,

dying a kind of institution ••• not a kind of activity that may ex-

press itself through a variety of institutions. This reveals "the
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major drawback of the state-concept ", The state be ing a po-

litical institution peculiar to certain historical conditions it

only illustrates one kind of political phenomenon, a compre-

hensive political institution which did not always exist and,

in future, may not always (need to) exist. (Easton, 1953:113)

Use it to define the field and you define the field by denota-

tion, the least desirable, and least meaningful kind of defi-

nition. (Easton, 1953:114) It may be unavoidable in the early

stages of a discipl ine for Iack of knowledge of the general

characteristics of a class of variables, but towards maturity,

attempts are always made to get at the general reasons for

establ ishing a cl ass, in terms of the propert ies they share.

T hen a definit ion becomes connotative, and real Iy useful.

(Easton, 1953:114)

For political science this means that we must ask "why po-

litical science studies the kind of institution often called the

state together with other institutions in societies where states

are ackno wledged to be non- ex! stent "(Easton, 1953: 115). We

must, in short, look for a ki nd of activity whi ch can express

itself through a variety of institutional patterns. "To say,

therefore, that in asking "what is the nature of the state?"

political science is drawing att errt ion to the core of its sub-

ject matter, is at best to mistake a part for the whole and to

attempt to describe the pr-ope r-t ies of an activity by a single,

even if important, instance". (Easton, 1953:115 and 142/3)

1.3.2 Easton'sRejection of Power as Orienting Concept

In suggesting that all political research is out to answer

the quest ion "who holds power and how isit used?" we have

an orientation which, at face value, is better than the con-

cept of the state since it does emphasize a kind of activity

thus providing a connotative definition.
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Nevertheless i t too fai Is to adequate Iy descri be the gross

subject matter of political science. It fails not because it is

so frequently associated with abusive coercion divorced from

noble aims (Machiavelli, Hobbes) for it has been converted,

through the work of Morgenthau, Odegard, Helms, Key, Cat-

lin, Lasswell, and others into an irreproachable child of the

age (Easton, 1953:116), but because power is only one of the

significant variables. " ••• orientations towards goals other

than power itself are neglected. Yet struggle for control "stems

from and relates to conflict over the direction of social rife,

over public policy ••• "(Easton, 1953:117).

Whatever the merits of the power orientations of Catl in and

Lasswell, both show a fault in neglecting to distinguish between

power in general and power in a pol it ical context al though the i r

natural predisposition toward political questions quite logical-

ly led them to emphasize the political aspects of power. Analy-

sis of this aspect will compel us to modify their conception of

the limits of political science. (Easton, 1953:118/9

According to Easton the struggle for power describes only a

secondary, even if important aspect of the pol it ical system. (Eas-

ton, 1953:143) The widest description of the field as "those ac-

tions related to the authoritative allocation of values" does not

even require specific reference to power. It is of derivative

interest in helping us to und sr-s t and how social policy (that is,

policy oriented to social goals or ends desired and their reali-

zation through political activity) is formed and executed. (Eas-

ton,1953:143).

As Easton would have it power "is based on the abi I ity to in-

fluence the actions of others"(Easton, 1953:143). Now, any in-

teraction between human beings leads to the modification of the
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actions of the participants. Not every such action is charac-

terized as power. Then all social science would be the study

of power. Instead, we must view power "as a relationship in

which one person or group is able to determine the actions of

another in the direction of the former's own ends" through the

ability "to impose some sanction for the failure of the influ-

enced person to act in the desired way". Power, then, is

sanction-backed influence towards desired ends.

Political science's interest in power derives from its pre-

occupation with how policy is made and executed. That pre-

occupation limits its interest in power. It is interested in po-

I icy-rei ated power, not a genera I theory of power as an end

in itself.

A general theory of power "would be most helpful, of course,

in di scovering how our abi I ity to set and sanction the value and

factual premises for the decisions and actions of others, the

essence of a control relationship, influences the formulation

and execution of authoritative policy (the focus of political

science). (Easton, 1953:144)

'Jl\lone, a theory of power provi des too broad a frame of re-

ference for pol it ical research whi ch is onl y inter"ested in one

aspect of power relations (their relevance to social policy).

Its interest in power in less than society-wide groups extends

only to its relevance for social (society-wide) policy. Nor is

that interest in power its only interest. Goalsother than the

achievement of power as an end are its interest as well. So,

to assign a proper place to the power-interest of political science

and to define the field in most general terms we canno t make

power the central variable of the system since it would entai I

a field of study both wider and more I imited than the actual in-
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terest of the field has been in fact. To avoid such a misrepre-

sentation of the scope of political science and yet reflect the

proper interest in power that thi s sci ence di spi ays we can say:

"Political science is the study of the authoritative allocation

of values as it is influenced by the distribution and use of po-

wer ", (Easton, 1953: 146)

By reason of the fact that both the state and power fai I to

adequately reflect the real scope that has, instinctively, been

operative in political research, we could hardly expect the rise

and development of a body of theory, explicitly interrelating,at

the most general level, the political facts discovered by pj)liti-

cal research. It is such theory we seek; its development re-

qui res both a goodl y amount of establ i shed facts and a con-

scious .awar-ene ss of the scope in terms of which they have

been selected as politically relevant.

In view of the prevalent neglect of the need for general theory

and the emphasis, instead, on the analysis vaguely known to be

politically relevant, only singular generalizations and partial

theories (without expl icit reference to general scope) have been

deve loped, Now, says Easton, "the mind is prone to search

for uniformities as the most economical way to organize the

body for action, and the collective mind24)of political scientists

i s no except ion.

If the pieces of interest in theory are accumulated and assem-

bled, like the surprising coherence in the kaleidoscope, they

fit together into a theoretical pattern. The pattern emerges,

however, less by design than by accident. 25)

Its form is the t theor-y' of equilibrium, the onl-, discernible

suggestion of a theoretical framework on the broad horizon of

empirical research. (Easton, 1953:267) Easton, before setting

out to e Iaborate hi s own systems-anal yt ical theory of pol iti cal
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I ife in Iater volumes, feel s obi iged to deal with the mer its an:!

demerits of this vaguely suggested theory of political life in

The Political System as part of tilling the ground for a pro-

per introduction to his own general theory to be presented

later. As a general theory of the pol itical system, at least

an incipient one, both it, and Easton's evaluation of it, should

help to provide a bet ter- understanding of Easton's idea of the

political system and its theoretical reflection in a systems-

theory.

1. lj Easton's Critique of the Equilibrium 'Theory' of the

Political System

1 • 4.1 The Equi I ibrium'Theoryt of the Pol itical System

The apostrophes we employ in speaking of t hi s t t heor-y ' serve

to indicate that, on Easton's view, we are "ascribing to it grea-

ter pretento-ions than it actually possesses"(Easton, 1953:267).lt

is a theory that can be detected, that is discernible, that emer-

ges less by design than by accident. (Easton, 1953:266/7) lt does

not so much "represent a central concept in a mode of analysis"

but is used, rather more modestly, "to describe the results of

political activity". (Easton, 1953:267)

Still, the idea of equilibrium has so many theoretical impli-

cations that we can treat it as the key concept of a broader theo-

ry, so that we can see its vital, though latent, meaning for

political research. (Easton, 1953:267)26)ln effect, Easton is sug-

gesting that presently causal research in the discipline is being

guided by an awareness of an idea of equilibrium whose theoreti-

cal implications have not been sufficiently spelled out so as to

take the form of real, full-fledged systematic theory of the kind

Easton wi shes to see developed. The concept of equi I i brium is

a serious candidate in terms of which such theory could possibly
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be developed. Suppose we try to do so in a consistent effort,

where would it lead us?

In attempting to follow the lead of the general equilibrium

concept in developing causal theory we must quite clearly dis-

tinguish this systematic general use of the concept from one

Easton calls constitutional equilibrium, sometimes used to

descri be a system of power el ements that I imit each other, but

more often to indicate a condition an author would like to see.

In the former case the concept serves to describe the interre-

lation of actual power variables while in the second it repre-

sents a value orientation.

In distinction from such constitutional uses of the concept,

Easton wants to examine its consequences if used as the core

concept of "a mode of analysis, implicit in a substantive con-

clusion for understanding the process within a political system".

(Easton, 1953:267) He wants to exami ne the general equi I ibrium

concept through which a framework for political analysis may

emerge. (Easton, 1953:268)

As to its source, the emergence of the idea of equilibrium

arose, understandably, together wi th the emergence of empi-

rical (and, distinguishable from it, ethical) pluralism, which

is "practical Iy cotermi nous with the not ion of process "(Easton,

1953:267), at the turn of the century. While the idea of equili-

brium includes the suggestion of a tendency towards a point

of stability, it also implies "a variety of elements interacting

with one another to produce the changing states of the pal iti-

cal system"(Easton, 1953:267) which is to say that "the elements

or variables in a pal itical system are functionally interdepen-

dent", one of the notions basic to the idea of equilibrium. "It

leads on the descriptive level, to the recognition of the multi-
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plicity of causes, especially of a group nature, that influence

social policy"(Easton, 1953:267), and it leads away from the

nineteenth century tendency to view social causation in terms

of single factors.

The idea of interdependence proper to the notion of process

establ ished the need for a concept to I ink thi s not ion to a mode

of analysis permitting students "to relate simultaneously vary-

ing elements (basically groups) to the state of the political sys-

tem at any given ti me", The concept of equi I ibr ium was used to

fill the need. (Easton, 1953:268-70) This it could do the more

readily since it had already served economics and sociology

well.

It led, however, to the acceptance as \·\'~II of the second notion

proper to the idea of equilibrium,viz., that the interdependence

is one in which "the interacting parts tend to come to rest". It

suggests that a given state of interdependent variables wi II tend

to maintain itself. In that the idea of equilibrium goes quite be-

yond the idea of process.

This association of process with equilibrium is already appa-

rent in Bentley's The Process of Government and impi ies adop-

tion of a framework that, "unobtrusivel y has come to embrace

most pol itical research".

Neither Bentley nor subsequent political science accepted the

obligation which this adoption entails for scientific use, that is,

to elaborate the implied framework in express connection with

the details of political research. The equilibrium idea was t aken ,

nonchalantly, for granted. (Easton, 1953:271) The idea was never

challenged and consequent ly, "the whole problem of the merit of an

underlying scheme of analysis" Was never opened up. (Easton, 1953:

272) The thoughts expressed on the subject so frequently expressed

in empirical l ite r-atur-e since the first world war have not even
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been distilled for special attention. Author and reader found

it such an obviously acceptable image of the pol itical process

that the need for its examination was not apparent to them. (Eas-

ton, 1953:272/3) It was simply employed "as an inarticulate pre-

mise"(Easton, 1953:274).

When we examine the I iterature we find that the concept re-

currently appears in two senses. The one suggests that equi-

librium is an actual condition achieved in time, the other that

equi I ibrium refers to an actual tendency "which never works

itself out to the point of equilibrium"(Easton, 1953:274).

1.4.2 Catlin's Use of Equilibrium as Description of an

Achieved Condition

Catlin employed the notion in the sense of a condition of rest.

The concurrence of the soci al need to I ive together wi th the

desires of individuals and groups to assert their wills leads

to a balance of advantages when no one will consider it to his

advantage to change the existing patterns of interaction. This

is thepoint of equilibrium; a stabilized harmony of wills, indi-

vidual or group. (Easton, 1953:275/6)

So used, the equilibrium concept seems replete with insight.

Men do struggle for power while utter chaos is not the rule.

Presumably the task of political science is to explain how equili-

brium is achieved at any given time, the process, as well as the

particular patterns that it takes. Indeed, that is what political

science was, unconsciously, doing in bits and pieces. Catlin

attempted to work out the implications coris isten t ly and cohe-

rently at a high level of abstraction and generality.

Unfortunately Catl in employed a casual understanding of the

equilibrium notion as, indeed, often employed by his colleagues

as well. According to it everything is equilibrium and conse-

quently the notion cannot account for change. That would require
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recognition of disequilibrium as well, as Catlin sensed, but chose

to ignore.

When we do, as we must, reckon with change, how can we

prove "that an empirical system ever reaches a condition of

equilibrium?" When does change stop? To answer that ques-

tion one would have to face and surmount "insurmountable

obstacles", as Catlin was aware. (Easton, 1953:277)

Yet Cat I in stuck to hi s usage of the term, consci ous as he

was of trying to emulate economics and physical science where

thi s i dea had served so well, and had acqui red such preci se

meani ng. He fai Ied to see, however, that these di sci p I i nes

had gained precision for the term at the level of theory alone

and had never tr ied to prove its exi stence in rea Ii ty, as po-

litical science was attempting to do. Ca t l int s mistake lies in

seeking to convert a heuristic device into a substantive des-

cription of the empirical world. (Easton, 1953:279) Political

scientists,"instead of viewing the state of equilibrium as a

theoretical model, helpful in simplifying reality for purposes

of analysis, rather than as an exact picture of reality ••• have

committed the natural mistake of considering the equi librium

a possible condition of the empirical system"(Easton, 1953:

279).(Natural mistakes are those we easily and naively make

when our terms are not consciously elaborated and articula-

ted, but intuitively employed). (Easton, 1953:279)

Not just Catlin, but Merriam too fell victim to this mistake.

Of course it is a mistake only if we think to emulate physics

and ec-onomt cs, One may well try to prove that the political

process does ar-ri vc at moments of rest. To do so, you would

need a strict definition of the point of equilibrium. (Easton,

1953:280) It would require quantification of the variables in
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political life to an extent quite beyond our capacities at pre-

sent, and in the foreseeable future. (Easton, 1953:288)

1.4.3. Eguilibrium as Descriptive of a Tendency

Those who, like Bentley, implicitly reject the likelihood

of the process settling down in equilibrium and yet employ

the concept, thereby poi nt to a tendency that never qui te

works itself out. There is perpetual disequilibrium. Thus,

in international relations too a balancing of nations is spo-

ken of. A state of equilibrium is .impossible of achievement

because of the changing conditions on which national power

depends.

This use of equilibrium is more useful for it embodies the

correct insight that activity is part of an endless process of

change, and, more importantly, it has the merit of transfor-

ming "the concept from a substantive conclusion describing

the political system into a tool for the analysis of the sys-

tem". In fact, this use of the term implies that we are con-

trasting political life with a hypothetical condition of equi-

librium (Easton, 1953:282), a kind of normal situation which

is a pure abstraction, as if one had in mind "a model of what

the equilibrium would be like if the present tendencies were

allowed to work themselves out fully without any change in

the basic conditions determining the power of various groups"

(Easton, 1953:282). "In other words, it seems as though the

concept of equilibrium is a heuristic simplifying device to

help understand the empl r l ca l world" which, according to

Easton, i s what a systemati c framework shou Id be. Thi s ,

although only implicit, use of equilibrium, then, "brings it

more closely into accord with the way we have seen it to be

employed in mechanics and economics. That makes it, at

least in principle, a likely candidate for employment as con-
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taining the major framework for all political science. (Easton,

1953:283)27)

To be of such use we must fi nd out whether we can "rai se to

the level of consciousness and deliberate analysis what lies

hidden in the frequent use of the idea of equilibrium in politi-

cal research"(Easton, 1953:284).

1.4.4 Obstacles to the Useful Elaboration of the Idea of

Equilibrium into a Framework of Political Analysis

Despite its initial appeal and promise the possibility of so

elaborating the idea of equi librium in a way useful in provi-

di ng the major framework for pol i ti ca I sci ence is, says Eas-

ton, very slim indeed, as it is in all the social sciences except

economics. (Easton, 1953:284) It requires that we reduce the im-

portant pa I i ti ca I vari abl es to measurable terms. Unti I we can

do so, and in the di stant future perhaps we may be able to do

so, the utility of equilibrium analysis will be in doubt.

Equilibrium analysis requires quantification to answer the

kind of questions we must ask. Such as: How do the various

groups use thei r power to shape po Iicy? How does the power

of one group infl uence the posi ti on of the other power groups,

the power of the various groups each other, and how do all

these affect the ensuing authoritative allocation of values?

(Easton, 1953:285) We would be identifying all the power e le-.

ments in a situation, showing their interaction to produce po-

l icy , Hypothetically, a policy would be reached such that no

power element would seek to change its position, to change

the authoritative allocation of values. That would be the e-

quilibrium point, a point with which to compare the actual

state of the political system. It would immediately reveal the
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determinants of policy if we thus knew how much each of the

elements influenced the given allocation of values.

All thi s requi res two thi ngs, two ki nds of mental operati ons.

First, it requires at the theoretical level a model of the pos-

sible relations among the interdependent political variables.

It could make do without actual quantities; "the relationships

could be stated in the form of mathematical equations", a se-

ries of simultaneous equations. It would be purely hypotheti-

cal,abstract, logical, a tracing of relationships in hypotheti-

cal ter-ms only Conceivably such a model could be dave loped

by a sophisticate in the use of mathematical tools. This would

be the f l r s t , possible, step.

A second step is required. Some of the symbols (mathemati-

cal) would have to be displaced with actual data. "By filling in

the actua I quanti t at ive data for SO~,E: of the unknowns, the others

could be di scovered. Theory here would therefore fulfi II its ma-

jor task of permitting the solution of problems with a minimum

of actual observation of data". (Easton, 1953:286)

And there Is the rub.

How do we test the model when we find in trying to fill in the

logi ca I terms of the vari ous mathemati cal equati ons wi th empi-

ri ca I data "that we have devi sed very few sat isfactory i ndi ces

with which to measure the power of the interacting political ele-

ments"? (Easton, 1953:286/7)

We can measure voting, content of communications, numeri-

ca I strengths of groups, physi cal resources, fi nanci al reserves,

perhaps even soci al status, but all of these combined i snot

"even the beginning of an adequate composite index to measure

the amount of power held by compet ing groups "(Easton, 1953:

287), and we could not answer the questions we need to answer
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to establish or calculate "just what empirical condition we

could characterize as an empirical equilibrium, even though

we did not expect the concrete political situation ever to work

itself out to this point of equilibrium (Easton, 1953:287); we would

still be as far removed from the precision with which econorni cs

can use the concept. We lack measurable magnitudes like de-

mand and supply. We could not thus increase our knowledge

of what to expect in the way of future political activity. "Lack-

ing appropriate indices for the measurement of power ••• much of

the usefulness of the point of equilibrium as a theoretical I,CI~m

di sappears. "(Easton, 1953:288)

"In sum,to be useful empirically, equilibrium theory must put

great store on measurement, and therefore pol i ti cal science

would have to concentrate on the di scovery of uni ts of measure-

ment for its variables. To the extent that political science has

failed to do this, it has been remiss in its obligation to equili-

brium analysis, the only visible approximation to a systematic

theory. "(Easton, 1953:288/9) Were it to devote attention con-

stant ly to what thi s i ncipi ent theory requi res, vi z , probl ems

of quantifi cati on, then, "barr ing the sudden di scovery of sa-

tisfactory devices for transforming present qualitative data •••

equilibrium analysis would threaten to direct the energies of

research workers away from such qual itative data as a most

valuable raw material at the present t ime t'{E'a s t ori , 1953:289)28)

Then, in the words of Mannheim, political science would be

guilty of attributing importance to what is measurable merely

because i tis measurable i nstead of conti nuing to ask what one

would I ike to kno •.' and to di scover what i s most si gnifi cant

with the highest degree of precision possible under the exis-
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t i ng ci rcumstances. (Easton, 1953:289/90)

Measurement is important as one way of providing preci-

sion to data. Improvement in doing so will enhance the uti-

lity of the equilibrium concept. In the meantime, qualitative

description can in its own way be just as precise. (Easton,

1953:289) For those more opti mi st ic than Easton as to the

likelihood of discovering satisfactory devices of quantifi-

cation, he adds that the number of relevant variables of po-.

Ii tical I ife are much greater than those of economi cs so that

even if we could quantify them all, the complexities of the

mathemati cs then necessary for rewardi ng analysi s wou Id be

staggering. (Easton, 1953:290;

The merit of the concept then,"lies at the level of insight,

rather than of potentially usable theory"(Easton, 1953:290),

In its function as an analogical image of the political process

it suggests important ideas. For example, it suggests that

the process takes place in a political system, and we have found

that i dea of system vital for general or ientat ion purposes, Iyi ng

at the heart of theory-formulation. Implicit in the idea of system,

it also suggests that the parts of the process are mut..Jally de-

pendent so that a change in one part wi II influence the rest of

the system, and these in turn react back on the element stimu-

lating the change initially. "It insists on plural rather than on

single factor causation"(Easton, 1953:291).Moreover, the equi-

I ibrium idea imp Iies that the i nterre Iated parts tend to cohere.

"This is the fundamental meaning of system". We need to as-

sume, in the initial stages, that for purposes of analysis "it

is realistic to consider those elements in isolation fr-om the

r-e-st of the world. They form a system of themselves"(Easton,

1953:291). Only thus are we able to simpl ify real i t y , "We can
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then try to work out their relations. At a later stage it would,

of course, become necessary to trace the effect of vari abies

from outside the system, in this way gradually approximating

the real conditions under which the system functions. II(Eas_

ton, 1953:292)

Thus the equi I i brium concept has retai ned the necessary

foundation, the idea of system itself, for any conceptual frame-

work. Eq ....lilibrium conceived as a tendency never achieved, has

the further merit of maintaining the problem of change at the

forefront of pol i ti cal enqui ry, whi le "most. research today sti II

tends to devote itself to an analysis of stationary r-e lat loris

rather than of historical change ••• Historical change ••• has

fallen into disrepute ••• in part because of its decline by the turn

of the century into remote, uninspired phi losophies of history. 11

(Easton, 1953: 292)

Indeed, the concept of equilibrium has only one difficulty; it

requires a degree of quantification unattainable today. To

make as if the required quantification were attainable would

lead to scienti sm and press the I ife out of pol iti cal science.

Were it not so, the idea would be the perfect and perfectly

usable thing. Since what is required by it cannot now be had,

it is not now useful, except to the extent that it opened our

eyes to the idea of system whi ch must gui de any framework

adequate to our purposes and to the extent that it kept some

of us sens i t ive to the problem of change. In thi s , the idea of

equilibrium did a wonderful service to the discipline of poli-

tical science, preparing it, in fact, for the ready reception

of the fr amewor-kfor- political analysis which Easton intends

to present in a subsequent volume although he has it, even while he

writes, in mind. In that, Easton was not mistaken. In fact, a
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systems anal ytical perspective, though Iatentl Y , has been pre-

sent,and, for a keen observer, groping towards expression to

such an extent that it is at least discernible as a possible mode

of analysis of the actual political system. Easton does owe

much to empirical pluralism (realism) as instanced by Bentley.

Does he owe as much to ethical pluralism which appeared at

the same time? It is an intriguing question not easily answered

if for no other reason than that Easton explicitly restricts him-

self to developing systematic causal theory, not the value theo-

ry he also wishes to have 'reconstructed'. Clearly, the idea

of the pol i ti cal system, as advanced by Easton, must not be

viewed as a new idea that appeared as a bolt from the blue,

in a flash of insight by the Newton of political science, David

Easton. It was incipient in the discipline for quite some time;

American political sci encc. has been groping towards its theo-

retical expression. Easton has simply surfaced expressly the

theory that was incipient in the discipline. In the presence of

such theory in Ameri can political science, no doubt, lies its

most legitimate claim to the status and rightful existence as an

organi zed science. Easton wants to be an American pol itical

scientist in this, its best, tradition.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER THREE

1)In the whole of social relations everything is related to every-

thing else. The statement differs from that which says: every-

thing is related to everything else. To say the latter does not

include, necessarily, the idea of everything being related to

everything else by virtue of all every things being but varia-

bles of a systemic whole. There is a world of difference between

Van Riessen!s tIalies hangt met alles sarnen" ('all things cohere')

and Easton's position. See:Van Riessen, 1970:134.

Van Riessen takes this coherence to be the expression of the

one creational order (of laws and norms), while Easton's cohe-

rence is the result of organiza tion immanently emerging in hu-

man experience as society's organization (system) and its in-

ferrable and deducible regularities.

2) Easton's approach is in line with modern assumptions con-

cerning society as the greatest whole composed of numerous

changing structures and processes affecting and affected by

the individuals that are the biological memeers of the total sys-

tem of soci et y;

The concept of society, though basic to pragmatism, struc-

turalism, functionalism, and strucLJral functionalism, is I think,

problematic. It results from. the humanist di lemna of not being

able to decide what is prior, the individual, or the communal

nature of Iife; a problem whi ch , in pragmati sm, takes the form

of the relationship between the individuals' psychology and so-

dal psychology, the psychological and the situational, which

in process leadsta the ideal of community-bui Iding by individuals

and indivi dual deve lopment through community.

Behi nd the di Iemna Iies a hi story of pa Ii ti cal phi losophy that

has equated the state wi th government, whi le government was

conceived as government of the whole community of individuals

and on behalf of the community of individuals.

3) Underlying Easton's position is a view of life as in principle

understandable through the application of strictly scientific

methods of observation. Lacking these.experience is only partly

successful in establishing controlled and controllable conditions

(experimentally desirable) for experience.

It i mpIies a depreci ati on of any such knowledge as may be gai ned
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in common sensical ways. It must be superceded by scientifi-

call y establ i shed knowledge of the facts and thei r workable

interrelation, as much as possible. This implies a restriction

of scope for one who considers the taskof political science

to be one that must accord with experience and operate with-

i n the contours of its meani ng.

4) Here we see quite clearly that historical (read:practical)

needs affect scientific method itself in ways that can only be

described as pragmatic. We have seen Easton to complain

of hyperfactualism in American political science, arguing

that facts and theory require each other according to scienti-

fic method. Yet,historically the two never become (or, at least,

never did as yet become) fully one. As he remarks in his pre-

face to Chi Idren in the Pol i ti cal System "i tis quest ionabl e

whether the accumulation of data and the elaboration of theory

can ever avoid a certain degree of independent development

in which each follows a path divergent from the other". Yet

that book represents an effort "to draw together in a new and

meaningful way empirical political theory (as developed in

A Framework for Political Analysis and in A Systems Analy-

sis of Political Life ,P.B.) and data about children in the po-

Ii ti ca I system". Even worse, part i al separat ion for varyi ng

lengths of time (between fact-gathering and theory, p. B.) may

even be an essential condition for the discovery of new know-

ledge. "Each kind of enterprise - factual research and theo-

rizing - has a logic of its own which, if not carried to its im-

plicit conclusions, may defeat the pursuit of reliable explana-

tion and understanding". Systems theory at the most general

level in a groping and uncertain way resembles theory in phy-

sics, but, as yet, mathematics has not, as there, helped to

emancipate the imagination from "indenture to data". "By ideal

standards, data-collection and analysis are to be ordered by

theory; theory i s to hew close to the known facts. But the hi s-

tory of sci ence i s never as neat and order Iy as i ts ex post

facto rationalization." There is, in short, a gap between the

ideal of science, the scientific imagination, a desire for the

unification of facts and/in theory, and historical development
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that always serves to prevent the ideal from being achieved

in any way that can continue to be useful. The result is the

fo Ilowing pragmati ci st/i nstrumental i st vi ew of the re lation

between fact and theory in scientific development:"Theory

and data may survive for long periods in comparative isola-

tion. Historically, one may be emphasized, indeed, exagera-

ted out of proport ion, at the expense of the other. Severe

di ssatisfaction of each with the other arises. The tensions

finally reach a point that inspires efforts at their reduction.

Attempts are then made to reformulate theory so that it be-

comes more relevant to ongoing empirical research; data-

collection and analysis in turn may be pointed more direct-

ly to the validation of theory. In the resultant alignment of

sights, both theorizing and empirical research may be set

going in new directions until once again some distance be-

tween them arises and efforts are again needed to bridge the

newly created chasms. To this cyclical evolution there can

be no end in the search for more certain knowledge and un-

derstanding. "

Whatever else one may wish to say about this view, it does

display a historical dialectic comparable to that which we find

in Hegel, although Hegel, unpragmatically, supposed that his

dialectic did findrest in both his own thought and in the idea

of the state as i t was being real ized in Prussi a, just as he

supposed that the theses and anti theses in hi story were the

expressions of an all-encompassing reason. It also resem-

bles the materialist dialectics of Marx. If, in. Easton's ac-

count, one rep Iaces fact and theory by "dornl nant ' and 'domi-

nated cl ass', this becomes plain at once. Unlike Marx how-

ever, Easton does not thi nk in terms of a rat ional i ty through

it all that will serve to resolve the dialectic oppositions in

some final synthesis, now immi nent because of the very ra-

tionality implied in human productivity.

Instead, Easton pleads for recognition of the fact that the

rational quest, though ongoing, will never be consummated be-

cause of irrational determinants of life that continue to consti-

tute the hard facts of experience so as to defy their theoreti-

cal (and actual) synthesis in some situation, fully and finally

under the control of reason. Reason, and intelligent control,

lead a pr-ecar-lous existence, requiring ever and again new
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syntheses of fact and theory, and, as often, thei r renewed sepa-

ration. The freedom of imagination and the stubborn persistence

of need-occasioning facts wi II ever be at logger-heads. In the

continuation of this struggle lies man's glory. It is because facts

change and hence, through need, stimulate our desire to know

the facts as best we can that theory and fact never do achieve

complete unity and, at times, find themselves rather far apart

to cause a desire for their renewed integration for useful pur-

poses.

5) For examples of such unsympathetic criticism see:Stankiewicz,

1980:141 and 256; McCoy, Playford, 1967:236; Gross, 1967:157;

Surkin,Wolfe, 1970:290,307; Pettman, 1975:20, 135.Although only

Stankiewicz has Easton directly in mind when criticizing pro-

fessionalism, the other references, in referring to behavioral

theory more genera II y, aIso refl ect on Easton to the extent

that he i s vi ewed as a behavi oral is t ,

6) Notice that the distinctiomarise together with enquiry into

soci e t y , T hey do not exi st regardless of enqui ry into soci e t y ;

they depend on enqui ry for thei r exi stence. All knowledge is

result of enquiry, casual, or scientific. Knowledge is disco-

vered in response to questions occasioned by need.

7) Thi s statement, most succinctly, expresses a nuclear con-

viction underlying and directing the whole of.Easton's thought.

Whether one takes thi s to be a statement of fact or a statement

of fai th wi II i n Iarge measure determi ne the extent to whi ch one

will agree with the legitimacy of political systems analysis as

deve loped by Easton. The i mportance of thi s e lementa I fact to

the thought of Easton can hardly be overestimated. It is a ma-

jor key to a proper lnte r-pr-eiet rori of Easton's thought.

8) Despite the fact that Easton suggests that all the questions

asked take their origin from the following one:"What is the

nature of the good life, that is, what kind of goals ought men

to seek"(Easton, 1953:126), it is not so much the nature of the

good life that is his concern as it is the nature of the better

life. Amelioration is the watchword. That is true to pragma-
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tism according to which "truth and goodness are not found in

the past, nor yet in the foreseeable future ••• the pragmatist

does not strive for absolute goodness and absolute truth, but

rather for the better and obvious goodness and truth. Prag-

matism is meliorism" (Zuidema, 1965,p.12).

9)For Easton, as for N. Luhman, the reduction of complexi-

ty required in the face of continuing perplexity, is an ex-

tremely important motive behind the development of systems-

theory as the instrument by which to achieve such complexi-

ty reductions as to reduce it to manageable proportions. See:

Luhman, Habermas, 1975:passi m.

1O)Twentieth century preoccupation with the PS'td-ological and

psycho-analytical is the outcrop of the rejection of a norma-

tive order that obtains for human Iife and the acceptance of

human behavior as the establ i sher, the or igi n of whatever

order there may be. If man is, first and foremost_.a being

that responds emot ionall y to hi s si tuati on, by whatever means

he has managed to employ, his history, involving change, ne-

cessari Iy takes on the overtones of psycho-anal ysi s,

11) Those who are familiar with distinctions of the philosophy

of the cosmonomic idea (as, e. g. , Dooyevveerd's)rray misread

Easton here. The meaning of common sense, of original and

unembellished naivité is far removed from Dooye wee r-dt s "na-

ive experience". When Easton says 'original', he means close-

ness to experienced need, the closeness of di rect experience

as origin of a sense of scope (possible delimitation) making for

conti nued focused enqui ry. For Dooyeweerd, by contrast, na-

ive experience i s so structured by an order obtaining for all

temporal experience that the modes of ordered experience to

be explicated theoretically are given in any and all experience

quite unproblematically and in their integral unity and cohe-

rence (continuity).

12) This description of common sense awareness of the politi-

cal accords well with an American understanding of the politi-

cal generally. More recently, many in other western countries
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have come to accept thi s understandi ng of the pol i ti cal for all

practical purposes and political science there is following

suit. In the RSA too, this view of politics is on the rise. There

is, however, no necessity for holding to such a view of politics

except the necessity of conviction which seeks to prove itself

true in practice, a practice which organizes such conviction

continually and which, 'obviously', supports the conviction.

In view of the fact that 'the political' was not always uncer-

stood in this sense by the 'common' man, one may well enter-

tain doubts concerning its adequacy.

13) As may be seen, Easton not only psycho-analyzes the dis-

cipline of political science, but common sense experience as

well. Those who use the crude terms of common sense I ike 'po-

liticking activity', may not be aware of it but in fact they say

that politics is a system of activity whose end is to provide

policy for a whole society. (I do not see why these terms should

not be considered as crude, P. B. )

In defining the field as a kind of activity, Easton has already

made a fundamental choice in favor of behavioralism and against

the prominence of structural determinants of life other than

needs and instruments by which to meet them. All structures

in a situation are those of needs (changeable and recurr erit ) in

view of the coagulated forms and instruments by which to meet

them; among them we find the modern state as one of the relative-

ly constant forms of behavior.

We can be sure that these implications do not follow from the

original and unembellished experience of common men everywhere.

Such men, common or not, who do come to political science with

an understanding of politics that can be said to imply the basics

of Easton's systems approach, come to it with a very particular

slant on the subject, a slant that does not originate in the facts

of political life or its conditions but in a fundamental wish to

maintain the hopes of humanism at all cost.

14) The view of law as prescription for society implies no ma-

teri al determi nati on of Iaw and its vari ety as di stinct from say,

the aesthetic, the economic, the ethical, the historical, the

lingual or any other mode of meaningful experience. It reduces
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law to the form of prescription, to the form of ought regardless

of content, an 'ought' s t lpul at lnq what is required behavior in

view of a projected and desired future situation. That it must

be accepted by a society as authoritative prescription cannot

serve to delimit the meaning of such prescription as legal in,

say, the sense of public justice.

That there is an overriding need for social policy, policy

for a whole society, and that such policy must prescribe, im-

plies a bias towards a (never fully) planned society where ex-

pert knowledge must go into policy-prescription; it suits a po-

I icy scient i st to think of Iaw as prescipti on and provi des hi m

eminent Iy with legal competence, the competence to prescribe,

at least concerning the means by which to achieve the ends

desi red.

15) Itis a modern rea I i st view of author ity qui te divorced from

any material indications of legal competence and obligation;

for a critical evaluation of such views see:Van Eikema Hommes,

1972:266-278,193-197).

16)Note that the political system is a mechanism, a means, an

instrument, an adapt ive organ, for arr ivi ng at some pol i cy for

a whole society without which the latter would disintegrate. It pro-

vides for the minimal survival conditions of any society. It is

perhaps at this point that Easton's conception would seem to

hold the greatest appeal for South Africans. Across the board,

political groupings would here seem to suggest that whatever

is done politically either threatens or enhances society's sur-

vival possibilities. The political, including the governmental,

is thought to relate necessarily to survival as the end of poli-

tics. Accordingly, politics is the art of the possible.

17)The relationship of complexity to the increasing need for

social policy is curious. Increasing complexity calls for increa-

sing ordering of the whole society. It is a matter of disorder

against system and system against disorder, of organization

against disorganization and disorganization against organiza-

tion, of perplexity against intelligence and intelligence against
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perplexity, of the random against the systematic and of the sys-

tematic against the random, of present order against threatening

contingency, and of all this in an ongoing tug of war.

The political system is not the whole of men in societyas much

as me.nin society's vital survival mechanism which keeps the

differentiated subsystems to compl iance with the required mi-

nimal order to which all must keep if the whole system of society

is to continue. It must seek to ensure the greatest measure of

free operation on the part of the subsystems of society by es-

tabl ishing the condi ti ons wi thi n whi ch these subsystems may do

so. Order and freedom condi t ion each other by the very tug of

war that goes on between them. Society leads a risky existence

as the order of democracy, and the democracy of order. Itis

controlled desire and, at once, desired control, always com-

p-omis lnc without agreement about the terms of the compromises.

18) If one dares to buck the appeal proceeding fr orn the desire

to fall in with the consensus of a majority in the profession, if

one dares to entertain the possibility that the behavior of po-

litical science does not square with norms that hold good for

it, if one believes, as I do, that scientific behavior should

have the intention to reflect analytically, theoretically, inten-

t iona II y, the vari ety of meaning given in human experience wi th-

out any pretention on its part to extra-theoretical competences,

if one believes that there is rio th iriq in reality that is not sub-

ject to laws and norms holding for them according to God's Word

for oil that He made in order to be subject to His Word, then,

I think it becomes possible to reflect anew and come to conc lu-.

s ions qui te at odds wi th those of Easton.

Then one may well hold that political science should focus on

the state and the norms that hold for its existence. Political

science can then begin and end with the state. That would not

at all imply that it looks at nothing but the state; rather, it looks

at whatever in view of its relevance for human activity in state-

context (which is not to say that the state is but human activity

geared to some end of man's own desiring).

19)The kind of argument Easton advances here is neither con-
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vincing nor without danger of boomeranging upon himself. It
may be sai d , fi rst of all, that there are good reasons for the
existence of a great vac ie ty of definitions of the state. (See

Wagenaar, 1976:93}There is little merit in avoidance of the

concept on the premise that such complexity must be glossed

over as meaningless with the aid of the systems-approach.

It is also clear that however Easton may wish to take the

political thought of past centuries seriously, he does not

take its own concern with the state and their understanding

of it very seriously. How could he, if, as d'Entrêves ob-

serves correctly, Easton's position eminently illustrates

the final disruption of the notion of the state at the hands

of modern empi r ici s t s, They, says he, reduce the state to

nothing but "a kind of force-relati:m among men--however

much disguised the ultimate datum of force may be by such

broader and milder expressions as 'pressure', 'influence',

'contra I' and so forth ,,(Passer in c!lE;ltrê\/~s, 1967:63).

If Easton's argument from variety (there are, he says, at

least 145 definitions of the state) suffices to remove the state-

notion from a central position in political science, then, of

course, systems-analysis itself is in trouble. The argument

boomerangs, for, as Linneman has pointed out, there are a

great number of definitions of the term system within sys-

tems- theory. He refers to the work of Kroese who easi ly

collected some thirty differing definitions. (Linneman, in:

Strijbos, 1981 :69). If one remembers that systems theory

has not been with us very long as yet, that bodes ill for it.

Nevertheless, Easton does have a notion of the state. He

describes it as a relatively durable modern form of political

activity whi ch may, i n future, not be there at all, as i t was

not prior to Westphalia. Several critics have pointed out

that Easton's ~xpl ication of systems concepts in their re-

levance to political science reveals a state-orientation no

matter how scrupu lous Iy he avoi ds use of the term; hence,

they suggest, we may as we II assume that Easton' s own work

points to the state as proper orienting concept for political

science. (Wagenaar, 1976:120;also Kuypers, 1973:160)
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Such an interpretation bypasses Easton's intent. To state

that the state is but an instance of activity of a political kind,

and to say that society, to exist, requires such activity, is

indeed to remove the state from the centre-stage of pol it ical

science, and to call for a theory which puts that sort of acti-

vity, as a survival condition of society, central instead. That

Easton errs in doing so, may well be argued, but one ought

not to psycho-analyze his work to let it say what it does not

simply because we think that he must say it. That is to fall

into a trap which Easton himself did not always avoid.

20) It is clear that to retain the netion of the state as central

to political science one must, to convince Easton, at least

be able to show that political life prior to Westphalia too,

can be understood only by reference to the state-notion. I

think that is indeed the case.

Easton has much to say about differentiation through or-

ganization. Recognition of normative structural variety, in-

cl udi ng pri nci ples for the i r different i ated communal expres-

sion in time, could go far to help one realize the 'fact'. Eas-

ton cannot recognize such variety. He has rejected it in the

adoption of the notion of society as a systemic whole which

persists by means of organizing behavior in the midst of o-

therwise random reality to which society as system is open

and against which it must continue to organize itself.

21)lf the common sense notion of the vpo l i t ical does not neces-

sarily make reference to a notion of the state, and is a common

notion in the U. S. A. , there are reasons for it.

1)The pervasive influence of a Lockean kind of humanism

which tends to identify state with government rather than

with a differentiated, public legal community of both citi-

zens and government

2)An ingrained rugged individualism in American practice

which would see America as a community of individuals

who, to be free, had best be suspici::>us of communal

authorities and their injunctions that could threaten

freedom (except, of course in times when the land of

the free sees threats to its freedom from without)
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3} The fact that, throughout its history, America has received

immigrants who fled their countries to escape strong govern-

ments who deprived them of their personal liberties.

4} The ubiquity of the conviction that values are closely rela-
ted to individuals' desires in a land of unlimited possibili-

ties for their realization with a minimum of sanction-backed

interference on the part of authorities.

These are some of the aspects of American thinking and doing

that go far to explain the presence of an anti-state, and anti-

authority bent in American common sense; but it is a sense more

common to Americans than to others. See Hof st adter+s books.

Since Easton himself seeks to anchor his theory in this kind of

common sense (and he is not alone in doing so) there is good rea-

son to question the universal validity of his description of the

subject matter of political science. It is indicative only of a view

of politics and political science held commonly by Americans as

universally accepted by free men everywhere. It i s true that

this view has gained adherents elsewhere since World War II;

but not to the extent that it has in America.

22Easton is correct in pointing to the fact that the idea of the

state has often been misused for purposes of national aggran-

dizement; the state has been misconceived to serve the myths

that men held dear. I deny that such is the essential function

of the concept of the state. It only helps to explain the rise of a

plurality of definitions of the state, the latest being E'as torit s

own.

23} Here Easton reveals one of his chief tenets. Why, if one

should accept the state as central to the focus of pol i t ical science

must the state be a theoretical tool? Simply because Easton's

view of real ity demands that every structural form or institu-

tion, although first conceived as ends, when realized can be

nothing but instruments, means, for human act ivi ty in the ser-

vi ce of the ends of further activi ty. And if i tis to be an in-

strument of intelligent behavior, it must also be conceivable

as a tool for developing the proper understanding of that in-

stitution in its function as tool for the achievement of purposes.
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24) The use of this term is rather surprising and illuminating. If

we are to take it seriously as I think we must, what can it mean?

Supposing Bentley were to read this sentence, we may fairly

assume that he would shrug and dismiss it as spookstuff. Or

would he?

I do not see that Easton can mean anything but the organized

discipline of political science, the organized interaction of

the cë('~ful, observation-based thinking of individual politi-

cal scientists focusing on the discovery of regularity in so-

cial organization geared to the production of policy acceptable

to most members of the society as regulative for the sake of

continuing social interaction. The collective mind is individu-

al minds organized to reflect the regularity of social organi-

zation, for the purpose of continuing organization. The col-

lective mind is identical with the pursuit, organized pursuit,

of knowledge, that is, science; that collective mind has emerged

and continues to maintain itself in response to basic needs of so-

ciety's organization which has itself emerged and continues to

maintain itself against considerable odds. Easton's collective

mind is far removed from Heqe l !s 'Weltgeist', or concepts of

'Vo lk sqe l s t !, The latter al: ..embracing, and all-determining,

whi le Easton' s collect ive mind is qui te condi t iorie d , for example

by the random nature of reality against which it must maintain

itself, by the regularity of organization that has in fact, histO-

rically been realized, by the limits of human insight and imagi-

nation, by the scarci ty of resources needed for i ts work, and by the

(in)adequacy of its professional organization and its conceptual

apparatus (the tools of theory and observation).

And yet, Easton's collective mind, organized science, is so-

ciety's supreme organ of adaptation by which to solve society's

problems and ensure its continuation. After all, it busies itself

with the patterns and recurrent regul ar it ies of soci a lexper ience

and it is these that constitute the firm basis for their organized

application and increased control over an otherwise contingent

situation. One could say that, for Hegel, contingency is only

apparent wi thin an encompassing rat ional i ty comi ng to i ts own.

Easton's rationality must always hold its own against encompas-

sing contingence. The basic elements are comparable, but they

are differently weighted.
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25) We may grant that there is this emergent pattern as long as

we remember the context of its emergence as that of American

organized science if, of course, we are willing to exclude som e

notable figures from it (e. g. ,Niebuhr, Leo Strauss and the post-

behavioralists). We may also grant that the pattern has to be

extracted and is not one of conscious theoretical design. We

may not grant that this means that it has emerged by accident.

It points, rather, to presuppositional homogeneity among the

practitioners of political science in America.

26) Notice the continuing psycho-analytical treatment of the

discipline. Like the psychiatrist tells his clients, so Easton

continually wants to tell his colleagues, past and present,

what they have in fact been saying and doing, but unawares.

He wants to help them to accept themselves for what in fact they

are and have been, that is, groping towards the most adequate

knowledge of regularities in political life now possible; the kind

of knowledge needed by society in view of the elemental fact of

its organization. They must accept themselves as pol itical tech-

nologi sts, engi neers, without whose expert i se the authori ties

will have great difficulty in doing what they must, for the sake

of soci al survival. If they so accept themse Ives they wi II de-

velop the blue-print, the theoretical model of the patterned re-

gularity of any and every system of (organized) political acti-

vity, at its most general level.

27) Here we find several indications of what general causal

theory must be I ike. It must be a tool of analysis, not sub-

stantive description. It is hypothetical, a pure abstraction,

or model, a heuristic device of simplification to help us un-

derstand the empi r ica I wor Id. All these features are character-

istic of the systemic flow model of political life which Easton

has constructed in the form of general causal theory.

28) In other words, the requirement of quantification, until

successfully met, would prevent the theory from serving its

end, viz. , to be a workable tool of analysis. It would not be

useful empirically. Theory not now useful empirically is theo-

ry not now useful at all.
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CHAPTER FOUR

1. Easton's Political Systems Theoretical Framework

1. 1 Introduction

The previous chapters have dealt with matters Easton con-

siders to be essential preliminaries to the development of a

general pol i ti ca I systems anal ysi s of pol i ti cal IiIe , We can,

with good reason, view them as matters which such an analysis

must presuppose; the elaboration of a systems analysis of the

kindEaston seeks to advance must imply agreement on these

matter-s , The previ ous chapters, in other words, have pre-

sented what Easton himself considers to be the presupposi-

tions of his more explicitly theoretical exposition of systems

analysis more closely limited, and focused by the scope of

'the po Ii ti cal' as di scussed above.

The purpose of this dissertation is to take note above all

of the presuppositions which inform Easton's systems analy-

sis of political life. Our focus is not on the systems analysis

itself as developed in broad outline in A Framework for Po-

litical Analysis, nor on the more detailed exposition of it in

A Systems Analvsis of Political Life. We are rather more

interested in the general idea of the pol it i ca I system and its

foundations as set forth in the preceding chapters.

Accordingly our focus is on aspects of Easton's thinking

that have not come in for careful .attention, by and large, in

the literature that has something to say of Easton's work.

What we do find there are numerous brief surveys of, espe-

cially, the more prominent concepts put forward in A Frame-

work for Political Analysis, concepts proper to the idea of

system, rough Iy focused on pol i tical I ife , How and why the
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idea of political life itself implies, for Easton, the idea of

political system, and calls for its elaboration, discoverable

only from the views expressed in The Political System as

di scussed up to thi s poi nt , i snot usual Iy brought forward in

the literature.

Why that should be so is an intriguing question the answer

to which should throw much light on the presuppositional nature

of much contemporary thought in the the discipline of political

science. It is, however, a topic requiring a full-fledged study

beyond the I imi ts of the present work. 1)

It seems al most superfl uous, in vi ew of the many avai Iable

summary surveys of Easton' s framework for pol i ti ca I ana Iy-

sis2) to add another here. That I do so nevertheless is not

because I find fault with such summaries as are current but

because of a desire to avoid a lopsided presentation in a di-

rection opposite to that of avai lable synopses of Easton's

thought. Easton di d advance a theoreti ca I framework, a sys-

temic model, for political analysis and for reasons set forth

has high hopes for its utility to political science. Its elabo-

rat ion represents an important step towards achi evi ng defi-

ni te purposes.

While it is true that treatment of the theoretical system

which Easton developed should not make as if it has little to

do with the presuppositions underlying and calling for its de-

velopment, it is equally true that one should not focus on the

presuppositions of a certain type of analysis without taking

note of that analysis to which t hese presuppositions are im-

portant.

Moreover, presentation of the contours of such causal theo-

ry here may serve to reveal the close connection that exists

between the supposi t ions of the theoret i cal mode I and the mo-
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de I i tse If. In that very fact, its presentati on here must amount

to more than yet another summary-presentation of Easton's mo-

de I. Here the modeI does not appear on i ts own but as a neces-

sary step in the reconstructi on of a sci ence, a di sci pi ine, i tse lf

a step required for social reconstruction. When one presents

only the model, one may loose sight of all that, unless, of course,

one is obvi ous Iyin agreement wi th what Easton has designated

as the need of the dscl p l lne in relation to a social need. Then

one may ask: why pay attention to the obvious? Perhaps that

partly explains why attention has been given rather to the ex-

~Iicitly novel in the systemic elaboration of the political system

model as a tool of analysis rather than to its declared under-

pinnings. That still leaves one wondering about the absence of

efforts to develop value theory of the kind that Easton consi-

ders essential for any useful application of causal theory. Em-

phasis on the model alone, may well reflect a continued tendency

among political scientists (quite against the grain of Easton's

intentions) to abide by what he has called a historicist, consen-

sus oriented attitude within the discipline. 3)

If we are to see thi s causal general systems theory of pol i-

tical life as instrument in the process of reconstruction, also

of political science, we do well to determine its position in

that process.

First, Easton 'establi shed' the need for the development of

this kind of theory in the face of manifest tendencies which

would preclude its development on grounds Easton finds unac-

cepta bl e.

Secondly, he counters those who doubt the possibility of de-

veloping such universally applicable theory capable of empiri-

cal (dis)proof by pointing to barriers in the way of doing so,
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not the least among them being the lack of explicit reflection

on the scope which has actually determined all political re-

search; it explains how a value-laden concept like 'the state'

could continue to confuse and confound the members of the

discipline for so long. (Not that Easton denies the primacy

of values, far be it from him; all activity is, as interaction,

oriented to goals, is purposive, seeking to realize values

or valued things, but the state being only a particular mecha-

ni sm for the attai nment of va lues through a ki nd of acti on we

call political, it can hardly serve to unify political science;

it can only confuse us if we settle on it for that purpose.)

In rejecting the concept of power as inappropriate for that

same purpose, he can, neverthe less, po int to some advance

towards a proper view of the scope of political science since

it, at least, does point to a kind of activity rather than an in-

stance of activity by which to orient the field. That it did set

its sights to broadly by neglecting to see that society demands

knowledge specifically relevant to the actual authoritative al-

location of values that takes place for a society at any time,

must not prevent appreci at ion of thi s fact. Nor di d thi s ap-

proach prevent the kind of work political scientists did from

being actually oriented to the confines of this question in fact.

Thirdly, Easton's own formulation of the scope of the disci-

pline, the scope actually informing the research of the disci-

pline, contains the idea of political life as a system; small won-

der that, fourthly, Easton can point to a hesitant (but still pre-

sent) awareness of an idea of system in po I i t i ca I sci ence to

the extent that i t di d appear, couched as i t was in the very fi ne,

but unfortunate Iy unworkable, terms of equi Ii bri um theory.
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I,t is only after the completion of all these steps, showing

that political science itself demands and makes possible the

kind of systems theory which society too demands of it, that

Easton can take the next step in the elaboration of the frame-

work he has in mind. He has already presented the very es-

sentials of the system-idea in The Political System, showing

that it must necessari ly be involved in any proper response

to the questions really asked by society and by the discipline.

Now, as the next step, it is time to begin to unfold what is

implied in the concept of system, factually oriented.

Easton begins by unfolding the major contours of these impli-

cations, first, in his article "An Approach to the Analvsis of

Political Systems" (Easton, 1957) and, more completely, in!::_

Framework for Pol i t ica I Anal vsi s (Easton, 1965a). Its el aborate

statement is to be found in A Svstems Analvsis of Political Life

(Easton,1965b)

Easton himself states matters as follows. The first book [T'he

Political System,P. B.) "sought to present the case for gene-

ral theory in political science. The second ••• Iaid out the ca-

tegor ies in terms of whi ch i t has seemed to me that such a theo-

ry .mi qht be developed. In the present book (1965b,P.B.), the

task wi II be to put that structure of concepts to work, and in

doing so, to elaborate them further so that they can be more

readily applied to empirical situations"(Easton, 1965b:vii).

The word categories is important here. Their categorical

nature hinges on t'~'H~adoption of the idea of system. Adopt it,

and one makes a number of commitments categorically. As it

is necessary, categorically, for an adequate analysis of the

system of political life, to think in terms of an idea of system,

so the major concepts involved in the idea of system must be
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the categories in terms of which to develop a theory that is

testable by appl icati on to empi rical situations.

It is these categories that have received most attention in

the literature referring to Easton's work, not the question

concerning the why of their categorical adoption. Let us look

at these categories as Easton develops them from the idea of

system that he has in mind,

1.2. A Categorical Framework for Political Analysis

This framework is "the form within which a substantive theo-

ry of political life can be cast", a form best described as a

systems analysis. (Easton, 1965a:ix) It is the form of society's

systemic activity that we call political.

The meaning of Easton's systems analysis should, he says,

be derived operationally; that is, exclusively from his text, not

from the varied meanings attributed to it in the whole area of the

systems sciences. (Easton, 1965a:x)

Although the concept of system has figured prominently in eco-

nomics and sociology (Easton, 1965a:xi), Easton's systems ap-

proach draws its main inspiration from the communications scien-

ces whose systems conceptual i zati on "goes far beyond the typi-

cal ways in which sytems thinking has developed in sociology

and economi cs "(Easton, 1965a:xi). Even so, Easton has not

leaned "on any ready-made model ", "A consistent structure

of concepts had to be newly developed that would fit the kind

of system that political life constitutes". It is the general ap-

proach of the systems sciences or communications sciences

from which Easton takes his cues in the development of his

systems approach to po I it i ca I life. (Easton, 1965a:xi i). He di d

s? on the suppos i ti on that "the perspect ives of a systems ana-
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lysis serve to link all of the sciences, natural and social, help

to make communication among them possible and rewarding, and

generate common kinds of problems that interdisciplinary dis-

cussion can help to resolve". (Easton, 1965a:xii)4)

It would seem that Easton is afraid his readers may associate

hi s systems analysi s wi th a systems approach part icu Iar to just

nne of the sciences, never to see that he takes hi s cue from a

general idea of system fit to serve any of the sciences if but a-

dapted to the specific discipline it is to serve.S) That is in line

with his charcterization of the main features of the idea of sys-

tem which, in the guise of equilibrium theor-y. beqan to exert it-

self also in political science. It suggests the mutual indepen-

dence of parts in a process that can be set apart from the rest

of the world for purposes of analysis and to meet the need of

simplifying reality fo!"' the same purpose. That holds good for

any set of variables that could be researched. It holds good

for all the sciences.

That is to say, more than just borrow metaphors and analogies

from other sciences, as has always been fruitful as "a source

Of new insights and fundamental transformations in thought", we

can now move far beyond this and "explore the basic outl ines

of a conceptual structure based upon the adoption and specific

adaptation of systems analysis for the understanding of politi-

cal I ife ", Although the systems concept has grown up in the

biological and natural sciences (Easton, 1965a:2) and remains

in its general terrain conceptually, it is so that through adap-

tation for purposes of social research "biological and natural

scientists would no longer feel at home in it, although it might

well stir faint and nostalgic memories of a conceptual homeland

they once knew"(Eastorl, 1965a:2).
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The concept of system, in its general conceptual nature,

also represents the most recent concept on which to build

hopes for a unified social science; a unified, underlying,

at least, science of human behavior. 6)Concepts that have

been settled upon to serve that end for the social sciences

to date are those of action (Parsons,Weber), decision, and,

deriving especially from anthropology, function. "Most re-

cently, systems have made their appearance as a possible

focus, beginning with the smallest cell in the human body

as a system and working up through ever more inclusive

systems such as the human being as organism, the human

personality, small groups, broader institutions, societies,

and collections of societies, such as the international sys-

tem"(Easton, 1965a:16).

"T'he assumption is that behavior in those systems may be

governed by analogous, if not homologous (is it too early to

tell? P. B.) processes. General systems analysis is per-

haps an even more ambitious effort than action theory to

draw disciplines into a common framework, for it spreads

its net over all of the sciences, physical and biological as

well as social, and views them all as behaving systems"(Eas-

ton, 1965a:16). Thus conceived, systems "would constitute

the particles out of which al I social behavior is formed and

which manifest themselves through different institutions,

structures, and processes ", (Easton, 1965a: 15)

In all this Easton is working on the assumption crucial to

the behavioral approach as he understands it. It is connec-

ted wi th' current trends toward theory in the genera I body of

the social sciences, sparked, as this new theoretical tenden-

cy has been, by a strong interest in the integration of the dis-
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c ip l iries t'{Ei ast ori , 1965a:17) For Easton this is the most impor-

tant and most di sti nctive of behaviora Ii srn!s features even if

the I iterature tends to seek the essence of behavioral i sm in

the introduct ion of scient ifi c method, new ki nds of data from

the hard-core sciences, and the like, leaving each interpre-

ter free to provi de hi sown favori te emphasi s , (Easton, 1965a:

17)7)

Whatever the questions that may be raised by all of this, one

thing is certain:'system' reflects Easton's choice of stable unit

for understandi ng human behavior inits pol i ti cal aspects, whi le

it is clear that the central concepts in the idea of system re-

main "wi thl n the same general terrain in which it has grown

upll(Easton, 1965a:2). That may also be rewritten to read: in

which science first achieved maturity (P. B.). The point is

that the concepts involved in the idea of system, so success-

fully applied in biology and physics, are also applicable, with

the necessary adaptation, to the social sciences.

As already indicated the idea of system entai Is the adoption

of certain concepts categorically. One is committed to them.

According to Eastonllthe bare minima by way of major concepts

that need to be understood for the analysis of political life in

the systems framework, are: system, envi ronment , feedback,

and response. These form the lIelementary initial structure of

concepts" from which "i t is possible to evolve a relatively

more complex and, hopefully, logically coherent framework

for an analysis of political life ••• II(Easton, 1965a:25) The concepts

of sy stem and envi ronment have been part and parce I of all man-

ner of systemic thought that has become so popular in our time;

(Easton, 1965a:24) but it is the concepts of feedback and re-

sponse which IIfundamentally distinguishll Easton's sy st err.
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analysis of political life from others which, at least implicitly

interpret political life as a system of behavior. (Easton, 1965a:

25)8)

Concerning the frequent appearance of the concepts of sys-

tem and env l r onrnent it is well to bear in mind that often it does

not result from an awareness of specific theoretical commit-

ments implicit in the useful employment of such terms, but just

a handy notion comparable to earlier uses of terms such as po-

litics, government, or state simply to vaguely cover a range

of phenomena. It is Easton's aim to spell out the theoretical

implications of the term 'system' at the level of theory. (Eas-

ton, 1965a:26) By exploring the implications of the term 'sys-

tem' Easton will make it "reasonable if not compell t-tq to in-

terpret political life as an adaptive, self-regulating, and self-

transformi ng system of behavior ", "The concept' system' •••

implies a systems analysis". If that be true, it is clear that

Easton i s about to take the fi rst steps in a process of deduc-

tion from a general notion inductively acquired, in order to

theoretically elaborate what is implied in it. Let us see what,

according to him, the concept of 'system' implies.

2. The Concept of System as a Concept of Analysis

2.1 Its Two Uses. ItsEmpirical and its Theoretical Reference

As a concept of analysis the concept of system may be used

in two distinguishable ways. It may be used to refer to the ob-

jects of observation, empirical behavior, which we wish to

understand and explain; it may also be used to refer to the set

of symbols through which we hope to identify, describe, delimit,

and explain the behavior of the empirical system. It refers to

both a set .of ideas or theory, a symbolic, or theoretical, system,

and it must correspond at the level of theory to the behaving
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system whi ch i tis desi gned to exp lai n. It i s a symbol i c system,

like that of mathematics, but also unlike it in being empirically

oriented, having the behaving system we call politics as its

point of reference. Mathematics lacks such a point of reference.

Easton's concern in developing the framework for political a-

nalysis is: if we ascribe systemic qualities to the actions of po-

litical life, what commitments does doing so entail at the con-

ceptual level? What are the conceptual consequences of doing

so?

First of all, the term system must then be used to refer both to

the behavi ng system and to the symbol i c system. The behavi ng

system will be called 'the political system', V',"')il= we will call

the symbol i c system' structure of anal ysi s ! , 'conceptua I frame-

work', or 'theory'. (Easton, 1965a:26/27)

2. 2 System as concept of analysi s not a natural system as

that is commonly understood

In several at first confusing pages (27-33) Easton seeks to

counteract the idea that systems are naturally given and that the

theoretical system must naturally reflect a natural system. He

does, however, finally conclude that his own determination of

what is a 'useful system' alone is natural. Had he stated im-

mediately that a concept's empirical reference is not enough

to make a system' natura I', these pages might have been more

readily understood. His meaning becomes more plain once it is

seen .that Easton does have use for the idea of natural system;

that is, once it is seen that a system is natural, and naturally

best defi ned.as response - as response based on experi ence,

insight and wisdom, to kinds of natural questions to which an-

swers are naturally sought. It then appears that most students
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agree that it is natural to consider a specified set of variables

as coherently relevant for answering questions aske d.In a u se-

ful manner. "These comprise a natural system in the sense that

they, naturally, appear to cohere significantly. Without them

it does not appear likely, on~priori grounds, that an adequate

explanation of the major aspects of political phenomena could be

obtained. The interconnectedness of the variables seems clear

and obvi ous, at least unti I di spe lied by subsequent i nqui ry; in

this way alone may they be considered 'given' in or by nature. "

(Easton, 1965a: 33)

Thus, and thus alone, i s the concept of a system a natura I

one. This only way in which systems are naturally provided

leads us to di st i ngui sh system in thi s sense, as naturall y con-

structed empirical systems, from that idea of system which com-

mon sense, without further inquiry, is said to compe l l , (Easton,

1965a:27)

Easton's use of 'system' is not based on intuitive association

with anything real, or naturally given; one does not need to con-

clude that interactions form a system only when naturally given,

like natural phenomena, for then systems would have to be ob-

served in operation. (Easton, 1965a:27) Easton considers that to

be the common vi ew under Iyi ng aIso the following statement of

Radcl iffe-Brown: "a natura I system, then, i s a conceptua Ily

i sol ated port i on of phenomenal rea I i ty (the system separated

from the rest of the universe whi ch i s then the total envi ron-

ment of the system), coris l s tric of a set of entities in such re-

lation to one and other as to make a naturally cohering unity".

(Easton, 1965a: 28)

Easton i s at pa ins to have us see that however strai ghtforward

and unquestionable this point of departure seems to be, it entails

such difficulty theoretically that we better forget about it for pur-

poses of theory-deve lopment. (Easton, 1965a:28) We must rather
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adopt the position that all systems are constructs of the mind

so that it is pointless to try to dist;nSju;sh so-called natural

from non-natura I or nonexi stent systems. Choosi ng a system

is solely a matter of theoretical or conceptual convenience;

naturally.

Easton mentions several shortcomings deriving from the at-

tempt to think in terms of naturally given systems. Chief among

them is that in so doing we expose ourselves constantly to the

challenge of whether what we take to be a system 'really' con-

stitutes a genuine system. It means that one can never push a-

head theoretically. (Easton, 1965a:28/9) "The idea of natural

systems can in reality serve little theoretically useful purpose".

(Easton, 1965a:29) It does not help us to locate such systems

nor does it "aid us in the least in establishing the determinacy

of the relationships" (Easton, 1965a:29). It raises the insur-

mountabl e barri er of maki ng i t impossi bie to determi ne "at what

poi nt the nature of the set as a system di sappears and emerges

simply as a random collection" of variables. Finally, "not all

covariance would intuitively meet the criteria of a system", for

it is possible" to discover many kinds of relationships in poli-

tical actions for which no meaningful explanation can yet be of-

fered". (Easton, 1965a:30: Are they to be incorporated as a system,

or not? "Dependi ng upon the subject ive judgment of two different

observers, the same variables would constitute a member of the

two mutually exclusive sets, systems, and non-systems, at least

unti levi dence was adduced to demonstrate the genui neness of the

interdependence "(Easton, 1965a:30).

Methodologi call y i tis possi bie and profi table to abandon the

notion of real, naturally given systems, by postulating that "any
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set of vari abies selected for description and explanation may

be consi dered a sys tem of behavi or. vvhethe r- a system i s given

in nature or a construct of the mind is operationally irrelevant.

We must rather decide whether the set of activities is an inte-

resting one relevant to an understanding of some theoretical

pr-obl erns , or, rather, trivial from this point of view. (Easton,

1965a:30) The point is, any selected variables whether they

show re levance to questi ons or problems, show interdependence,

show a common fate, or not, may be consi dered as a system from

our poi nt of vi evv; But if they do not, the system i s to be consi-

dered trivial and uninteresting.

The imrneda te benefits which derive from this resolve are two-

fol d: Fi r st , we e Ii mi nate di spute as to whether the object of our

analysis 'really' is a system, since any set of elements we wish

to consider is one automatically. Secondly, it allows us to change

our minds about the importance of systems, unl nter-es t inq ones can

become interesting. (Easton, 1965a:31 )9)

Notfhat the selection of variables to constitute a system is en-

tirely capricious simply because any variables may be viewed as

a system. That suggestion is deceptive. It is, indeed, logically

the case. Conceptua II y however, for purposes of research and

analysis (remember, we seek to solve problems) it would be point-

less to consi der "a duelebi 11·=>dplatypus and the ace of spades as

our political system"(Easton,1965a:31). We must select that com-

bination of variables "which on the basis of experience, insight

and past research seems I ike Iy to give us the most economi cal and

most valuable understanding of why people behave in politics in

the way that they do"(Easton, 1965a:31). Payoff, in the form of

increased understanding, acts against l ridi scr-i mi na ts selection

of variables from which to compose the systems of behavior to
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be anal yz ed, The whole hi stori es of the sci ences demonstrate

such constraint. They are histories of successive redefinition

of the system that constitutes the major unit of analysis.

American political science is a case in point. "The political

system has already been expanded and modified in Ameri can po-

litical research over the last half century or more. From a view

of it as being composed of formal or legal structures with atten-

dant and incidental activities, it was expanded to include infor-

mal activities within the formal structure, interest groups, and

motivational or personality dimensions. "(Easton, 1965a:3Z/3)

"Logically, therefore, we are free to include within a political

system any range of actions at all (political science is born

free, P. B.); substantively, in the light of the objectives of

research wi th regard to pol i ti cal Ii fe, we are Iimi ted by our

conceptions of what is significant and relevant for an under-

standing of why people act in the way that they do in political

situations (but everywhere in chains, P.B.) so we naturally

develop our systems in terms of variables considered most pro-

mising by most students for gaining understanding of the ques-

tions perplexing us. V\.t1ether it is valid to see all as system,

leavi ng no cl c ss as non-system, is hardl y re levant. "Concepts

are neither true nor false; they are only more or less useful"

(Easton, 1965a:33). 10)Their adequacy is to ends. This mode of

systems analysis is extremely useful. It is a way of orienting

ourselves to our data and provides crucial leads into the ana-

lysis of our subject. It opens up more doors than it closes. As

soon as it does not, we will discard this way of looking at so-

cial (more than just political, F>, B.) life. (Evidently, the unified

social science ideal comes to expression in the above exposition).
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2.3 The typi cal Elements of all Soci al Systems

lf the concept of system i s general and contai ns a mode of

analysis full of promise for the achievement of the unified so-

cial science ideal, then any social system must be composed

of eie merits enough alike to al l ow for a similar mode of ana-

Iysi s despi te the differences whi ch substantive systems evi-

dence. Hence the following question is in order: "What are

the basic elements of which political systems, like other so-

ci al systems, are composed? "(Easton, 1965a:35l.

Again Easton warns us against a common sense interpreta-

tion which could easily mislead us to suggest that "palpable,

i nteracti ng, vi si bie, and whole" human bei ngs are the elements

common to all social systems. In this interpretation, says Eas-

ton, "lurk unusual ambiguities that are easily ignored or glossed

over"(Easton, 1965a:36l.Against the argument that "if we desig-

nate all ••• formal and informal political activities, that is, all

political interactions, as the components of a political system,

such a system. seems to become less rea I or less tangi bie than

a system apparent Iy composed of a specifi able number of bi 010-

gi ca I persons, as in the case of an organi zati on or other formal

group" it must be maintained that a natural system is too tangible

to include all political institutions. After all,"when we turn to

nonliterate and many traditional systems ••• the problem of em-

pirically identifying a political system, or even other kinds of

social systems, becomes infinitely more complex (for lack of

role-differentiation,P. B. l...Political life need not be sharp-

Iy demarcated from other ki nds of behavi or inail soci eti es.

Even in modern societies ••• One may talk politics to an acquain-

tance at church on Sunday morning ••• The whole fabric of society

may be permeated ••• with political interactions of this sort ••• in
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settings not differentiated politically" (Easton, 1965a:41). In

short if "i n order to make the i dea of a system pal atable, we,
had to insist upon its having as its members a group of bl o lo-.

gical persons who interact exclusively or largely in a politi-

cal framework, it is clear that we would not be able to include

such interactions as part of the political system"(Easton,

1965a:41/42).

As a matter of fact, "even when we look at hi ghl y specifi c

and differenti ated types of behavi or, as i n a pol i ti ca I organi-

zation, we factor out of the total apperceptive mass of actions

only those that are political" so that even these organizations

cannot be regarded as membership systems whose members

would be the total biological persons"(Easton, 1965a:43).

Biological whole persons are members of only one unique

system, that of society which "incorporates all other social sys-

tems and therefore refers to the overarching , inclusive, supra-

system in whi ch a group of bioi ogi ca I persons parti ci pates"

(Easton, 1965a:38). We would find it impossible to specify the

whole range and variety of interaction in which the component

person participates ••• As a concept, society calls attention to

the gross mass of conceptual Iy organi zed soci aI i nteracti ons

that we might perceive if we were able to take in the whole of

society, literally, in one glance". (Easton, 1965a:38}.Since we

cannot, a II soci a I systems are necessar i ly ana Iyti cal, abstrac-

t ed , i so Iat ed , i dent ifyi ng a narrower aspect or part of the so-

ei ill i nteracti ons in whi ch the bi ologi ca I persons engage. Thus

the same bi ol ogi ca I persons may turn out to p Iay di fferent roles.

These are abstracted out of the apperceptive mass of behavior.

"Political interactions constitute one kind of such systems".

(Easton, 1965a: 38)
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That systems are analytic makes them no less observable

"than the crude undifferenti ated mass of behavi or+of whi ch it

i s a part, and does not affect thei r empi ri ca I status. We may,

however, never ignore the other kinds of behavior out of which

the abstraction is made. These are the political sy s ternt s so-

cial environment; we will have to take into account the inter-

action among the different analytical systems by which politi-

cal behavior may be shaped. We must devise the tools to make

this systematically possible. (Easton, 1965a:44)

At this point it is enough to know that the theoretical status

of a political system, like all other social systems, is analy-

tic, yet nonetheless empirical.

Since any set of interactions is by definition a system, (ab-

stracted from an envi ronment to whi ch i tis open), the one re-

maining question is: is the system scientifically interesting?

Wi II i t he lp to answer some of the major problems that have been

raised historically with regard to political research or that ap-

pear currently relevant for an understanding of political life?

If not, they are still a system, certainly not proven not to be

a system. If not useful, this testifies to insufficient insight in

terms of which to isolate the critical political variables for in-

cl usi on in our system and, therefore, range of interest, or the

conceptualization of political life as a system is not particular-

ly helpful towards our aim to understand. (Easton, 1965a:45)

This mode of conceiving of any social system as an isolated

part of the total behavior in the most inclusive system whose

members are bi 0 logi ca I persons, establ i shes systems ana Iysi s

as a ki nd of ana Iysi s that takes account of a system as abstrac-

ted from total behavi or as its envi ronment and ca II s attenti on

to the problem of establishing the boundary between a political

system and its envi ronment , a boundary requi red if the system
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is to be identified in its environment; it also points to problems

wi th whi ch the system must cope in order to persi st as system.

(Easton, 1965a:47)

This formulation contains the programme for the rest of A

Framework for Political Analysis. Once we know, as we now

do, that a political system consists of behavior, a part of to-

tal behavior, and that it is analytical as well as empirical, self-

regulating in the face of stress from its environment, then we can

begin to look more closely at the basic concepts involved in any

social system analysis keeping in mind their empirical relevance

to the political system.

Accordi ngl y the rest of the book di scusses the ident ifi cati on

of the political system, the environment of a political system,

system-persi stence, stress on the system, and system r-escorise ;

i n more fami Ii ar terms: system, envi ronment , response, and

(implied in response) feedback. These are the major categories

of any systems analysis as implicit in the concept of system.

T hey can be put to use, of course, onl y once i tis determi ned

what the units of these systems are. Now that we know that so-

cial systems are analytical systems abstracted and isolated from

total behavior Easton considers the time ripe for a discussion

of the uni ts of systems.

It is Easton's argument that where the members of the systems

cannot be viewed as whole biological persons, the systems being

abstracted from the whole of human behavior, these elements are

to be seen as interactions on the part of individuals and groups.

Interactions are the basic functional units of analysis. (Easton,

1965a:49 )pol i ti cal structures are of on Iy deri vative interest as

forms through which basic political activities and processes cha-

racteristic of all systems, manifest themselves. The examination
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of the latter is logically and temporally prior and will lend a

dynamic character to political analysis. (Easton, 1965a:50)These

interactions of the political system relate to the authoritative

allocation of values as argued in The Political System (set forth

i n Chapter Three above).

It is true that authoritative allocation t akes place in all sorts

of less than soci ety-wi de groups as we II as for a who le soci ety.

Only the interactions relative to society-wide authoritative value-

a Ilocati on wi II be consi dered parts of the pol i ti ca I system. The

others Easton ca II s Ipara-pol i ti ca I. He is, i n other words, con-

cerned only with political life in the most inclusive unit,viz. the

society. (Easton, 1965a:51 /52)

T hi s di sti nct ion i simportant by reason of two major consi der-

ations. Fir'st, the para-political systems (i.e. interaction rela-

tive to authoritative allocation for less than society-wide group-

ings) are "subsystems of subsystems" not expected to deal with

the major problems "generated by the fact that an aggregate of

persons I ive together as a soci e t y , share some aspects of life

and are cornpe lied, thereby, to try to resolve the i r differences

together"(Easton, 1965a:52) Para-political systems deal with pro-

blems narrower than those of the pol i ti cal system however po-

I h .. I" 11) d "t htent y tese groups may participate a ::;0 In It. Secon, t e

powers avai lable to the political system for attempting to regu-

Iate differences are usua II y broader, correspondi ng thereby to

its greater range of responsibi lities"(Easton, 1965a:53/54).12)

Uni i ke thei r counterparts in para-pol i ti ca I systems the authori-

ties in political systems are diFarentiated by the special cap a-.

cities that they possess to mobilize the resources and energies

of the members of the system and bring them to bear upon broad

or specified objectives. (Remember that 'authorities' refers not

to biological whole persons, but represents an analytical concept

to be understood in the sense of 'occupants of differentiated roles
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wi thi n a system responsi bie for pol i ti cal group management.

(Easton, 1965a:54)

These differences mi litate against the fusion of the two types

of system that we have called political and para-political. Hence,

says Easton, I excl ude "the internal p; I i ti ca I systems of groups

and organi zati ons from my frame of reference (from hi s empi ri-

cal orientation, P.B.), and I shall choose not to consider them

coordinate with the more inclusive political system of a society.

Rather, I shall include within the conceptual structure (the theo-

retical system, P. B.) to be developed only societal political

systems. They, at Ieast, have i n common the same scope of re-

sponsibilities as defined and similar specialized capacities to

mobil i ze and commi t the members of a soci ety. Of course, a si-

milar mode of analysis, appropriately modified, may be signifi-

cant for the study of para-political systems). (J"_aston,1965a:55)

In view of this distinction Kleynhans' study of political parties

in South Africa falls within the latter category, studying para-

pol i ti ca I processes wi thin party-organi zati ons rather than thei r

functional relevance to the authoritative allocation for a society. 13)

The decision so to distinguish the political from the para-poli-

tical systems has an added virtue: it conforms to a long tradition

of political research, which did not arise capriciously. (Easton,

1965a:55)14)lt reflects the continuous recognition "that no socie-

ty could survive without providing for some processes through

which authoritative allocations could be made if and when diffe-

rences ari se wi th regard to valued things "(Easton, 1965a:55).

In summary, the elements basic to all social systems are ab-

stracted interacti ons; they are i sol ated in terms of thei r coherence

wi thi n the scope of a questi on vi tal to soci e t y , name ly, how are

v alues lt o be) authoritatively allocated for a whole society?(The

(to be) refl ects the pri or val ue ori entati on whi ch such a research
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interest presupposes. It is from the total behavior of biologi-

cal persons in a society that this political aspect is abstracted

as a systemic whole in distinction from the rest of society's

behavior. The system-relevant behavior (interactions) is that

of the basic structural unit of the political system, 'member',

which thus reflects only the systematically distinct aspect of

a whole person's behavior. It is interactions of a kind that are

the funct i ana I elements of a system in whi ch an aspect of a be-

having person (isolable in terms of role) which we mean by 'mem-

ber', are the basic structural unit, not the biological, whole

person.

Now that the analytical system and its component elements

have been indicated, our systems analysis requires identifi-

cati on of what i s not i ncl uded in the system, vi z, the system's

envi ronment.

Obviously, to distinguish what is in from what is outside the

system requi res knowledge of the boundaries between the sys-

tem and its envi ronment. We wi II assume that there are ex-

changes between the system and its envi ronment , otherwi se

there would be no point in seeking conceptual clarity concern-

i ng the system's envi ronment. (Easton, 1965a:59 /60)

2.4 Concerning the Boundaries between the Political System

and its Envi ronment

The boundaries cannot be settled upon in a simple phenomenal

way as common sense may attempt only to run headlong into dif-

ficulties. In doing so the concept of boundaries could not be de-

veloped to become a useful analytical tool as it is in systems

analysis being implicit in the concept of system, at least when

the system is considered 'open'. (Easton, 1965a:60/61)
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Easton fi rst consi ders the possibi I i ty of anal ysi sin terms

of a closed system, the concept that has been so useful in phy-

sical science. It "would require us to account for what happens

in a political system solely in terms of its internal activities"

(Easton, 1965a:61). Indeed, much pol i ti cal research i n the past

did pay little attention to the parameters of political behavior.

"Personality, culture, and social structure, three of the ma-

jor parametric systems have only episodically been used as

central explanatory vari abies unti I recent years" though no

political scientist could neglect their effects consistently. (Eas-

ton,1965a:62)

If the political system were a closed one it would have to

move to maximal social entropy, it would have to be 'running

down'. That being socially inconceivable, it makes us realize

consciously that we have in fact been conceiving of political

life as an open system. We must spell out the implications and

consequences of doing so. It also requires clarity concerning

the meani ng of boundary. Later, the Iogi c behi nd the idea of

open system wi II requi re deve lopment of concepts usefu I for an

ana Iysi s of the exchanges between system and envi ronment. Fi rst

we must be clear about boundaries. (Easton, 1965a:61)

One way of getting at their characteristics is to look at the

boundaries of empirical systems that so obviously seem to have

their natural bounds. Physical and biological systems, although

to be found in some kind of setting, can be readily distinguished

from thei r envi ronment , as for example in the case of a boul der,

the solar system, a waterfall, an apple and the human body. (Eas-

ton, 1965a:63/64) Their limits are spatial or material, container-

like. But social analytical systems of interaction, diffused as
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they are throughout a soci et y , are not easi Iy seen as si mi Iar-

ly bounded. It "certainly seems to put a considerable strain on

language as well as imagery to think of containing political in-

teractions in some sort of envelope or within spatial boundary

Ii nes "(Easton, 1965a :65).

However, the contai ner-i mage onl y seems app l i cable to some

things; in fact, they are also products of analytic selection. "We

select the density of a boulder, the imaginary celestial line a-

bout the solar system, the form of the waterfall, the skin of the

apple and of the human being as boundaries because of an inte-

rest in what happens to the variables defined by these limits.

They "stem from decisions that indicate the nature and limits of

the theoretical, or for the layman, the practical interests on the

part of the observer"(Easton, 1965a:65). We could have drawn

different boundari es had we wi shed. Conceptua II y a boundary

"is a summary way of referring phenomenally to what we have

included in or left out of a system"(Easton, 1965a:66). For sys-

tems that cannot be "spati all y and wholl y separated from each

other, the boundaries can be identified by the criteria in terms

of whi ch we can for each interacti on determi ne whether i t fall s

inside or outside the system. For the political system the test

i s whether the interactions are more or less di rect Iy re Iated to

the authoritative allocations of values for a society. "(Easton,

1965a:66) If so, we wi sh to examine them; the rest we leave out-

si de the system as givens representi ng the i ndependent parame-

tersof the system, merely identified as not-in-the-system, thus

we "re Ii eve ourse Ives of the need to go into detai I about how they

ari se and what i nduces them to take the va Iues that they do "(Eas-

ton,1965a:66). Not that the parameters are less important for un-

derstanding the functioning of the system, just that we aim to un-
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derstand the stri ctl y pol i ti cal vari abl es incl uded in the system

in their interrelationship. The parameters may be explained by

specialists in other areas. We accept the variations in the pa-

rameters studied by others as 1 givens 1 and seek to trace out

their impact on the dependent, internal, or political variables.

(Easton, 1965a:66)

Not that the boundari es, once chosen, are eternally fi xed,

Redefinition to meet our analytic needs is always in order. Our

system is, after aII, a devi ce to he lp us understand a defi ned

and redefinable area of human behavior, not a straight jacket.

(Easton, 1965a :67)

All thi s a Iso reflects on the use lessness of accept i ng geogra-

phical boundaries as limits of the political system for theoreti-

ca I purposes. (Easton, 1965a:67 /68)

Even so, experience corroborates to convince us empirically

of the exi stence of boundari es, though not i n the form of physi-

cal lines;this is more clearly so in differentiated social systems

then in non-literate ones. Accordingly societies can be classi-

fi ed and pi aced on a conti nuum "wi th regard to the sharpness of

definition and empirical delineation of intersystem boundaries",

although this varied boundary-experience does not affect the sta-

tus of the concept of boundary as part of the theoretical system.

(Easton, 1965a:68/69)

2. s The Environment of Political Systems

The environment of the political system consists "of all the

other subsystems of society. (Easton, 1965a:69) It is social as

well as physical environment. It is uni ve sal, but composed of

two basic types of systems: intra- and extra-societal. (Easton,

1965a :71 ) "By the envi ronment we may be referri ng to that part
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of the soci al and physi cal envi ronment that lies outsi de the

boundaries of a political system and yet within the same so-

ciety. This is the intra-societal part of the environment. "

It will "engage a considerable share of our attention". Ex-

tra-soci eta I systems are those we normal Iy call the inter",a-

tional political (sic ,Po B. ;Easton forgets about the non-poli-

tical part of the extra-societal system here) system. (Easton,

1965a:71)

"The following may be identified as some of the major ex-

ternal intra-societal systems of importance to the persis-

tence and change of political systems: the ecological, biolo-

gical, personality, and social systems. "(Easton, 1965a:71)

Easton has presented us with a classification chart of the

vari ous parts or systems of the envi ronment of the pol i ti cal

system. See: Chart 1.

Easton i snot worri ed about the preci se cl assifi cat ion of

environmental systems since the mode of analysis he is ex-

ploring does not depend on such precision. Important, rather,

are the recogni t ion of the fact of the envi ronment and the theo-

retical problems it occasions. (Easton, 1965a:71)

His comments about the various systems are brief and as

follows • About the intra-societal systems:

The ecological system includes the physical and the non-

nurnan organic conditions that influence the conditions

of all existence including the political. They are known

to affect the structure and processes of political sys-

tems. (East'on, 1965a:72)

The biological system refers to hereditary properties

that may help to determine human motivation in social

contexts. Politically relevant biological traits, though

political science tends to neglect them, are not thereby
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theoretically or empirically less important. (Easton,

1965a:72}IS)

Variations in personality and acquired motivations have

long drawn the attention of students of politics, just as

the fluctuations in the social culture by which persona-

lities are shaped, and in the economy and other social

systems, have received much attention from political

scientists for their relevance to the political system.

Easton does not, i n an introductory systems anal ysi s ,

propose to trace all these relationships but he does hope

to devise a satisfactory set of categories for doing so.

(Easton,1965a:73)

About the extra-societal systems:

logi-s ys tern

logi-
system

sonal i tytem

. I
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They are summed up in the whole international society

as a unit external to any given political system whose

variety of subsystems may have important consequences

for the persistence or change of a political system. We

must devi se a conceptual structure for systemati cally

and economi call y traci ng the exchanges of the extra- and

intra-soci etal parameters wi th a given system. The re Ia-

ti onshi ps intended can be roughl y charted even now. (Eas-

ton,1965a:73) See Chart 2.
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2.6 The System as Positive Coping Behavior. Persistence

"A systems theoretic approach ••• may share with other kinds

of analyses the conception that its subject matter is a system

i mbedded in an envi ronment and exposed to what happens there"

(Easton, 1965a :77). However, "what di st ingui shes the systems

theory bei ng developed here i s that i t presents a vi ew of pol i ti-

cal life as a responding system as well. It constitutes a set of

behaviors through .vhich positive action may be taken to cope

with the influences operating on it". (Easton, 1965a:77) Political

systems like other social systems and some mechanical and bio-

logical ones are not necessarily defenseless in the face of dis-

turbances to whi ch they may be subjected. Thei r processes and

structures are not freely buffeted about by chance. They can

"respond to stress in such a way as to try to assure the persis-

tence of some kind of system for making and executing binding

dec i s ions "(Easton, 1965a:78).

If so, "this po se s a central question for theoretical inquiry":

"Regardless of time and place, what makes it possible for a

system to assure the perpetuation of any means through which

val ues may be authori tat ive Iy allocated, that is, permi t the sys-

tem to persi st? •• so that even when cr i t icall y undermined by

such extraordinary events as civil wars, revolutions, or mili-

tary defeat a system of some sort may manage to rise again?"

(Easton, 1965a:78) How is even the minimal organization, co-,

operati on, and commi tment of resources and energies, and o-

bedience to authority ••• possible? In the face of blows from

wi thi nand wi thout? Wi thout them, after all, there coul d be no

political life in any form.
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In thi s context Easton makes it unmi stakabl y clear that the

general system-oriented question is not: How do political sys-

tems operate? Or, how do they allocate values? Or, what for-

ces are actually determinative? Instead, the question befitting

a general orientation to the political system in any society con-

cerns the condi ti ons under whi ch allocative processes and

structures themse Ives, whatever thei r form, can persi st , (Eas-

ton, 1965a:78) It must be oriented to the life processes of any

and aII pol i t i ca I sy s t erns, These are the processes all systems

share and by whi ch they are able to cope wi th stresses that

threaten to destroy the capac i ty of a soci ety to sustai n any po-

litical system at all. (Easton, 1965a:79)

Without these questions we do not gain the proper focus for

developing a conceptual structure for the analysis of all poli-

ti ca I systems.

This orientation leads us to ask necessary questions such

as: What are the sources of stress? What i s meant by the con-

cept of persi stence? What do we mean when we say that stress

threatens such persi stence? What concepts do we need if we are

to study the way in whi ch stress i s brought to bear on pol i ti ca I

systems? Answers to these questi ons wi II enable us to under-

take a systems analysis of political life.

The sources of stress to the system are both internal and ex-

ternal to the political system. As to internal sources, consider

scarci ty. Scarci ty in vi ew of the expectations of the members,

perhaps the most si gnifi cant phenomenon of any society, creates

the differences and conflicts among members of the political sys-

tem, the very matters the political system is called upon to deal

with authoritatively to the extent that these differences are not

privately settled. "Control over political instrumentalities •••

has usually been a matter of the greatest concern and strife".

That any political system can persist at all is, on the face of it,
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amazi ng! (Easton, 1965a:80)

As to the externa I sources, consi der the process of i ndus-

trialization as a source of extremely rapid change. "The se-

cond Industrial Revolution of the mid-twentieth century has

generated its own special problems related to the rate of e-

conomic change and the capacity to devise policies and struc-

tures to cope with it". (Easton, 1965a:81) All that changes the

structure of political life, revises its goals, creates dis-

continuity with the past, and yet, behold, the authoritative

allo.cation of values continues, at least to a minimally neces-

sary extent; so few soci et ies go down that we tend to take

their continuation for granted. It is, however, consequence

of an amazing capacity of political systems to persist. In view

of the stress, we should rather ask: How could any political

system have persi sted at all? In answer, one must consi der

the fundamental Iife processes of pol i ti cal systems. (Easton,

1965a:81) But first, what are we to understand by 'persis-

tence' ?

It means at least that the system has avoided its own com-

p lete breakdown or di sappearance. Same systems di d so di s-

appear by reason of natural catastrophes or social catastro-

phes like ci vi I wars and revol ut ions. (Easton, 1965a:82/83)

It does not refer to absolute stability which either requires

a completely unchanging environment, or a complete isola-

ti on agai nst its changi ng character, as we II as against i nter-

na I di sturbances. Systems can she Iter themse Ives from di s-

turbances, but not permanently or fully. Persistence is not

system-maintenance free from change. (Easton, 1965a:84) Even

stable systems, Iike that of the U. s. A. , change over the years.

In Germany, during its development from the Weimar Republic,
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the Nazi regime, and a new order, some form of political

system persi sted. Change and contin.:i ty are not incompati-

bie. Likewise in the British system, quite apart from the

ideological belief and feeling of identity with earlier sys-

tems, we can descri be the transformat ions at every hi sto-.

rical point making possible the continuance of a pattern of

relationships through which binding allocations were taking

place. A political system of some sort persisted. In other

words, "the life processes of a political system have some-

how been sustained"(Easton, 1965a:85).

When some set of institutions and practices through which

the basic functions of political life are fulfilled continues to

be, the system persi sts, however much the pract i ces and in-

stitutions may have changed.

Since, as required by our mode of analysis, we are inte-

rested in the life-functions of any political system at all, in

the most genera I leve I of i nqui ry, we are not concerned wi th

the particular stresses on a given type of political system,

e. g. democracy, or a tata Ii tari an system, however urgent Iy

we may need knowledge concerning them. Nor are we interes-

ted in how one or another type of system manages to survive.

T hese are second-order concerns from the poi nt of vi ew of

genera I system theory.

The first-order question concerns the way in which the

fundamental Ii fe-funct ions needed for system per si stence,

expressed through specific types of structures and proces-

ses, are safeguarded in soci et y , How has stress been met so

as to allow any authoritative allocation for a society at all?

T hat i s the general leve I of our concern. (Easton, 1965a:85)

Accordingly we find that if in any society a political sys-
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tem i s to conti nue, the members must be prepared to cope

with disturbances, whatever their origin I to the point, if

necessary, of modifyi ng the system even in major aspects

(regime, authorities and community) unless the members

of the system actively seek to ward off, to isolate the sys-

tem, against possi bie di sturbances. (Easton, 1965a:87)

"What this signifies,therefore, is that the cost of survi-

val of some means for deal i ng wi th otherwi se unresolved

differences in a society may at times require the accep-

tance of change in one or all of the significant aspects of

a pol i ti cal system, dependi ng on the ci rcumstances. "(Eas-

ton, 1965a:87) System-persi stence reflects a capaci ty to

modify /transform/reconstruct the system's scope, mem-

bership, structure and processes, goal s, or rules of be-

havior on the part of the system's members; or a capacity

to mani pul ate the envi ronment to re Ii eve stress. Unless in-

sulation of the system succeeds, or when change in environ-

ment is negligible (the former is never entirely successful,

the latter restricted to certain periods only) the members

of the system "must be able to adapt, correct, readjust,

control, or modify the system or i ts parameters" to conti-

nue the political system, without which no society can exist.

(Easton, 1965a:87)

To this end variable means are at hand, limited only by re-

sources, tradi ti ons and the ingenui ty of members in the face

of novel situations, and their skills. "Self-regulation by the

members of a political system, even to the point of self-trans-

formation in structure and goals, represents the critical ca-

pabi I i ti es of all soci al systems. "(Easton, 1965a:87)
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In thi s matter of change and by reason of it, system-per-

sistence is not to be confused with sys tem- melnteriance , In-

quiry into the one is not lnqui ry into the other. "The idea of

systems persi stence extends far beyond that of systems main-

tenance. "The latter rei ates to a ki nd of system, not the basi c

functions of pol i tical life, the essenti al vari abies of the sys-

tem. We seek a theory of persi stence, not of self-maintenance

or equi Ii bri um (as common sense understands that). Some sys-

tems, moreover, despite the capacity to seek to cope, do not

cope successfully. There is no eu-functional, maintenance sa-

tisfying bias to our kind of analysis. (Easton, 1965a:88) Highly

differenti ated pol i tical systems are better sui ted to deal wi th

change. Their well-defined political elites1b)may be seen as

"specialized organs of adaptation". This is crucial in times of

swift and ubiquitous change if the system is not to go beyond

control and di sintegrate. The means by whi ch to ensure per-

si stence are, of course, vari able. (Easton, 1965a:89) The par-

ticular path adopted is a function of more than the capacity of

the members to cope with change. Its analysis is not the first

concern of systems analysis which is designed, rather, to cla-

rify the consequences pertaining to the continued survival of

of some form of political life; it operates at the most fundamen-

tal level. 17)The idea of persistence leads us to ask "how it is

possible for the basic political function of a society - its au-

thoritative allocations of values - to be fulfi lied regardless of

time and place", and that in the face of stress. (Easton, 1965a:

90)

Although Easton has already pointed to the sources of stress,

it now becomes necessary to see what stress is to the system.

When is a system under stress in its operation? Stress refers
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to those changes in the system or its environment that, if al-

alowed to run their course,might lead to complete destruction

of the system. Thi s stress threatens or endangers the system

and may prevent a system from functioni ng. (Eas ton, 1965a:91 )

The system is under stress when the essential variables of

the system are displaced beyond their normal range. The in-

tuitive plausibi lity of this notion is clear from the way we

judge of vari ous kinds of systems' normal operati on, under-

Iyi ng whi ch i s an idea concerni ng the vari abies essenti al to

such systems whi le non-essential variables may change with-

out pull i ng the system beyond the normal range of operation.

(~aston, 1965a:93-95)

For general systems anal ysi s , however, we shoul d fi nd out

how to determine "when the capaci ty of a pol i ti cal system to

conti nue as such a system is bei ng put under stress, regard-

less of the capacity to sustain any particular kind of political

system"(Easton,1965a:95). After all, change in kind of sys-

tem, from totalitarian to democratic, or vice versa, e.g., does

not impair society's capacity to sustain some kind of political

system. The latter requires our attention, not the stress that

may lead to changes in kind of system. We must determine stress

in its threat to the possibi lity of making any authoritative al-

locations in a society at all, and find out what the essential

vari abies of any and all pol i ti cal systems are. (Easton, 1965a:

96)

In view of all that has been said the answer is clear. The ca-

pacity of the system to allocate values for the society and to as-

sure thei r acceptance are the essenti al vari abies of any pol i ti-

cal system at all. All other variables are not essential. (Easton,

1965a :96)
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These two essenti al vari abies may be present to a greater

or lesser extent {they are, after all, variables). The beha-

vior involved varies on a range of effectiveness, and within

that normal range a system may be able to persi st , "Where

the disturbance can be interpreted as introducing changes in

a system that are driving either of the essential variables be-

yond thei r cri ti cal range, we can desi gnate them as stressful,

as also if they have the potential to do so: (Easton, 1965a:97)

In all this we must remember that conditions stressful to

any parti cui ar system need not be stressful to pal iti cal sys-
'!

tems as such, but condi ti ons stressi ng any and all systems,

of course, wi II be stressfu I for any type as weII. (Easton,

1965a:98) It is in the very nature of political life that stress-

ful di sturbances cannet be avoi ded but the consequences of

disturbances on the fortunes of the system itself - whether

i t survives and in what form - wi II depend on the capaci ty and

readiness of a system to cope with such stress. (Easton, 1965a:

99/100)

Hence we must inquire into the concept of stress regulation.

All social systems display the critical capacity to respond con-

structively to the influences acting upon them. Their members

do not need to "sit back, as it were, to accept stress supinely,

through some mechanistically conceived way of adapting to chan-

ges taking place in the environment. This is what has long been

unwittingly implied in equilibrium analysis as a theory of politi-

cal life". (Easton, 1965a:99)

"Over time (s lcl )1'3)Political systems in general, and each

system in particular, have developed extensive repertoires of

techniques for coping with possible stress ••• It builds a flexibi-

lity into them that not even the most complex biological systems,

and therefore the most versatile of them, have ever possessed".
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(Easton, 1965~:99)

The following classes of response may be mentioned: 1) Insula-

ti on of the system from all change. 2) controllof the changes so

as to keep them from becomi ng stressful, or to ward off present

stresses. (These two means of response are proper to human bi-

ological systems also). Over and above the capacities of the hu-

man biological system social systems also have 3) the capacity to

transform themselves, thei r goal s, practi ces, and the very struc-

ture of their internal organization. "No human biological system

has yet been able to emul ate thi s ki nd of se If-transforming feat,

although with modern computer technology and with a growing

knowledge of the geneti c structure, controlled mutation i swell

within the realm of possibility. "(Easton, 1965a:l00)

There is freedom to select alternative strategies but also to

consciously devise new methods for meeting new or old crises

adding thus to the store of responses through innovation. "Unlike

the implications of the equilibrium model of political processes,

the members of a system need not si mply absorb a di sturbance

and mechanically seek to re-establish some old point of stabili-

ty in the political system or move on to a new one. To accept a

conceptualization of this sort would indeed be to leave the sys-

tem in the hands of some invisible political hand. 19)Members may

search out enti rely new avenues even for old problems. Call it

adaptation if you wi II, but then creative and constructive adap-

tation, informed with goals and direction. (Easton, 1965a:l00)

To conceptualize the ways in which responses may meet stress

i tis fi rst necessary to know how di sturbances i mpose themselves

upon the system. That task wi II be undertaken in A Systems Ana-

lysis of Political Life. It is not a simple common sense matter to

trace the way di sturbances communi cate themselves to the sys-

tem (Easton, 1965a:l0l), although most, especially functionalist,

research would have it so (Easton, 1965a:l0S-l07). It forgets
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that even under condi ti ons of stabi I i ty there are exchanges

between system and envi ronment; there too i s change though

in the guise of stability. Our analysis to be applicable, must

also refer to the states of stability. (Easton, 1967a:107)

Easton emphasi zes that the influences of envi ronment upon

system are so varied, interrelated and complex that one cannot

trace them all inthei r uni queness. We must therefore di scover

a way of general i zing our method for handl ing the i mpact of the

environment on a system thus "reducing the enormous variety

of influences into a relatively few and, therefore, relatively

managable number of i ndi cators or vari abIes "(Easton, 1965a:

108).

For purposes of general theory then, Easton sets out to re-

duce the major and significant environmental influences to a

few indicators, whose examination should give us an idea of

the envi ronmental impact on the system. "I shall desi gnate the

effects that are transmi tted across the boundary of a system

toward some other system as the outputs of the fi rst system and,

hence, as the inputs of the second system ••• A transacti on be-

tween systems wi II therefore be vi ewed as a I inkage between

them in the form of an input-output relationship. "(Easton, 1965a:

109)

This is enough to provide us with a rudimentary general

linkage model. See Chart 3. It displays the essential frame-

work for political analysis to be refined in A Systems Analy-

sis of Political Life. In that refining activity too Easton pro-

fesses to remain at the general level analysis of this flow-

model.

This model should be self-explanatory in view of all that has

been said already. A few remarks only are in order. First, the
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the di agram omi ts much. Many other environmental systems

could have been added, while the relationships among the en-

vi ronmental systems are not represented. AI so, the struc-

tures and processes through which a political system con-

verts its inputs into outputs are invisible except that the ser-

pentine line suggests its being worked on throughout the po-

I i ti cal system.

The diagram may be simplified even further as follows:

Pol iti cal

~ l-.
/...... supporto~ ~

'?(9
">"

The

actions
System

Chart 4.

Chart 4. reveals that after all "in its elemental form a po-

I i ti cal system i s just a means whereby certain kinds of inputs

are converted into outputs. At the least thi sis a hi ghl y use-

ful starting point from which to begin plugging in the complex-

20)
ties of political life. (Easton, 1965a:112) lt is also well to

remember that "inputs of the environment are really just the

outputs of the political system"(Easton, 1965a:lll). Political

outputs modify the environment and are an influence on the

next round of effects from the envi ronment.

Taken as an entirety this framework's conceptualization re-

presents the i nventi on of a means for traci ng out the way in

which stress may be communicated to a system. (Easton, 1965a:

1 17)

For purposes of an introductory framework all that remains

to be done in order to reveal the commitments which we may un-,

wittingly be assuming once we begin to pursue the theoretical
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implications embodied in the idea of system, is to inquire into

the means by whi ch systems have been abl e to cope wi th the di s-

turbances threatening any system at all (Easton, 1965a:117), and

into the modes of response avai Iabl e to pol i ti cal systems (Easton,

1965a:119).

This response to stressful effects from within and without the

system (to distinguish them we wi II call the former 'withinputs'

although they affect the system in the same way altogether) must,

of course, be intelligently creative.

The flow-model concentrates and summarizes the stressful ef-

fects as inputs, i ndi cators that wi II sum up most of the i mpor-

tant effects that cross the boundary between these systems, so

we do not have to trace them all in their particularity. (Easton,

1965a: 113) We see the envi ronment as focusi ng thei r effects on

two major inputs: demands and support. These two channel the

vast range of changes in the di recti on of. the pol i ti cal system,

refl ecti ng and summari zing them. Demands, by defi ni ti on, are

voiced indications of what the authorities should do. (Easton,

1965a:121) Support reflects the level of support for the basic

components of the political system, namely, regime, community,

and authorities. If the level of support falls below a minimal level

the system wi II coil apse,

There are two sources of demand stress: output fai Iure if the

demands are ignored, and demand overload which results,simply,

from the system's incapaci ty to accept and process an infi ni te

number and variety of dema-rds , The system can only cope by re-

ducing the demand volume and by regulating the variety of demands.

That is; the system copes by the reduction and integration of de-

mands, by its gate-keeping activity. There are a variety of means

for performing this function. Channel capacity may also be increased

for the more effective transmi ssion of the greatest number and va-
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rieties of demands possible. (Easton, 1965a:122/123)

How does the system meet a critically dangerous low level

of support? In one or more of three ways: 1}by a radi cal way,

vi z., the al terati on of structure and processes of the system,

2) by seeking to induce a high level of diffuse (not specifically

rei ated to demands) support among the members of the system,

3) by creating specific support as an appreciative input in re-

turn for favors rece ived (by way of specifi c outputs as deman-

ded). (Easton, 1965a:124-127)

To cope effectively, of course, it will be necessary for the

system to have i nformati on about the state of the system and

its environment and concerning the effects of their outputs on

the inputs. (Easton, 1965a:131)

It is the conceptual structure implied in the idea of system to

whi ch the ideas of system, environment, response and feedback

are crucial if it is to fit any and every political system, as well

as the commitments unconsciously involved in this idea of system,

that are stated explicitly in A Systems Analysis of Political Life;

there the complexities of political life are being plugged into

this conceptual framework to refine it into a full-fledged and

detailed analysis of political life at the general level in an em-

pirically, as ever, oriented way.

For our purposes i tis unnecessary to present the contents of

A Systems Analysis of Political Life; the reason is simple:

Easton there elaborates upon the framework set forth in

A Framework for Political Analysis and remains at what he calls

the general theoretical level. He touches on particular political

problems on Iy for i Ilustrative purposes wi thout attempti ng to

test the validity of his theory in the further elaboration of it.

As up to this point the orientation can be called empirical by

intent, in a rather broad Iy sweepi ng fashi on, onl y, if at all.
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To the extent that Easton's work reveals an empirical bent

i tis reflected in the consi stency of hi s attempt to hew to and e-

laborate upon the presuppositions and assumptions of political

science as he understands it, the American kind of political

sci ence and its pragmati c, instrumental i st nature. He i s concerned

to spe II out, to e lev ate for careful statement, what i s involved

in that kind of political science's assumptions and he does so

rather deductive ly, wi thout much urge to test the theory he thus

evolves as yet.

Our interest focuses on the presuppositions of the kind of theory

that Easton has drawn forth from the American practice of poli-

tical science. These have come up for discussion most complete-

ly in The Political System which we have discussed. It is not that

Easton dogmati call y presents hi s systemi c flow modeI of pol i ti cal

life as final and ideal without admitting to the need for its testing.

Itis rather that the theory must be elaborated before i t can be

tested. It is in the testing of this theory that the discipline of po-

litical science can be organizedly at work as a whole, at least

unti I it should prove to close more doors than it opens.

Neverthe less the enti re theoreti ca I enterpri se at the genera I

level of causal theory presupposes, of course, that political life

i sindeed a system, and that the general system does indi cate the

essential life function society must meet in order to continue as

soci ety. Wi thout that assumpt ion the enterpri se would be poi nt-

less.

One may share the assumptions so as to consider the theory

proven by the assumpti ons from whi ch i t was educe d; or, one may

share the assumptions and feel that the proof of the elaborated

theory i sin the puddi ng as affected by i ts future testi ng, (whi ch

would imply that the assumptions are only experimentally accepted,

and to be proven, always, as well), or one may simply not agree

that the idea of system derived from American political science
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as it is and based upon the foundation of good old American com-

man sense plus a healthy wish to achieve whatever we can in terms

of the facts of that common sense, is well founded. One may wish

to quarrel with common sense so understood rather than to elevate

it in refined theoretical fashion to the status of paradigm in terms

of which to organize the entire discipline of political science. The

greeted.

Iatter response i s one by whi ch the systems approach too has been
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NOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR

1)The most likely explanation would appear to be that Easton's

colleagues share, by and large, the basic assumptions that we

have seen to be fundamental to Easton's approach. That does

not, as such, tell us whether and why they feel thët Easton has

adequately shown the connection between these assumptions and

the specifi c framework he advances. It may as well be that hi s

colleagues are not much concerned about the explication of such

connections. The latter appears to me to be quite commonly the

case.

2) See Chapter 6 for references to works presenti ng such sum-

maries.

3) See Chapter 6 for further comment.

4) Here the unified science ideal makes itself felt onceagain. It

is, however, more of a beckoning i deal than present real i ty. A

unified sci ence of soci ety i snot feasi bie before the road of a

differenti ated (in terms of soci etyl s needs and interests) spe-

cialized scientific practice (required in order to achieve relia-

ble knowledge) has been traveled long enough to allow for the

sciences' reintegration in a unified science. In the meantime

systems theory i s general theory, desi gned to allow for such

reintegration when and where ever possible. As general causal

theory, empirically oriented, it is as universal in its explanatory

intentions as was the grand moral and philosophically inspired

theory of the past, reaching across and hoping to integrate all

the sciences in a much more reliable and useful way. General

systems theory, reflecting the very methodology of the sciences'

own advance and growth, i s a methodology of integrati on as

well. In this task it intends to replace grand theory which thus

becomes obsolete to the extent that i t attempted to account for

and integrate causal knowledge. It can only continue to be im-

portant through its own redefinition as value theory, as an at-

tempt to picture the world of tomorrow in terms of the desired

elimination of present needs to which such theory can now be

attuned since causal theory, systemi cally organi zed, wi II state

the nature of both needs and desires in the best possible way to

allow for the development of the best possible value theory.

5) Easton has, as we wi II see in Chapter 6, good reason to fear

such mi si nterpretati on. Too many systems theori es have been

advanced in specific disciplines that have no sense of the ge-

np.ral irnnnr.t. of systems theory; moreover, too many of them

keeo to equilibrium analysis and do not, therefore, represent

'f
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analysis at the most general level applicable to any and all

,pol iti cal systems',

6) See note 4.

7) Easton is correct in noting that this feature of the unified

science ideal is too often forgotten in characterizations of

he.havior-a l is t science. One wonders if Easton seeks to inject

this feature into it while most behavioralists do not, perhaps,

demons tr-ate the, j mp9rti\nce,of it in thei r work? Here too we

touch on a question awaiting further research. I wi II only ha-

zard a hunch at thi spoint.

It seems to me that early American pragmatism, as a practice-

oriented view and way of life, hewing to rugged individualism

the or-et ical lv backed bv Lockean and Benthamite tenets, dear

to Ameri cans even today, does not make for a ready acceptance

and confession of the unified science ideal. It is content to sti-

mulate the conduct of science in order to apply its results freely

for purposes men freely choose. Hence natural science and tech-

nology have taken such earl y and great fl ight as the means by

whi ch to make and to keep America great.

That social science could also be developed to cure the ills of

post industrial and complex American societal life if men would

apply the methodology of the sciences to it only dawned upon

Americans to any extent in the twentieth century. Deweyan prag-

matism did contain the unified science ideal's fervor in a seeming-

ly innocent marriage with rugged individualism. It had not yet,

however, come up with a general framework in terms of which

to organize social research, content as it was to attribute cen-

tral importance to the logic of enquiry (science) in social prac-

tice.

Even with Easton the general system idea is specifically ela-

borated (adapted) to suit political life. For the time being that

i dea must aIso be adapted to other soci al systems i n order there

too to lead to more reliable knowledge. Whether it will prove

capable of leading to a unified social science remains to be seen,

but the concept i s replete wi th promi se to that end. Even so, it

must serve the airr. of social order without prejudicing the ends

of social control ,ends to be chosen by whole biological persons.

The idea of unified science as instrument of control so easi ly

conjures up images of lost freedom on the part of all to specia-

lists that the idea is not usually and readily emphasized though

temptingly present in American thought and practice.
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8) It i s the concepts of feedback and response that defi ne Eas-

ton's systems concept as 'open'. These concepts shape the idea

of system so as to make i t a candi date by whi ch to attempt to

real i ze the ideal of a unifi ed sci ence.

Not only does emphasis upon these concepts serve to distin-

guish Easton's analysis methodologically from those who use

the concept of system as just a handy notion by whi ch to vague-

ly cover a range of phenomena, but it also testifies to the be-

lief that methodological employment of the concepts of system

and envi ronment wi thout those of feedback and response evi den-

cesan inadequate and obsolete view of reality as if it could be

physicalistically and meachanistically explained. The use of

thi s mode I, i t has been sai d , has proven to be i nadequate even

in physics (since Heisenberg), and it has prevented the deve-

lopment of biology, including the sciences of human life, the

soci a I sci ences.

Bi ologi sts fi rst provi ded a major sti mulus for the deve lopment

of general systems theory. In particular, it was Ludwig von Ber-

ta Ianffy, who advanced hi s theory of open systems to steer c Iear

of the Scylla of mechanism and the Charibdis of vitalism. For the

general development of the movement of general systems theory

many other theorists. deserve to be mentioned. I mention the foI-

Iowi ng wi th no attempt to be exhaustive: Kenneth Bou Idi ng (economi cs),

Norbert Wiener (computer-theory), W. R. Ashby (organi zation-

theory) , R. L. Ackoff (organi zation-theory), A. D. Hall (systems

engineering),C So Hall (psychology), C.A. McOelland (international

relations). It is interesting to note that Pareto is considered one

of the harbi ngers of general systems theory especi ally i n vi ew of

his theory of economic distribution. Obviously, the selection of

gent lemen menti oned i s somewhat arbi trary and does not include

many of those who are presently advancing the cause of systems

theory in a variety of fields.

9) That helps us to understand why the distinction between symbo-

I i c and empi ri cal anal yti cal system i s of such i mportance to Easton.

It releases the imaginative insight of the profession from slavish

bondage to the all-too-naive desi re to recogni ze onl y non-sci enti-

fi ca Ily given coherences, a great barri er to the creative and ne-

cessary reconstructi on of all experi erice , Sti II, the imagi native Iy

new has to be limited by th e restrictions, as we will see in the

next paragraph, of professi onal organi zati on and conti nui ty in

the scientific quest for knowledge (which, after all, must be cu.,

'!
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mulative). Science, thus conceived, is the professional delimi-

tati on and control I of logi cal Ii cerise, Logi c ' s Ii berty must be

restri cted i n the practi ce of experi erice , Why? For the sake of

use, of pay-off.

10) Thi sis certai nl y one of the baldest and most strai ghtforward

presuppositional statements that Easton has made. It confesses

to an instrumentalist view of science and concept-formation that

ti es understandi ng to uses so di recti y that understandi ng i snot,

except in use. One wonders what i s the use of sayi ng so in the

form of a categorical assertion?

11) It would seem that the range of the problems handled autho-

ritatively helps to define the political system from the parapoli-

tical ones. This interpretation is, however, fraught with diffi-

culty. Take the parapolitical system of authoritative allocation

wi thi n a group less than soci ety-wi de, the fami Iy. Dad, for what-

ever reason, may deci de to give John, age 10, more pocket money

than Peter, age 16. On the assumption that the value thus allocated

is scarce but desired by both sons, this allocation of values is like-

ly to occasion conflict. Father's decision, Easton would say, holds

good for, affects onl y, Peter and John; therefore i tis not part of

the political system. If it affected the total aggregate of people

in a society, that would be different.

What Easton does not consider is that Dad being the legitimate

authority in the matter to hand, his decision must, rather, ought

to hold good, and be upheld, against all comers; it must be re-

spected by all. Dad has the legal competence to make thi s alloca-

ti on. The government must see to i t that Dad can exerci ze hi s com-

petence, that he can have hi s ri ght uphe Id by Iaw and governmental

sanction against those who would prevent him from the enjoyment

of hi s competence. The government (through the insti tuted courts)

may be called upon to uphold dad's legal competence as an integral

part of the publ i c lega I order. Dad even has the ri ght to make hi s

own parental mi stakes.

That may sound like.a ridiculously trivial example. But consider:

A relatively recent news rePort had it that Sweden's parliament

passed a law forbidding parents to make use of corporal discipline

in the training of their children. It declared parents not legally

competent to act as they may thi nk they must i n the context of fami-

Ii al justi ce , Shoul d Cad spank hi s chi Idren for good reason in the

new situation, his decision directly affects not just his children,

but the entire community of state whose public legal order is said,

by the government, to requi re sancti ons agai nst Dad for havi ng
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violated that order.

The legitimate decisions of individuals and groups everywhere

within society's life are such as to hold good for all who would

at Iaw deny the same. Otherwi se there wou Id not be a publ i c or-

der of legal competencies to be upheld, when challenged, by go-

vernment, court, and armed force if necessary. Otherwi se all

becomes a matter of private juri sdi cti on where nei ther govern-

mental, nor non-governmental acti on can be judged agai nst the

requirements of a truly public legal order in which the liberties,

rights and obligations of men and their varied social orderings

(associ ations, communi ties and insti tuti ons vari ed in ki ndl are

basically delineated.

17) Here it rn=iv be simi larly objected that the powers so defined

are simply the greater power that can be marshalled to effectively

ensure the real i zati on of the desi res of the strongest parti es

however just or unjust they may be when viewed from the view-

point of public justice. It is for the maintenance of public justice,

the defense of the good legal competencies of those who take

(quite a-political) decisions in para-political groups, that public

powers and sanctions may be employed by those legally appointed

to uphold the public order in this way (the state's (not: soc iet yt s)

government).

13)W. A. Kleynhans, Politieke Partye in Suid Afrika, Inaugural

Lecture, UNISA,1973. The enti re study i s so system-specifi c,

a form of what Easton would call substantive analysi s, not general,

that one should not be too quick in calling it an application of Eas-

ton's thought.

14) Which, in effect, is to suggest that organized, common, caprice

is not capricious, and that the political system would disappear if

soci ety could survive wi thout authori tative sett lement of confl icts.

The justice of such allocation lies in its justification, viz. continued

society, continued conflict coritr-o l l ,

15) In thi s context works I ike those of Ardrey, Lorenz and others

on aggression and the territorial imperative come to mind as possi-

bly significant. If so , the evolutionist bias that comes to expression

in Easton's repeated use of the mystifying word 'emergence' re-

ceives further support. It may be observed that Easton's evolution-

ism is not that of a 'natural' selection; the emphasis should, rather

fall on self-transforming activity.

16;Political scientists, in view of a" that has been observed, must

be taken as one of those, and not the least important, speci al i zed

organs of adaptation. Of course this raises the entire question of
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competencies in the life of men.

17) Thi s way of stati ng the concern of systems anal ysi sis Easton's

way of retaini ng the causal/empi ri cal/sci entifi c orientation, We

have the conti nuati on of some form of pol i ti cal Iife , It requi res

little reflection to see that, whatever the values behind the desire

and realization, continued realization, of some form of political

life, thi s conti nuati on requi res (consequences) that certai n con-

ditions (minimal pllitical life conditions) be met.

When we presuppose, as the very persi stence of pol i ti cal systems

in the face of stress (conflict over values) seems to indicate we

do, that the survival of soci ety is our supreme value, what are the

consequences of doing so?

At least, a willingness to subject all other values to this one

overriding value, a willingness to override and transform all other

values. The regularities of society's organized experience, and the

most reliable knowledge of them, wi II be a minimal guide most useful

i n the process of soci al reconstructi on.

Only fellow-believers will share the view ••• It involves an ideology.

Its supporters are numerous. It involves idology. The idol is man's

image of himself as sufficiently in control of his situation through the

development of sufficient instrumental reason in the experimental

practice of life. It is a form of humanism. Its acceptance implies

rejection of the central realities of Christian conviction to the very

extent that i tis accepted.

18) Easton's 'over time' is hardly permissible in terms of his own

assumptions. After all, political systems can cope with stress in

their particularity only over time; particular systems exist 'over

time, not 'political systems in genera". The latter represents an

abstracti on 'i n time' from ti me, from the real temporal order of

all (temporal) existence.

More than a si ip of the pen is at i ssue here. Here all the short'::

comings of Easton's theory come to a head, revealing an inability

and/or unwi II ingness to stay wi th the temporal order of experi ence

in abstracti ng from it.

This slip is indicative of operating with 'society' as a timeless

whole representative of all the soci al regulari ty that may be drawn

from 'societies over time, from particular societies. Butthese Eas-

ton cannot delimit in any way according to an order of time. It is a

phantom-concept. It serves to enhance the pi ausi bi Ii ty of the my-
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thical ideal of achieving reason's supremacy over- time, over----- ._--

temporal experience, at least supremacy sufficient to ensure

survival of the human, organizing, sufficiently controlling

species.

It also points up a difficulty of structural functionalism which

has pai d attenti on to synchroni c order at a parti cul ar moment

in social life, and to diachronic order 'over time'.

Needed i s a concept whi ch retai ns structural identi ty over

time that will allow uS to talk of political life throughout time

as well as of political life at any time in particular. Easton

has no room for such structural constants unless i t be the

structural identity of the regularity implied in systemic change,

organization, which is taken to be temporal always, yet always

freed from time in its recurrent regularity. Knowledge of that

ti meless regul ari ty, whi ch does 'grow' (accumulate) bei ng the

means pre-eminently by which to increase control, science's

task is a timeless one, the development of deductive (not tempo-

rally or empirically bound) theory in the midst of empirical ex-

perience which calls for such development in order to be controlled

by it.

It implies a view of time bereft of order except such order as

is introduced into it by man's organizing intelligence, and by

hi s inte II igent organi zati on. The means of control, wrested

from time by inteli igent reflection of organi zed experience as

bulwark of man's independence against the vagaries (chance)

of time, are indicative of man's possible continued supremacy

over time.

19)Adam Smith's invisible hand reflects a measure of piety towards

a rationality, an order of some sort, which, if men would not re-

sist it, leads to the best of all possible worlds. Men must f0110w

their inclinations in their pursuit of material aims and all will be

as well as it can be. American pragmatism in modern operation-

alist form no longer has such piety.

It does strive to create, constantly, the best of all possible

worlds but by means of controlled rationality. It is a rationality

difficult to achieve, and as difficult to maintain. But it is the

'must', our responsi bi Ii ty to ourselves and to our conti nued exi st-

erice , The very possibility of orderly, organized existence, de-

pends on the development of such rationality and its application.

To that end, Easton's contributions.
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20) The circuit image which the flow-model represents, is

simply there, since time immemorial, as essential feature of

society's functioning at any time and place; it is proper to the

idea of society as its minimal regularity. Society everywhere

displays particularity in all its disorder which affects, by being

plugged into into it, the ever-present, and ever-constant ci r-

cul t , The circuit must be maintained against all that is plugged

in. Sometimes that leads to the break-up of the circuit in parti-

cular societies. With the presence of interrelation and syste-

mic organization at an international level, one can only hope

that what is plugged in is plugged in in a well considered man-

ner, with sufficiently reliable knowledge of to be expected con-

sequences, so us not to blow the circuit.

In the face of present social disturbances, and the availability

of nuclear forces of destruction and the like it is plain that in-

deed we Iive in peri lous ti mes demanding much of the sciences,

of political authorities, of members of the political system, in

order to ensure continuation. Let us not blow up the system but

understand it better to see what the future could look like. That

is what Easton's value-inspired causal theory has to offer for

present value-reconstruction.

It is, after all, not so surprising that Easton has not developed

his value theory under separate cover. Its contours are not invi-

sible. His basic value is in the system. We must adjust all our va-

lues in such a way as not to short-circuit it.

We must balance the need for support and the values strived

after in the system in such a way as to meet them both sufficiently

well to be able to continue to do so. Easton is an advocate of piece-

meal social engin eering in which democratic values are to be upheld

wi thi n the I i mi ts of possibi I i ty that science (and its appl i cati on, that

is, government) rules in or out, possible or impossible.



CHAPTER FIVE

1. The New Revolution in Political Science and Easton's

viewofit

1. 1 Introducti on.

During the late sixties signs of serious cleavage within the

discipline of political science led Easton, then president of the

American Political Science Association, to evaluate the issues

involved with a view to the fut ure development of political

science both as organized profession and as theoretical ap-

proach. Easton di d so i n the form of an address, deIivered in

September, 1969, at the 65th meeting of the Ameri can Pol i ti cal

Science Association, entitled: The New Revolution in Political

Science.

Some, especially Martin Landau, have interpreted it to be a

recantation of behavioralism, and, at the same time, of Easton's

own thought.

AI though I have not made reference to thi s address speci fi ca II y

in my interpretation of Easton's arguments as presented in chap-

ters 1 through 4 of this dissertation, the address has played an

important part in it, heuristically. Aware of Lerideu t s charge, I

have found that Easton's address is consistent, basically, with

the earlier work of Easton. It is my considered conclusion that

Landau has acquainted himself only casually with Easton's work

on the assumption that Easton was a logical positivist like himself,

only to be extremely annoyed and surprised on finding out that

Easton's views as expressed in 1969 are out of line with Landau's

conceptions. Apparently Landau never considered the possibi lity

that Easton' s views differed from hi s own all along.

1.2 Two Credo's in Conflict, orUne Two-pronged Credo?

Easton has provided us with both an often quoted credo, the

articles of faith, of behavioralism, and the credo of the post-
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behavioral revolution. Let us look at and compare them to see

if they are compatible (as Easton suggests) or incompatible (as

Landau holds).

The behavioralist credo, on the rise in the fifties and charac-

teri zed by Easton in 1965 is as follows:

1. Pol i ti cal behavi or shows di scoverable uniformi ti es that can

be expressed in generalizations or theories with explanatory

and predi ctive value. (A tenet shared by Easton and Landau)

2. Their validity must be testable in principle by reference

to relevant behavior. (Landau would probably delete 'in prin-

ciple' before sharing this tenet with Easton)

3. Techniques of data-gathering must be improved. (Landau would

not quarrel)

4.Quantification, not for its own sake, but where possible as

well as relevant and meaning ful in the light of other objectives,

is desi rabie. (Landau ti pifi es man as a counter (Landau, 1972: 10/11 )

and places more stock on quantification than does Easton).

5.Values and empirical explanation must be kept analytically dis-

tinct. (Landau would question the wisdom of adding 'analytically'

and would have the student avoid value-propositions, unlike Eas-

ton)

6. Theory and research are the i ntertwi ned parts of a coherent

body of knowledge. Research wi thout theory may be trivi al, theo-

ry wi thout research may be futi le. (Landau shares the vi ew wi th

Easton)

7.Pure Science. The application of knowledge is as much a part

of the .scientific enterprise as is theoretical understanding. The

latter is logically prior to the former. (Landau agrees)

8.lnte9i at iori, Political science as social science can ignore the

findings of other disciplines only at their peril, thus undermining

the generality of its own results. (Here too Landau would agree)
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Easton. warns that the Ii st of characteri stics thus presented

i s a purel y formal statement of the meani ng of behavioral i sm

to which each pol itical scientist. gives his own combination of

priorities to become, everyone, his own behavioralist. It can

be seen as a bottle into which any old wine may be poured ex-

cept that all agree that we are to look for a science of pol i ti cs

modelled after the methodological assumptions of the natural

sciences. That by itself, however, is nothing new; American

political science has had that bent all along. More important,

to Easton at least, i s that behavioral i sm substantively helps to

link political science and other social disciplines together to

the future of political research. (Easton, 1965a:6-10).

In sum, it is a self-conscious attempt to develop empirical

theory at all levels of generality, theory that is testable in

principle, and it seeks units of analysis (stable units) which

may play the role in social science that matter-particles did

for physics. The theoretical aim of a unified science of beha-

vior is distinctive. (Easton, 1965a:10-17).

Notice that the eight characteristics mentioned would be ac-

ceptable to most behavioralists as, indeed, traits of behaviora-

l isrn, How is it, Easton asks, that current interpretations of the

behavioral movement nevertheless fai I to appreciate this theo-

reti cal tendency towards unified science? Hi s answer i s that they

attempted to limit it to the improvement of technical skills and are

only now groping towards the realization of general theory. It is

thi s groping that is characteri sti ea] ly central to behavi oral i sm,

even though many beh av lo r al l s t s do not sufficiently realize that

themselves, as yet. (Easton, 1965a:17-22)

In short the eight points as listed cannot be simply quoted to

represent Easton's assessment of behavioralism as some have

suggested (See Haas and Secker in:Haas and Kariel ,481-482;

also Eksteen:11/12; Kim, in:McCoy and Playford:39-41 picks
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just two of Easton's eight features to define behavioralism as

hi s strawman to be attacked. Spragens: 17, observes correctly

that the eight points insufficiently describe Easton's understan-

ding but fails to say what is "that crucial contribution of a aub-.

stantive kind that Easton says behavioralism is making; Almond

and Pow::ll, 1966:,7 D appear unimpressed by Easton's view of be-

havioralism, to judge by their description of u.) In short, it must

be clear that for Easton behavioral i sm is fi rst and foremost the

movement towards unified science.

Easton' s summary presentati on of the features of post-behavi or-

alism, which he calls a credo of relevance, is as follows:

1. Substance must precede techni que. Better i sit to be vague

than non-relevantly precise. If one must be sacrificed for the

other, and thi s need not al ways be so, sacrifice techni cal pre-

cision. (I think that always was Easton's own position too)

2. Behavioral science purveys an ideology of social conservatism

tempered by modest incremental change through confinement to

fact-description without understanding them in their broadest con-

text. (A charge Easton laid at the door of traditional hyperfactual

political science and reformative theory)

3. Behavioral research must loose touch with reality since ab-

straction and analysis serve to conceal the brute realities of po-

I iti cs. Let us reach out to these real needs. Here Easton di s-

plays a touch of mea culpa tempered by the fact that he did all

along call for value theory and relevance to social problems, never

suggesting causal theory alone would do what political science must}

4. Research about, and constructive development of values are in-

exti ngui shabl y part of the study of pol i ti cs, Science cannot be neu-

tr-a l , Know your value-premises and the alternative uses to which

knowledge can be put. (Easton had always argued that position)

5. Intellectuals are responsible for the protection of humane values.
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Else they become mere technicians who tinker with society.

(Easton woul d certai nly not quarrel there. I submit, however,

that regardless of their attitude to humane values, scientists

should not as such and by reason of their being scientists, be

considered competent to "apply" their knowledge to societal

I i fe at aII • )

6. Knowledge is resooris ibi l ity for acting and engaging in the

reshaping of society. They are obliged to put knowledge to

work, unlike past contemplative theorists in times of moral

consensus. Confl ict over ideals in society must permeate the

research itself. (This is an espousal of pragmatism as means

to deal with value confl i et. Easton wi II go along there. I won-

der who will question the pragmatic ideal in America if prota-

gonists share this ideal?)

7. Professi onal organi zati ons of intellectuals - and universi-

ties - must welcome the politicization of the profession as ines-

capable and desi rable.( In a qual ified way, at least, Easton has

always held that position as well.)

Easton thus holds forth the challenge that post-behavioralism

presents to the discipline. He finds it a proper challenge, by and

Iarge. Does that mean he has renounced behavioral i sm as Landau

suggests? I don't think so. Indeed, he argues that post-behaviora-

lism has not come to renounce behavioralism either.

Barbrook shows more insi ght in saying that Easton sti II defends

behavioralism and the methodology flowing from it while the "change"

from his earl ier writing l s'tone of emphasis only"(Barbrook:182).

Landau may fulminate against what he considers a recantation

of sound behavioralist science perpetrated in deference to Kuhnt s

description of scientific paradigms, but he fails to consider that

Easton's view of paradigms had been consonant with that of Kuhn
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in principle, to whom he now, in 1969, refers for support of

his view of scientific development.

When, in his address, Easton argues for a reconsideration

of "our i mage of what we want to be" under the i mpact of the

modern wor-l djwhat is this but another ca l l for redefinition of

the science to which every age is called? The dragon of rede-

finition will not be slain, as Easton observed even in 1953.

Itis consonant wi th all that Easton has wri tten to rai se, rather,

to continue to raise doubts about the adequacy or relevance of

pol i ti cal science, of the ei ght-point behavioral i st kind, that is

not aware of what it itself is groping towards, in this, the con-

temporary world, now even more turbulent and crisis-beset than

it was in 1953. Remember that even then concern about political

science,which assumed that it wes doing what it could be doing,

had prompted Easton to chart new paths with a view to relevance

to social crisis. After a", social crisis is at the heart of matters

political that require authoritative settlement. He wanted organized

science to produce something more useful in terms of what society

demanded of it.

True, in 1953 Easton consi dered it possi bie and necessary to

plead for a greater allocation of resources to the development of

causal theory. In 1969 he experiences that ti me is not exact lyon

his side in the effurt; as a matter of fact, it is on nobody's side.

That in itself is, he says, a frightening new event in world affairs.

He refuses however, to abandon the attempt to develop also such

theory.

Confronting the cataclysmic possibility says Easton are 1) know-

ledge of the enormous wealth and technical resources avai lable in

favored regions of the world 2) the spectacular rate of increase

in man's natural inventiveness and technology and, last, but not

least, 3) the rich potential just on the horizon for understanding
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social and political processes. That hardly reads like a recan-

tation of formerly developed empi ri cally oriented causal theory,

does it? "The agony of the present soci al cri sis is thi scontrast

between our desparate condition and our visible promise, if we

but had the time". (Easton,in:Kariel and Haas,515)

It does not seem as if we do. The immediate deman d is for

directly 'relevant, applicable research; we must begin to pre-

scribe and to act, in our professional capacity, so as to improve

political life according to humane criteria. That is what the hard

facts of experience, despi te the good promi se of our long-run ven-

ture towards developing more rei i able scientific insi ght and un-

derstandi ng now requi re. That i s the message of post-behavi oral i sm

whi ch Easton spe II s out as al so hi s own mes sage. But he adds that

thi s must not cause us to forget to work for long-term benefi ts; we

must not neglect empirical causal theory altogether as of no use.

Even in 1953 Easton made allowance for reformative theory or

premature policy science, as long as it be not confused with the

real long term task of sci ence. In 1969 the need for reformative

theory i s even more urgent i n the face of urgent cri ses. Then it

was easier than now to plead for a greater allocation of time and

resources on the part of the discipline towards the development of

causal theory. Remember, the organi zed professi on of pol i ti cal

science too is an allocative system.

Easton gent ly chi des post-behavi ora Ii sm for suggesti ng that all

attenti on for a 'normal' long-term strategy of sci entifi c research

be postponed in favor of research, prescription and action con-

cerning the immediate issues of the day. That would not be wise.

(Easton, in: Kariel and Haas,518)

On the off-chance that we may have centuries ahead of us rather

than decades, some apportionment of resources for the long run as

against the short "just in case we are not all dead" would be desi-
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rabie. The cost of devoting our efforts exclusively to short run

cri ses i s far too hi gh. "I t might easi ly assure that if we do i n fact

survive the present cri si s, the fai Iure to conti nue to add to our

capital accumulation of basic social knowledge will see us tragi-

ca II y unprepared for even greater cri ses in the more di stant fu-

ture. We wi II then have lost every chance to prevent the self-

annihilation of mankind or the collapse of those political insti-

tutions we cherish. "(Easton, in Kariel and Haas,518)

In all of thi s I can find nothing at odds wi th the convi cti ons

that Easton has been expressi ng from 1953 onwards. But what of

the followi ng? "In terms of any ideal di stri buti on of our efforts,

basi c research ought to command a di sproporti onate share. Al-

though socially useful results from such research are usually

a long time in coming, they are in theend more dependable. But

under the inescapable pressure of current crises the emphasis

needs to be reversed ••• We can no longer take the ideal stance

of behavioralism that because of the limitations of our under-

standing, application is premature and must await future basic

research."

I do not find this indicative of a change of views; merely a

tacti cal shift of emphasi s by whi ch to meet the ti mes. The ti mes,

they are a-changing. Over against the hard facts, the profession

as well as Easton, its 1969-chief, must adopt the proper tactics

to ensure short term survival wi th a long term end we II i n view.

In fact, says Easton, to meet post-behavi oral i srn!s challenge

means to continue largely what we have been doing to date. Pure

research actuall y consumes onl y a very small fracti on of the re-

sources of the di sci pIine, But behavioral i sm di d legi ti mate a new

image of basic research and an ideological expectation concerning

i ts pay-off. All we need to do is to temper that image for the pre-

sent and concentrate on more immedi ate sati sfacti ons in answers
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to immediate problems.

Needed, accordingly, is a systematic axamination of the tasks

involved in transforming our limited knowledge into a form far

more consumable for purposes of political action. Our shift in

tacti cs call s forth some seri ous problems:

1. Social problems outr-un the capacity of political science alone

or i n concert wi th other sci ences to solve them. The Ii tt le basi c

knowledge we have is not necessarily directly applicable to prac-

tica I issues.

be2. We maysat the stage of blood-letting in the hope of curing the

patient. We may be doing more harm than good. We must develop

measures of the effects of our intervention since we have not as yet

successfully done so.

3.Policy-makers seldom seek the collective advice of compre-

hensive teams of social scientists as the social problems would

requi re.

We must devise ways for elevating the self-conscious development

of applied knowledge, inappropriately called social engineering, to

the respectability that behavioralism has succeeded in acquiring

for basic research. That too Easton would, I think,have welcomed

in 1953. Just as long as we continue to devote attention to basic

behavi oral research for the long run as we II. (Easton, in Kari e I

and Haas:520)

Finally, Easton suggests that we take the message of Weber, Marx,

Mannheim, and others to heart and not continue to believe the myth

that our basic behavioral research is value-free as behavioralism

sti II does. Our operating values must be brought forward for self-

consci ous exami nati on, and thei rimpact on research must be as-

sessed, That note too has been familiar to Easton's work all along.

Easton called for value theoreti cal development that has not been

forthcoming. That, he says is why the crises of thesixties have not
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been anticipated or researched. (Easton, in Kariel and Haas:322)

To stress the poi nt Easton observes: "Many years ago, in The

Political System, I argued for the urgent need to reconsider

our approach to value theory at the same time as we began the

equall y cri ti cal task of constructing empi ri cal theory. The latter

task is now under way in our discipline. The first one, creative

construction of political alternatives, has yet to begin." We must

construct alternative conceptions of future possible kinds of po-

litical relationships. We must formulate broad speculative al-

ternatives to the here and now to understand better the deficien-

cies of our own political systems and to explore adequate avenues

of change. We may no longer reject a science of man. All theories

that do,cannot serve the end of reconstructive value theory.

(Easton, inKariel and Haas:523)

"We require boldly speculative theorizing that is prepar'ed to

bui Id upon rather than to reject the fi ndi ngs of contemporary be-

havioral science itself and that is prepared to contemplate the

implications of these findings for political life, in the light of

alternative, articulate value frameworks. Failing such we im-

prison ourselves within the limitations of the ongoing value frame-

work. As that framework begi ns to loose i ts relevance for the

problems of soci et y , i ts system mai ntenance commi tments must

blind us to the urgent questions emerging even for the immediate

future,"as has happened to political science. It failed to meet the

needs of a post industrial, cybernetic society. (Easton, in Kariel

and Haas:523)

"A new set of ethi cal perspectives woven around thi s theme

might sensitize us to a whole range of new kinds of basic politi-

cal problems worth i nvesti gating ", In thi s way we cou Id perhaps be

freed from that occupati onal myopi a brought about by excessive

attention to the facts as they are and stay away from empirical
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conservatism or commitment to system maintenance perspectives

of which political science has been justly accused, among others,

by Easton himself as he points out. (Easton, in Kariel and Haas:524)

Basic research needs to be continued although its priorities too

should be rearranged in the light of a better understanding of its

own value-assumptions ••• and on the solid foundation of knowledge

constructed by behavioral research, alternative possible rear-

rangements of our political relationships need to be seriously con-

templated. All of this represents, I think, the old familiar tune,

which, evidently, behavioralists generally have not taken to heart.

Not only the di sci pi lne , but the professi on too needs reorderi ng.

Itis not enough for the professi on to be on tap, i t must be on top

as we II. In vi ew of hi s knowledge of the broadest spectrum of in-

terests in society, and in view of the obi igati on that involves, the

polLticai scientist should welcome the politicization of the profes-

sion.

This touches on a problem that has sorely affected the discipline

and organization of political science throughout its development, at

least in America. Easton is aware of the dangers. To counter

them he distinguishes three kinds of activities on the part of poli-

tical scientists: teaching, research, and practical politics. In be-

tween he also consults and advises. Easton suggests that we should

organi ze for these purposes: we need 1)organi zati ons for basi c

research, 2) organi zations for app Iied research ( to study and

propose solutions and press them politically with vigor) and in-

divi dua I sci enti sts themselves are free to engage in po Ii ti cs whe-re

they can. All shou Id be done in terms of commi tment to the broadest

of humane values requiring freedom from nationalist goals and the

denationalization of political scientists (international passport).

(Easton, in Kariel and Haas;,525-52S).

Easton's address, The New Revolution, is not at odds with his
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former work, but a restatement (wi th increased fervor) of the

presuppositions expressed all along as set forth in our pre-

vious chapters; that fervor is not unrelated to the fact that the

very needs of the times and new responses to it (e. g. that of

post-behavi oral i sm) would seem to hi ghl i ght the fact that they

are painfully pregnant with new possibility, they are struggling

to become aware of the requi rements that Easton had detected

all along. It i s all but recantation, thi s address. It i s rather

a statement of self-justification,a self-justification inspired

by the very conditions now experienced but anticipated all along

by Easton. For hi m i t all adds up to a strengtheni ng of the fai th ,

in the face of all that would challenge it. If we are to go down,

we'll go down in defiance of the chaotic forces causing the down-

fall; we'll go down wi th our eyes open. But who says we are to

go down?

The behavioralist credo as formally summarized and more spe-

cifically di rected by Easton always di d require a complementary

credo of re levance to useful practi ce , Understandi ng i s to be un-

derstanding in and for practice. Easton had already appealed

for a constructive rethinking of values and their relevance in

1953. The discipline's response to the appeal has been rather

sci enti sti c, concentrating on the deve lopment of causal types

of theory in the abstract, and leaving aside the urgent t ask of

developing value theory. The post-behavioral creed makes the

same appeal but is in danger of down-playing the importance

of causal theory. Post behavioralism is not so much a threat

to the discipline as a necessary impulse to help drive the pro-

fession to face up to its resonsibility as social science in re-

sponse to society's demands upon it.

T he two credo's are not opposed and contradi ctor-y , but each

others' complements. They represent the two logi call y di sti n-
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gui shable aspects, the two phases, of the one di scipl ine and

profession of political science as called for by society. They

represent the two...pronged nature of the science's response

to the continuing need for reliable knowledge of political life.

As such, they cannot but represent the one pragmati stic creed

which believes in this relation between facts and values, causal

theory and value theory, in an operationalist perspective of

science as the pre-eminent means to be employed in and for

social reconstruction.

In Easton's perspective the two sub-creeds ate neverthe less

di sti ngui shable, and that i s why sci enti sts can be mistaken a-

bout their relationship.

It is possible for members of the profession to think that all

must be devoted to the development of causal theory alone on the

assumption that it, when developed, can be directly applied to

bring about the best possible political system without regard to

a careful reconstruction of values. But it is also possible to think

that values need rethinking and only values. What we have, then,

is members of a discipline embattled in terms of creeds such as

to constitute cleavage in the one system of political science. Such

cleavage may threaten the system's very exi stence, si nce, as

system, the discipline and the profession require that both types

of theory be undertaken in close conjunction.

1.3 Of Creed and Credo's

The relationship of creed and credo's calls for closer attention.

What Easton is in effect telling the discipline is that its members

are mistaking aspects of a shared creed for the creed in its entire-

ty. In fact, both parties, despite their mistaken view of the rela-

tionship in practice between facts and values, cannot but help, seen

from the perspective of the discipline as a whole, to advance the

very life-possibilities of the discipline of political science. Both
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serve the cause. They need to become aware of the cause in its

entirety which, in fact, they serve. Cleavage in the profession

must be overcome for the sake of the discipline as a whole in the

midst of a society that desparately needs its whole contribution.

All along Easton has tried to make the profession aware of its

two-fold wholeness-i n-fact despi te the di stingui shabi Ii ty of fact

and value, of causal theory and value theory, of appl ied science

and of pure science, of behavioralists and post-behavioralists,

of cleavage.

Why? Because, according to his conviction of the elemental

fact that we Iive in an organi zed soci ety. Organi zation systema-

tically interrelates facts and values. It has done so from time im-

memorial.Social organization is the situational interelation of

fact and value. Social systems in which fact and value are inter-

related reflect the level of men's organizing capacity. In his or-

of fact and value as the experiential 'is' of his situation in which

satisfaction and continuing need are both present (since all or-

gani zation remai ns organi zati on in a si tuati on that resi sts and threa-

tens the hard-won measure of organi zation).

The social system is an open system. Its very achievement as a

value partly or imperfectly realized places continuing demands

upon i ts members to ensure i ts survival as a system no matter

what its changes and transformations. The specific changes and

transformations do, constantly, entail consequences for man's or-

gani zed behavior. Si nce the total i ty of organi zed behavior i s trans-

formed, so are the facts and the values organi zed in it. But the

whole of social organization, open as it is, shows systemic regularity

or it would not be organizational. It is intelligent conduct, systemic

action, but beset, all around, by pressures and influences which
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continue to demand intelligent behavior in response, if such

action is to continue to be possible.

All this is expression of a creed, of religious conviction.

It testifies to convictions of a most basic and all-encompassing

kind. Basically the conditions of human experience are those

of (good and bad) luck and of emergent and persistent intelligent

behavi or on the part of men who have interacted to organi ze

thei r collective survival in the best possi bie way, that is, in a

way that would best ensure the greatest measure of free and

intelligent behavior that is (within the limits of the survival-

requirements of the whole) allowable. Society thus exists to

establish the limits of liberty for individuals who without such

organized society would last only as long as they could, indi-

vidually, and without their organized and specialized, organs

of adaptati on, conti nue to exi s t , Thei r survival possi bi Ii ties,

even as a species, would be slim indeed. Society is the con-

tinuing result of organization for continued organization, re-

quired in it is the political system by reason of the scarcity of

valued goods.

Initially the result of good luck and random experience, its sys-

temic requirements and regularities were such as to lead men to

believe that knowledge of organized society could be had, and be

of use in the amelioration of our collective life. Society was and

i s basicall y man's chi ef response to threats agai nst hi s conti nued

exi stence as a speci es. It appeared that i t al so served to trans-

form the nature of man's intelligence from a kind reflecting the

needs of individuals and their values only, to one reflecting also

the needs and problems of collective existence.

It also appeared that adequate reflection of organized society

in the form of rel iable understandi ng about that society wi th a vi ew
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to the amelioration of the lives of individuals requires division

of Iabor-, Hence, from one body of undifferenti ated common

sense knowledge we find the historical development of the dif-

ferenti ated sciences, both natural and soci al, as di scipl ines

and as organi zed professions.

lt impl ies that the various sci ences are the component parts

of a social organization of that kind of human activity that seeks

reliable understanding about aspects of experienced reality to

the extent that i t does reveal regulari ty, the knowledge of whi ch

is helpful to intelligent action.

Thi s soci al organi zati on of sci ence in professi onal (organi zed)

activity has emerged from the whole of organized society as one

of its adaptive organs. It must reflect to the greatest extent pos-

sible upon our collective lives and all that it involves for the

sake of both the survival of organized society and the amel ioration

of our lives in it. To do the latter requires that we take note of

the values and interests of the members of society a) as apparent

from their realization in fact, and b) from their expression as

desires and preferences to be realized, if and in so far as possi-

ble in the light of the possibilities as limited by available means

of soci al reconstructi on.

The system of professi onal research activi ty ai ms, through

differentiation (division of labor) according to distinguishable

soci al interests, i nto a number of subsystems (pol i ti cal sci ence

and its interest as one of them) to gain reliable understanding

of not only the analytically isolated subsystems of society as a

whole, but also of the use of all that analytical understanding for

the instrumental reorganization or retooling of the whole. For

purposes of social policy in practice, science can be, as is ex-

pected of it, of use only on condition that there will be integra-
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tion and interaction between members of the various disci-

plines with a view to problem-solution, for the sake of maximum

reliability and control in practically facing the contingent, for the

benefit of all.

Now the sci entific interest in rel i able understandi ng preceded

and occasioned the differentiation of labor which has come to be

in the differentiated system of professional organizations within

the scientific enterprise. It first emerged as a social interest,

an interest of and for the sake of men in organized society to which

the research in terms of special interests (analytical) must continue

to be related. The scientific enterprise must remain responsible

to society as the organized whole of whole biological individuals.

The scientific interest was only one interest of men in society.

There are others. As a matter- of fact these others were historically

earlier. For example, there is society's interest in the authorita-

tive allocation of values for and on behalf of society.

The separate interests are all analytically isolated from one a"-

encompassing interest, that is, soci etyl s interest i~i ts own systemi c

survival as act ivi ty, the whole system of activi ty of all. It has to

organize to persist in meeting a variety of functions such that so-

ciety will not be society without doing so. These are the life functions

of society whi ch it organi zes and must organi ze to meet.

Society is analyzable in terms of functionally determined subsys-

tems of activity and behavior which, though analytical, are never-

theless empirical (not rtne tur-a l r}, As such they are aspects of so-

c ie t y+s systemic survival and need. Their reliable understanding

provides us with an understanding of the present conditions of

whatever desires we may have as individual men. To them we

must adapt in all our efforts at value realization. That means that

after all the scientific interest appears to be an interest overriding

all others in establi shing thei r condi tions and in adjusting all pre-
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scription accordingly for and in the name of the whole society.

For the organized sciences to do so as professions requires

that it has an open ear for the whole variety of interests that

can be seen to be part of society's interest, as well as for the

preferences which the biological members of society express in

whatever society-relevant way. Science must be democratic and

establish a) the conditions in terms of which all actions must be

organi zed regardless of the values members seek to real ize

and b) provide the procedural alternatives of action-programmes

and their possible consequences in terms of society as a whole

while c) it must not hesitate to voice its own well-informed

action programme considered to be the best means by which to

move from the present to a sti II better future. Itis to provide

alternative choices for organized behavior geared to the survi-

val and amelioration of society as a whole.

The view does have its dangers. There is always, it seems to

me, the present danger that the professions, findi ng themselves

collectively in the know about what is good for the whole, will

not in fact allow men in organized society that freedom which

they desi re, or even that freedom whi ch is consonant with the

conditions of society's survival. If all the competencies of men in so-

ciety, however organi zed, are to be subjected to the competence

of scientific insight, and that competence is understood to re-

present that of the whole in optima forma, necessarily to be

exercized in its behalf, then there is not much to prevent a plan-

ning for freedom that, in effect, amounts to a planning away of

freedom; the more so, if the marks of scientific sophistication

imply a technical terminology removed from the capacity of the

ordinary man's understanding.

Easton may we II counter wi th the remark that society has in fact

desired such scientific organization for such ends in the convic-
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tion that it will lead to better insight than that men can have without

it, as well as to a better life when life is organized accordingly.

It is to say that men in society believe in the overriding value of

sci entifi c knowledge, whi ch , being a logi c of procedure, must

run its course in the practical, organized, transformation of so-

ciety, and of all human experience. Barring minorities, some of

whom cause the crises of the sixties, seventies and eighties, (in

reaction against piece-meal engineering'?) the observation ap-

pears to be correct. All other points of view would appear to be

voiced ineffectively. The lie is marching on.

This position entai Is the elevation of professional scientists

to the status of priesthood, competent to direct and control the

laity on the basis of what they, but not the faithful, know, at

least in principle. In fact the sciences have not yet achieved

sufficient organizational and conceptual unity, nor predictive

reliability in the terms of a deductive understanding of the sys-

temic whole of society to be able to effe:::tively fuIfiII their high

ca II ing. But i t wou Id seem to be the regi on in space, the va Iue-

real ization, that Easton considers to be the present promise for



tion of especially white South Africa and that of Amer-l ca in

CHAPTER SIX

1. Systems thinking and the Report of the Constitutional Committee

of the President's Council in the Republic of South Africa.

1• 1 Introduct ion

It may seem somewhat of a forced attempt to achieve a measure

of practi cal actual i ty when Iconel ude thi s di ssertation wi th a chap-

ter which pinpoints an instance of this kind of thought in the repu-

blic. Here I have been dealing all along with American political

science as it comes to a particular form in the thought of Easton,

himself an American; do I now wish to suggest that American prag-

matist, behavioralist, instrumentalist thinking is beginning to rule

the day i n South Afri ca?

Before I respond to the question in the affirmative, we do well

to consi der that what I have been anal y zing is a phi losophi call y

grounded mode of thought, i tse If backed up by more than phi loso-

phical, by directly religious inspiration. Neither religious motiva-

tion, nor philosophical modes of thought, nor their expression in

special scientific contexts, such as political science,have it in

them to wish to be limited to expression within national bounda-

ri es. Thei r (cl }ai ms are, rather, universal. That pragmati st be-

havioral i sm fi rst began to count adherents in Iarge numbers in

America does not limit its persuasive appeal to America. Never-

theless, America's position as leader of the west, intent upon ex-

porting its way of life, a position greatly enhanced since the se-

cond world war, does f acl l ite its import into other areas of the

globe by those who are there inclined to a similarly based view of

life.

I think South Af r ice to be particularly prone to acceptance of

what has, to date, been considered more typically American think-

ing. There is plenty of circumstantial similarity between the posi-

terms of si ze, natural resources, (ant i }coloni al hi story, front ier
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spirit, development of technology, relative isolation, late entry

i nto the complex stream of theoreti cal refl ection proper to the

venerable tradition of European academia etc. , to suggest that

what works for America will also work for South Africa. Ame-

rican thought and achievement would seem to constitute the mo-
,

del to be emulated in various sectors of South African society.

That is so, not because we in the RSA wish to feel and think

American, but rather because what has worked for Americans

should also go far in working for us as Africans.

It is not circumstancial similarity however which necessarily
'!

leads to the adoption of modes of thought that have been so corn-,

mon to Americans. These can only serve to justify, to rationa-

lize a basic choice for the same kind of religious direction which

is never circumstancially determined, or explainable.

The point is that pragmatism as developed in America cannot

be understood solely in terms of America. American history,

incl uding i ts young academi c hi story, i s a parti cular expressi on

of a religious spirit that has made itself strong in Europe to be-

gin with. Hence it can be argued on good grounds that America

has embodied to a large extent the spirit of John Locke's thought.

Other European influences have continued to help make American

thought what it now is. There is no mistaking the tremendous in-

fl uence of Spencer and Oarwi n, of Bentham and Mi II, of Marx and

Hegel upon what has been developed as pragmatism. South Africa,

developing academically at an even later stage than America has

only more recently begun to receive the messages deriving from

these sources; they have found it convenient not to have to develop

their own perspective on all of them in terms of their own traditional

conviction; rather, they are willing to operate with the American

digested picture of all these influences to a greater extent than

is western Europe, the source of all these varied influences.

There is, I think, nothing far-fetched in suggesting that the ad0p-
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tion of pragmatist/behavioralist thought in South Africa, al-

though not American, is still pragmatist behavioralist thought.

That such thought counts adherents of repute in South Africa

can be illustrated in terms of the Constitutional Committee's

First Report. It is my limited aim to show that this is indeed

so. To the extent that it is so, I submit that it serves to make

a case for suppositions that should be critically examined, par-

ticularly by those who wish to elaborate Christian conviction,

both in terms of political policy and in terms of political theory.

I wi sh to stress again that the Commi t tee ' s recommendati ons

could, by and large,well be defended on different grounds. It is

not my aim to reflect on their merit or demerit.

bel ieve the systemi c approach comes to expressi on in the

Committee's doings in two ways, basically. First it comes to

expression in the Committee's understanding of its own task and

modus operandi and secondly it appears in its basic views of

society and of government and politics within (and/or 'over')

it. Concerni ng the fi rst we wi II be bri ef; the second, repre-

senti ng a framework (see the fi rst paragraph of the dedi cati on

introducing the Committee's report) within which the population

of South Afri ca must be wi II ing to trace out i ts pol i ti cal stance,

is intended for general consumption and acceptance in order to

defuse the conflict potential in South Africa. We will concen-

trate our attention on it.

1. 1.2 Systems thinking and the Committee's understanding of

its own position and task.

One is first alerted to the dominant influence of systems-

thinking upon the Committee's self-conception and view of its

task by paragraph 1. 13 of the Report's first chapter. It states

that the process of political reform must be dealt with in the

following seven stages: collection of evidence, formulation and

discussion (bargaining), followed by the processes of legitima-
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tion, implementation, control and evaluation.

There is no mistaking the systemic implications of this view

of the process in which the Committee finds itself.Collection of

the evidence is the input, bargaining is a matter of gate-keeping,

legitimation and implementation constitutes the output, while con-

trol and evaluation represents the feedback. At the centre of every

use of such system terms is the question: of what system are we

speaking? The political system? Or the system of political reform

whose central authori ti es (those who gui de the process) are consi-

red to be the Commi ttee? We are not tol d at thi sstage.

If Jaap Boekkooi_J The Star, June 2, 1982, p.23) correctly

quotes Dr. Worrall , the Committee's chairman, as seeing the Pre-

sident's Council to be a 'decompression chamber' we should not

be surprised that the system is not clearly identified. After all,

the pressure has been bui Idi ng up so as to threaten the stabi I i ty

.of the political system; if then the President's Council is to be

seen as the 'decompression chamber' its function is obviously

central to the political system in the eyes of its chairman at least.

It is also telling that Boekkooi, in the same article, calls Worrall's

posi tion that of 'the country's supreme systems manager'.

The systemic distinctions of paragraph 1.13 have been intro-

duced not so much because they are theoretically justified, but

as a matter of convenience which indeed proved to be useful as

the same paragraph goes on to say. If nothing else, such observa-

tions are rather pragmatic, linking distinctions to use rather than

to norms for proper distinction. That to follow these 'distinctions'

(phases of any process of activity) may keep you from the recognition

of the distinguishability of structural and functional varieties which

determine different kinds of processes materially and normatively

has ,I thi nk , escaped the Commi t tee ' s attention.

To say so is easy; to argue the point convincingly is not so easy.
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I wi II endeavor to show that the poi nt has substance by showi ng

that the Committee's view of society, government, state, politics,

and ethnical groups lacks conceptual clarity because it fails to

recogni ze societal diversi ty, both structural and fu ict lonal , suf-

ficiently. The major reason for that lack of clarity, is to be found,

I think, in the Committee's basic behavioralist/pragmatist/systems

theoretical orientation which prejudices the Committee's views. But

fi r s t , let us establ i sh that such thi()ki ng does indeed materi all y de-

termine and play its part in the Committee's views of societal life.

1. 1.3 Systems theoretical/pragmatic presuppositions and the Com-

mittee's views of South African societal life

1. 1.3. 1 Introduction.

Both what the Commi ttee does say and what the Commi tte fai Is to

say lead me to the conclusion that the Comml t te t s perspective is

in line with presuppositions that we have seen to be basic to Eas-

ton's thi nking. I wi II divi de my materi al accordingl y; I wi II deal,

fi rst wi th expressed ideas that show k inship wi th Easton' s thought,

and then continue by pointing to some moments which are implied

rather than expressed and also reveal such kinship further.

1.1.3.2 Expressed ideas showing kinship with Easton's thinking..

Of these I wi II deal briefly with the following without pretending

to be complete: emphasis upon experience as the matrix and mother

of guidelines to be followed for future behavior in a non-rigid fa-

shi on that wi II recogni ze emergent val ues and desi res to the grea-

test extent possi bl e wi thout destabi Ii zi ng the system to beyond con-

trol; emphasis upon scientific expertise and consensus as the kno-

wer par excellence of past experience and future possibilities in

terms of present circumstances; a choice for piece-meal enginee-

ring by those 'in the know'; agreement as to the basic nature of the

elements involved in the social system, i.e providing that system
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with three di mensi ons, the normative, the structural, and the

behavioral; the emphasi s upon the changabi Ii ty of all three in

thei r systemi c coherence; the idea of government as (effective)

conflict regulation. These are enough to indicate the close kin-

ship between the Committee's assumptions and those of Easton.

As to implied similarities, the Committee's view of ethnical

groups as segments of a society, as well as their use of the

term segmental autonomy implies absence of the idea of the state

as a public legal community for the maintenance of a public le-

gal order in which also ethnic diversity and a host of other group

and individual interests are protected and harmonized in case of

disputed rights by the authorities, the government, within the

communi ty of the state of whi ch government and subjects are the

constituents and constituent parts. We have seen that Easton too

rejects the idea of the state thus conceived. It is the rejection of

thi s idea, worse, of thi s real ity whi ch allows the commi ttee the

pol i ti cal views whi ch it expresses. Thi s we wi II di scuss after we

have taken note of the explicit similarities mentioned.

1.1.3.2.1. The similarity in emphasis upon experience.

It is not difficult to point to passages in the Committee's report

referri ng to experi ence as the mother and matri x of gui del ines.

I refer you to paragraph 3.20 and 3.20 d , where reference is

made tonthe experience of ethnically plural societies': 3.20 j "ex-

perience shows", 3,20 k "all experience of plural societies shows",

and to paragraph 4.9 "the experi ence of other si mi Iar pol i ti cal

systems ", Expressi ons I ike these, throughout the report, make it

unmistakably clear that "experience" is taken in some sense as

the final court of appeal and the starting point of arguments. The

way the Committee employs such expressions would cause one to

thi nk that the Commi ttee takes the posi ti on that the facts speak for

themse Ives.
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Here Easton would add a word of caution. When Easton

says that facts do not speak for themselves he would appear

to disagree with the Committee's facile reference to expe-

rience as guarantor of the dependabi lity of certain tenets.

The quotation of Lord Bryce: "Every creation of a new scheme

of government is a precious addition to the political resources

of mankind. It represents a survey and scrutiny of the consti-

tutional experience of the past. It embodies an experiment ful I

of instruction for the future", a quotation which precedes the

Committee's report, is illustrative of its spirit. It shows the

convi ction that experi ence equal sexperi ment. Life is experi-

mental. Certainly that is the tenor of Easton's thought as wel I

as of the Report. Easton would, of course add that for that very

reason i t must be remembered that facts do not speak for themse Ives

but only within the context of theory which transforms experience

into experi mentat ion, provi ding a measure of control.

I do not believe that the Committee's stance differs significantly

and that can be shown by pointing out that the ~eport throughout

suggests that it is the scientifically established (by consensus a-

mong scientists'?) facts of experience that are intended when

mention i s made of experi erice , When experi ence speaks, it is r-eal l y

facts and theory as scientific consensus holds them up to us that

speak, and they speak wi th the greatest measure of authori ty at-

tainable. It speaks with absolute authority for the time being. Cool

and objectively, it overrides all other forms of authority. But it

must remain open, be non-rigid, to accommodate whatever changes

are apparent in experience and to establish the limits within which

such newness may be allowed expression without destroying the sys-

tem in which it comes to expression. That takes us into a discussion

of the second similarity mentioned.

2.2 Emphasis upon scientific expertise and consensus for the conduct

and control of soci al behavi or.
-Ór ,"

... ' j'; ,." ._
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That this emphasis is markedly strong in the Committee's

report is indubitable, and gives substance to what is to be un-

derstood by experience. The guarantee for trustworthiness and

dependabi I i ty of ju dgements concerning soci al affai rs would ap-

pear to':provided by reference to the latest theories and scien-

ti sts that have achieved support wi thi n the sciences.

The paragraphs rnentlone d above whi ch refer to experi ence

continue in the same breath by explicitly calling .on scientific

experti se to back up what the Commi ttee wi shes to put across.

It is experience of and literature about plural societies, learned

authorities and experience. Even if that had not been the case

the report makes such copious reference to scientific experts

that this flavor of the report co.rl d hardly be mislooked.

Experience, however, is not best known in its scientific form.

To think so is necessarily to miss out on much, if not most,of

experience. To follow the. latest scientific consensus may ham-

string one's vision. When the Committee, in what I consider to

be one of i ts most i rresponsi bie and i I I-founded statements, ob-

serves that it cannot advocate a course of action in conflict with

the one which all the authorities indicate (paragraph 3.25), I

wonder whether the Committee leaves room for any measure of

real piety towards the God to whom we are to look up in faith.

Real piety consists of obedient recognition of God-in-authority

Who gave us His order for life that we might follow it. The view

of history as reactions of societies to serious challenges beset-

ting them, though I suppose it does go far to tell the essence of

pragmati srnt s view of hi story, hardly testifies to hi story as the

real m of Chri st' sKingship. Hi story, thus vi ewed , becomes the

realm of man's prowess in the face of forces that threaten his

survival. (That too, was a note proper to Easton's thought as we

saw. )
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.3.2.3 Similarity of emphasis upon piece-meal engineering

We have seen Easton to be an advocate of piece-meal engi-

neering within an open society/system. Easton does observe

that the term is a misnomer. He has enough sensitivity to rea-

lize that social systems are not simply machines or closed sys-

tems that can be engineered to perform functions precisely as

the engineers would have it. Yet the term is and remains close

enough for his purposes. That a Popperian emphasis has en-

tered into his view of scientific methodology has also been no-

ted in passing.

The Committee too has explicitly aligned itself on the side of

piece-meal engineering and refers to Popper as one of its autho-

rities. See in this regard: paragraph 3.23 of the Report. The

top icis too wide for in -depth treatment here. Let me just say

that contrary to scientific opinion popular for some centuries

in the Anglo-Saxon (and American)world, to assume that the

only alternative to utopian and/or- fatalistic determinist thinking

is that of piece-meal engineering,is to assume too much•

• 2.4.Similarity in assumptions concerning the basic elements involved

in the social system Like Easton the Committee expressly adheres

to the distinction between fact and value and on the basis of that

distinction concludes to the presence of three dimensions of every

pol i ti cal system, the normative di mens ion of values ,aspi rat ions

and expectations, the structural which like Easton's use of the

term refers to the institutions of the system, and the behavioral

dimension. Concerning the behavioral dimension the Committee

does not express itself very clearly,but it may be fairly assumed

that it refers to the activity of individuals in the system as both

governed by and also altering the system's norms and institutions.

The paragraphs 3. 16 and 3. 17 are reveal ing in this regard.

The Committee is more explicit than is Easton on the basic values
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to be adhered to: the advancement of individual and group rights,

equality of opportunity and justice, the protection of identity and

self-respect, the advancement of social and material welfare, the

securing of internal and external peace, or security (see para-

graph 3. 18). Nevertheless it is not too farfetched to suppose that

these values are in Iine with what Easton would call the broad hu-

mane values of western civi Ii zat iori, I suggest, however, that Eas-

ton propagates the development of .va lue theory to establish much

more specifically what is now to be done for their proper realiza-

tion in the light ot. present empirically determinable (im)possibili-

ti es.

G 1.3.2.5 Similarity in emphasis upon change of all the elements in

the systemic whole

We have seen it to be Easton' s view that soci al systems to be

inteli igently and actively responsive must have the capacity to

transform themselves if they are not to succumb to the pressures

that would otherwise lead to its disappearance. That is precisely

what was not sufficiently realized by all who thought in terms of

equilibrium systems theory of the functionalist kind. They thought

of stabi I ity as opposed to change. Not so Easton, and not so the

Committee. The system being open to its envi r-onment.per-te ct i so-

lation against it is not to be expected; hence a readiness towards

self-transformati on is requi red. Itis thi s convi ction about the com-

patibility of change with stability which leads to the notion of the

possibi I ity of social engineering which can ensure stabi I ity whi le

actively changing and accommodating change on the basis of known

regularities. Changing inputs into the system require changing re-

sponse (outputs) on the part of the system hence blue-print thinking

(utopian) must be replaced with piece-meal engineering. For the

Committee's emphasis on change see 3.20 c , esp, its use of obser-

vations made by Crawford Young.
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1. 1. 3. 2.6 Si mi Iari ty in emphasi s upon government as soci al

conflict regulation. Social conflict represents cleavage in

soci ety concerning the di stri bution of val ues sought after,

splitting the members of society up into conflicting camps

such that di sintegration of the soci al system threatens If

the conflict is not regulated by effective government in the

interest of the entire membership system. It requires of the

authori ti es i n any system that they regul ate confl i ct authori-

tatively on the basis of such a level of support for their policy

decisions that the majority will comply with them. It implies

reduction of legitimacy to acceptance by the members of their

decisi ons in fact,for whatever reason. That reduces justi ce to

the accommodati on of confl i cting soci al forces (groupi ngs).

It represents a bal anci ng process, a decompressi on process,

to take the heat off the system. To that end the system may re-

spond to stress in a variety of ways.

The Committee's views are basically in line with this view

of thi ngs. On the assumpti on that the pol i cy-maki ng system, the

system of authori tative allocation of values i s threatened by

present cleavage among the various ethnical groupings in and

presently focusing on or.e and the same political system,the

Committee sets about to discover the proper response so as

to ensure continued participation of all in political systems (sys-

tems of pol i cy-maki ng) i n such a way as to avoi d the di si ntegra-

tion of any system.

The Committe looks to the responses to cleavage (plural so-

ciety) along the Iines of Lijphart and Hunt ington. These possi bie

responses are threefol d: assi mi Iati on/i ntegrati on of the groups

(ethnical) involved; consociation of groups; and, finally partition

such that different systems are created for the different groups.
E4-ston

AI thouqh'ïha s not spelled out such reponses in these terms, it

is remarkable that he too says a change in membership, community
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may be required for the orderly continuation of authoritative

value allocation without which neither group can continue as

ordered soci ety at any rate. That i s to say, parti ti on may be

required. Jntegration,for Easton, would be possible if there

can be value-consensus to an extent sufficient for the conti-

nuation of the system (that may require value-reconstruction).

Consoci ati on, another term that Easton does not use, i s ne-

vertheless implied by his idea of "relevant 'members" of the

political system.

Again the basic similarities of thought between Easton and

the Committee report are unmistakable. There are implied simi-

larities as well.

1.1.3.3 Similarity in disrespect for the state as a public legal

community on the basis of a monopoly of sword-power in the

hands of the state-<ommunity 's authorities. For Easton the state

represents the real.ity of coagulated relatively stable organization,

(i nsti tution) , or i nsti tuti onal ized activi ty rel ative to the authori ta-

tive allocation of values for a society that we have known since the

Peace of Westphalia.lt is a largely governmental inst:itution; the

term may be equated in meaning with 'national government'. The

nation is then the all-inclusive whole or entirety of society, the

state is its more or less institutionalized government. It represents

the authori tative deci si on-makers for a soci ety. From thi s perspec-

tive the modern state represents an important institutional part of

the political system which may be viewed as that system of activi-

ty whi ch represents the deci der-functi on of the ent i re soci aI system.

T here i s I i t t le in the Committee's report that testifies to a diffe-

rent view. Jm plied in it are serious difficulties and shortcomings.

These amount to a serious lack of clarity concerning the variety

of societal arrangements that rest not simply upon human social

decision (the decision of the whole society, but upon invariant norms
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for the ordering of human Iife , The spi ri t of soci al I ife may be

such as to downplay their structural givenness and view them

as mere products of society's own making, as the elements of

its own se If-establ is hed existence, subject, one and all to the

political decion-makers, but such a spirit is vain and cannot undo,

merely di stort,recognition of created variety of societal life.

Whens:>ciety is considered to be the social system all the

elements of that system are reduced to being parts of that sys-

tem which must naturally display the typical characteristics of

the encompassing system. When, moreover, the state-idea is

reduced to the political function of society's authoritative de-

cision-making web of activity, the state is reduced to become

a function of a society. Given its leading function in the social

system, as authoritative over all, all the elements of society

necessarily become politicized. This very politicization of every-

thing in societal life is e\6f"'ywher~, both behind and beyond the

iron and bamboe-curtains,experienced as an overriding evil of

our times. Yet our very conception of society as a whole and

the political determination of its order calls forth such evil. It

beclouds our awareness of the structural variety of societal life

where various authoritative offices within varying spheres of

competence and responsibi I ity are present. The free and re-

sponsible exercise of these offices, however, as callings.de-

termined by the Creator, i s everywhere hindered by the effects

of the omnipresent myth of men's responsibility to a 'thing' we

call soci ety, a thing of our imagi nation only. Itis the embodi ment,

theoretically, of the principle of totalitarianism. When adhered

to as guide for practice it leads to totalitarian politics. It leads

to exagerated expectations from those who are called to govern

and to wield the power of the sword for maintaining justice pu-

blicly by respecting the various spheres of responsibility for what
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---they are.

The encompassing wholes of society, in terms of which the

social sciences attempt to analyze and (as quasi-applied science)

regulate societal life, do not exist. Societal life is not the life

of wholes called societies. It is rather life lived in the interplay

and intertwinement of Sate, fami ly, church, business-enterpri se,

S(,hool, university and what have you; their interrelation is not

hierarchical so that the state lords it over all the others. Each

has its own offices and responsibilities to be respected by all the

others, and each ought to exercise its calling for the benefit of all

the others, in servi ce of God and fellow man.

The elaboration of this view with a view to its relevance for

political science and in critical confrontation with current theory

as discussed in this dissertation is not as urgent as its elabora-

tion by responsible men in their daily doings, regardless of their

level of cultural differentiation and development.

Men are not what Easton calls them, elements, members within

societie s and nothing more. In their very hearts they transcend their

membership functions in societal forms of I ife in rei igious service

of God or idols of their making. They are not hook, line, and sinker

part of societies as regulated by political/governmental decision,

alone responsible for deciding for the whole society.

That societal life is ordered so as to call for authoritative re-

Iat ionships is not in question but that it i s pol iti cal authori ties who

are to regulate in and over all cer-t aely is.
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David Ea st o n 's systems analytical approach to political
life as developed since the publication of his first main
volume, The Political System, in 1953, has drawn much
attention from colleagues in the field of political science
as a possible means, which, if put to use, could pull the
discipline of political science out of its doldrums, those
of, mainly, fragmentation and general unreliability as means
of controllover the social process.

Ea st on 's work wants to be in the mainstream of American

tradition goes far towards an understanding of Easton.
Easton1s assessment of that tradition is examined in Chapter
One. According to him the discipline of political science has
been groping towards the kind of scientific approach that he
himself advances. Political science is showing the first
signs of becoming mature.

Easton devotes himself to one aspect of the two-pronged
task that faces the discipline as he sees it: the development
of value and causal theory. He devotes himself to the latter
but admits and stresses that it is founded on value
theoretical suppositions that also need elaboration urgently.
These two types of theory need to be developed as they have
not been due to the prevalence of reformative theory in the
discipline, a prevalence that is to be explained in terms of
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a neglect of the requirements of scientific method which

calls for general causal theory as well as value theory.

These three kinds of theory are explained in Chapter Two.

Easton develops the notion of system, which had been

proper to the discipline of political science for some time

into a full-fledged analytical framework of thought, his

well-known flow-model, as discussed in Chapter Four. This

model has often been seized upon by students of political

science as if it is presuppositionless methodology,

applicable to any concrete political system. That is not true

to Eastonls aims which are to link political science to the

other social disciplines in order to move towards the

realization of the unified science ideal by way of general

systems theory. His theory intends to focus on no political

systems in particular but upon the life-functions of any

political system at all. For application to any particular

system the model would have to be adapted, modified.

Easton is keen not to be categorized as a status quo

thinker along with so many equilibrium oriented systems

thinkers as may be clear from the contents of Chapter Three.

That this has not always been sufficiently recognized, and

that value oriented reconstruction, purposive intelligence,

is Eastonls concern becomes plain from his position vis a vis

the behavioralist/post-behavioralist controversy as discussed

in Chapter Five.

That Eastonls argument and the presuppositions on which it

is founded leave themselves open to critical questioning may

be clear from the explanatory and commentary notes at the end

of the chapters. That Christian conviction requires a stance

critical of this kind of thinking is my contention

throughout.

It follows that I am not gladdened by the appearance of

similar ideas from which to expect the solution to the

difficulties besetting the South African political scene.

That such thinking does attract support also here is evident

from the President Council IS Constitutional Committ~ls first

report as I argue in Chapter Six. The recommendations made by

the Committee could well have been linked to a different
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argumentation, hence their merit is not directly at issue

here. Should these recommendations be followed on the basis

of this argumentation it would mean a marked deviation from

Christian political conviction to that extent.

I say so as a matter of conviction and creed.
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